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THE STATUS OF GRADUATE STUDY THROUGH EXTENSION

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

ImPortane of the Study,

The right of all the people to learn at all levels is the principle

upon which the extension movement is founded. Literally, the word*

*extensions, implies that the traditional functions of teaching students

are extended beyond the campus boundaries and that a wider clientele

is to be served.

From simple beginnings* extension education has grown to include

all kinds of instruction from hundreds of state institutions* independent

institutions, and secondary schools. Today there is rather wide accept-

ance of extension education at the undergraduate level and a lesser

acceptance of extension education at the graduate level.

Because of the very nature of graduate extension study* the problems

of acceptance* organization* administration, instruction, and evaluation

have become the immediate concern of the graduate schools everywhere--

not only for those who may be asked to accept credits toward advanced

degrees* but also for those responsible for its quality.

There in an increasingly greater number of college graduates in our

professional and work -a-day world who desire opportunity for advanced

study. These persons cannot or should not resign from their positions
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to return to the campuses to study. They believe it is possible for

the university to bring graduate instruction to them and that with

graduate faculty leadership in extension classes, they can reach a

high and creditable level of achievement.

Houle (b7, pp1243), referring to the university extension move.

manta in Great Britain, Canada, and the United States, says:

There is occurring in all three countries a great
increase in the number of adults who wish or demand
to be taught, and this is only the advance wave of
a new social phenomenon, adult education on the most
massive scale. As people learn, they want to know
more. The enormous spread of literacy, the increase
in age of compulsory attendance at school, the lateral
expansion of secondary schools and college and junior
college study, all are visibly operating toward the
creation of a vast clientele for formal adult education.
These men and women, striving to learn, to improve
their own resources AS individuals, as workers, and
as social beings, will not be put off.

Even though a considerable number of people are being reached

today through their extension divisions, it was the opinion of the

President's Commission on Higher Education that these activities were

insignificant in comparison to the needs to be met. The Commission

made a plea for a much greater activity by the university in the adult

education field, which, if met, would mean an additional expansion of

extension education in the future. The Commission states (16, p.38):

"The time has come to expand considerably our program of adult education,

and to make more of it the responsibility of our colleges and univer

sities." The report goes on to say (16, p.97):

The present status of university extension services
makes it painfully clear that the colleges and
universities do not recognise adult education as
their potentially greatest service to democratic
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society This state of affairs cannot be
permitted to continue. The colleges and universities
should elevate adult education to a position of equal
importance with any other of their functions. The
extension department should be charged with the task
of channeling the resources of every teaching unit
of the institution into the adult education program.

The expanding role of university extension necessitates that

research be conducted in many areas of its activity. Graduate study

through extension is one of these areas, and it is believed that

research which will aid in determining the status of this important

aspect of university extension education will provide a basis upon

which an improved program may be developed.

As long as there are educational leaders in our institutions of

higher learning who believe that all graduate level work should be

conducted in the environment of that campus with its great library and

the opportunity it affords to associate with people who are following

the "business" of learning, the problem will remain unresolved.

Such information as this study proposes to discover should prove

very helpful to college presidents and deans of graduate schools every.

where because they are responsible for developing acceptable policies

to guide the institutions they control. Faculty members of the grad.

nate schools who serve on extension councils and budget committees

desire insights to enable them to make wise decisions and finally to

instruct well. Extension administrators need to have pride and con-

fidence in the status of their graduate work and the graduate students

in extension must rest assured that their studies are respectable and

acceptable.



Other studies which have been made have surveyed deans of grad-

uate schools, departmental heads, and extension directors concerning

various problems in extension education. Nearly all of these studies

are too old to be of significance today. The only current study known

to the writer which holds great promise is one which was proposed to

the Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities, in November,

1952, by its Committee on Off-Campus Graduate Study. A preliminary

survey has already been made for this group by Rees 01, pp7-11) and

the results he obtained are reported in Chapter II of this study. The

final report of the "Roe. Committees will include an evaluation of

off-campus graduate study in land-grant colleges and universities

belonging to the Association.

The present study is unique in that, while it obtained data from

a limited number of deans of graduate schools and extension directors

who represented a limited number of selected institutions, it included

responses from 211 graduate school faculty members and 1,475 graduate

extension students. Much of the information obtained in this study

has not been included in any previous study.

The Purpose, Assumptions, and Limitations of the Study,

The Purpose

The purpose of this study is to ascertain in some measure the

status of graduate study through extension, and to present the informa-

tion obtained in such a manner that it may be of material value to

such administrative and supervisory personnel as are charged with the

responsibility of developing and providing a satisfactory graduate

extension program.
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More specifically, the purpose of this study is to determines

(a) the attitudes of staff members instructing graduate extension

courses toward the quality of instruction and student achievement,

(b) the controls and requirements exercised by the graduate schools,

(c) how graduate students use and evaluate the services of university

extension, and (d) the scope of the graduate extension program, its

limitations, and its supervision as reported by extension directors.

Assumptions

Any research investigation is likely to be preceded by assumptions

in the mind of the investigator. The following are applicable to this

study:

1. That much graduate study offered through university
extension is successful.

2. That instructional staffs and administrative staffs,
alike, are not in agreement concerning the quality of
graduate extension work or the amount a student should
be permitted to take.

3. That there is great variation in the amounts and in the
kinds of graduate extension work offered through the
many extension divisions.

4. That pressure is being exerted increasingly on extension
divisions and campuses for a greater graduate program
through extension.

5. That graduate students, graduate school faculty meabers,
deans of graduate schools, and directors of extension
are competent to respond to the questionnaires directed to
them.

6. That, because of the great distances and the large number
of persons to be contacted in the study, the questionnaire
is the best instrument to use.
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Limitations

This is a questionnaire study providing opportunity for objective

responses and in many instances, giving opportunity for explanations

and for expressions of opinions. Like all questionnaire studies, it is

subject to certain limitations and weaknesses. Among these limitations

and weaknesses are tendencies to (a) respond in a manner which seems

desirable, (b) desire to create a good impression, (c) assign different

meanings to given words, and (d) respond emotionally to certain items

(2, pp.4-5).

This study is limited to the graduate level instruction offered

to graduate students through university extension for which credit may

be earned and applied toward an advanced degree at a college or uni-

versity. It is further limited to studying the status of such instruction

in a selected group of extension divisions.

Definitions of Terms Used

A careful definition of terms is basic in any study. Such defini-

tions as are given provide a basis for better understanding and inter-

pretation of the study. Some of the terms used in this study are defined

by the writer:

Extension division. The organisational unit of a college or
university which administers some or all of the insti-
tutionss activities for persons not in residence, these
activities being conducted on or off campus.

Extension center. A place in a city or other concentration
--apopulation where a number of extension division acti-

vities are conducted, and where a full or part-time
member of the extension staff who administers the pro-
gram is in residence.
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Graduate extension. The program of study offered through
extension for 'which graduate credit toward an advanced
academic degree may be earned and applied.

Graduate extension movement. The trend in higher education
----UTserve at t11--iegairae level college or university

graduates not in residence. These services are provided
through university extension.

Non-oenter extension class. A class organised outside of and
----ipencnalroetfiiiextension center. Such classes are

usually organized off campus.

Organizational pattern. The particular type of plan, such as
correspondence study, short course, or evening class,
used to provide instruction to the student.

University extension. (See "Extension division")

University extension movement. The trend in higher education
lo serve persons not in residence, either through off-
campus activities or by bringing these persons to the
campus for short periods of time.

Allan. a theSA.1

This study consists of a review of the historical background of

extension education in America, with special reference to graduate study,

and a questionnaire study of "The Status of Graduate Extension Study*.

The material included in the section on historical background was

secured primarily from (a) the literature and studies related to the

problem, and (b) 136 personal letters received by the writer from sixty..

nine deans of graduate schools and sixty-seven directors of extension.

The questionnaire study on "The Status of Graduate 'Nark Through

Extension" included information gathered from four different sets of

questionnaires which were mailed to 2,800 graduate extension students,

350 graduate school faculty members, and the graduate school deans and

the directors of the extension divisions of fourteen selected institutions.
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The fourteen participating institutions were selected on the basis

of geographic location, enrollment in graduate extension work, number

of faculty members teaching graduate extension classes, organisational

arrangements for graduate extension instruction in terms of graduate

centers and evening classes, and willingness of the deans and directors

to cooperate in making the survey...

Reasons for Being the Questionnaire Method

Because of the great number of individuals to be contacted over

such a large geographic area and because of the limitations of time and

expense, the questionnaire was adopted as the only feasible method to

use in making this study.

While the questionnaire method is criticised by many and though it

has its weaknesses, it is nevertheless considered an important and

satisfactory means of research. Woos calls attention to the importance

of the questionnaire in the following way (20, pp.144-145):

It should mean something for the legitimation of
questionnaire investigation that the proportion
of educational literature taking rise in it is so
largeroughly a fourth of all published articles
or of space occupied by them. It should be signi.
ficant, also, that the proportions are approxi-
mately equal in educational periodicals and in
research series published by higher institutions;
not only do reports of questionnaire studies pass
ulster with the editors of periodicals, but they
are approved in about the same proportions by those
who render judgment on the typically more substantial
investigations submitted as doctors' dissertations
or are otherwise published in monograph form.

Good, Barr, and Seaton state (11, p.325)1

The questionnaire is an important instrument in
normative-survey research, being used to gather
information from widely scattered sources.
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Authorities agree that, if the questionnaire is to produce valid

results, great care must be taken in its construction, validation, and

administration. It is further agreed that the data obtained must be

given correct tabulation and interpretation (11, p.325).

As a background for constructing and perfecting the four question.

mires, the following steps were taken:

1. The proceedings of all the annual meetings of the
National University Extension Association from
1915 (when it was founded) to the present were
examined. The annual proceedings of the Association
of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities were studied,
as well as the institutional catalogs of the parti-
cipating institutions.

2. One hundred thirty-six personal letters from graduate
school deans and directors of extension were carefully
read and analysed, and all of the extension division
and graduate school literature forwarded by the deans
and directors was examined (about 105 pamphlets and
bulletins).

The General Extension Division of the Oregon State System
of Higher Education approved the study and the head
administrative officers conferred with the writer many
times and examined the questionnaires. Excellent Bug-
gestions for additional items, revisions, and deletions
were made.

4. The questionnaires were submitted to a jury of experts
for their suggestions. These men were selected members
of the graduate faculty at Oregon State College. Alto-
gether, seven men in this group gave assistance, con-
siderable time being spent with each. The questionnaires
were examined item by item, which in effect constituted
a trial run.

Administering the Questionnaire

A package of questionnaires was mailed to the extension directors

of each of the fourteen selected institutions. Each package contained
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200 questionnaires for graduate students, twentyfive for graduate

school faculty members, and one for the graduate school dean. An

individuallytyped letter accompanied the package. Six weeks later

questionnaires were mailed to the fourteen extension directors. Self

addressed stamped envelopes were attached to all questionnaires.

Because of the time needed to get the material distributed to the

various classes and centers throughout each state, a month and a half

were to pass before the first follow -up letter was sent to each exten

sion director, giving him a report of the returns from his institution.

Since this was a sampling study, and since the questionnaires to

the faculty and students did not require signatures, there was no way

to send individual follow-ap letters. To guarantee a sufficient

sampling, a total of 2,800 students were handed questionnaires (200 in

each division). It was decided that a 50 per cent return would be con

sidered a sufficient sampling of students. Likewise, twentyfive grad

uate school faculty members were contacted at each division with the

idea that, while the return might be higher, a 50 per cent sampling

would be sufficient. It was hoped that all of the graduate school deans

and directors of extension would reply.

The study was based on a return of 1,475, or 53 per cent, of the

questionnaires from graduate students in extension; 211, or 80 per cent,

of the questionnaires from graduate school faculty members; 14, or 93

per cent, of the questionnaires from the graduate school deans; and

13, or 93 per cent, of the questionnaires from the extension directors.



Treatment of the Data

The data obtained from the graduate students were entered on

Hollerith cards which made it possible to do the tabulations mech

anically on International Business Machines equipment. Explanations

and comments were scrutinized carefully and summarized without mech

anical assistance.

The questionnaires of faculty, deans, and directors were tabulated

manually so that all explanations and comments could be read and become

a part of the study. Since the total number of questionnaires in each

of these three categories is considerably less than for the students,

no particular problems were presented by manually tabulating them.

The data were carefully studied for possible relationships and

implications, and only that information which seemed significant was

used. It was on this basis that the report of the study was made.



CHAPTER IX

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The University Extension Movement

Eajaagge or University Extension

"The idea of bringing people to the university is American. The

idea of taking the university to the people is English. The term,

'University Extension', had its origin in England, and until 1887,

University Extension was little known in this country [United States]."

(47, p.130).

After a Cambridge University fellow had been experimenting with a

series of lectures for six years, that institution officially established

an extension program in 1873. The fellow also developed the technique

of making use of the printed syllabus and of examinations (13, pp.10-11).

By the year 1877, Oxford houg initiated a first traveling library and

had experimented with lectures (6, p.34). The following year an

official program of extension was organised (13, p.38). These first

beginnings at Cambridge and Oxford were quickly accepted by other

English universities and by 1890 there were over 200 extension programs

in operation (25, p.417).

The concept of the right of all men to learning is an old one, and

it is said by sons to be the basic foundation of the university extension

movement in the United States (17, p.51). Before the middle of the nine-

teenth century-Jo the universities were serving a very few only, and if
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more were to be served, revolutionary changes were indicated. In

the meantime, other methods were being used to educate the masses.

Among the early methods of adult education were the New England

town meetings, which were the forerunners of our present-day community

forums. One, too, should not overlook the "lecture activities" of our

founding fathers, who were just as much men of thought as they were

men of action (147, p.129). Crease (6, p.36), referring to such "lecture

activities", mentioned the contribution of the mechanics' institutes

of the early nineteen hundreds in England and America; and others

(147, p.129) mentioned the competition among the mercantile libraries,

historical societies, mechanics' institutes, and philosophical societies

for lectures on technical subjects.

The American lyceum used such techniques as debate and group dis-

cussion which later were to become so popular in extension. Josiah

Holbrook of Derby, Connecticut, is credited with originating the first

lyceum in America in 1826. The idea became so well accepted that by

1834 there were 3,000 branches over the country. Each branch had a

weekly program consisting of essays, debates, lectures, and discussions,

all of which helped spread the idea of popular education in our country

(14,

Present-day evidences of the influence of the lyceum movement are

the programs of the Lowell Institute of Boston, the Peabody Institute of

Baltimore, and the Brooklyn Institute and Cooper Union. The present-day

men's and women's service clubs are considered direct descendants of the

lyceum (147, p.129).



The chautauqua was more significant than the lyceum as far as

university extension was concerned. It grew out of a tiro- creeksf

summer camp meeting of Sunday school teachers in 1874 and mushroomed

into a folk university almost overnight. It was given a university

charter by the State of New York in 1883.

The activities of the chautauqua included lectures, classes in

college subjects, teachers' institutes, discussion groups and seminars,

directed home reading and correspondence courses, concerts, exhibitions,

and entertainments (47, p.130). As the times moved toward the nine-

teen hundreds, the programs of chautauqua became more formally organized

into summer sessions, correspondence courses, and courses for college

credit (13, p.13). It is understandable, then, that by 1900, it was

necessary that chautauqua surrender its charter to the universities,

to which belonged* properly, the credit-granting and degree-granting

functions.

The lyceum movement before the Civil War and the chautauqua move-

ment after the Civil War met the needs of the people who were ready to

learn and who were not being served by the universities. It has been

noted that the "extension of educations to the off-campus public became

strongest in countries of democratic traditions where enlightenment and

literacy for all was emphasised. Bittner said (25, p.417):

Historically* university extension is best under-
stood as a part of the rising interest in adult
education in countries where political democracy
and rapid industrialisation put a premium on
literacy, knowledge, and skill in the interest of
social utility.



In 1887, at a meeting of the American Library Association, Herbert

B. Adams* Professor of History at Johns Hopkins University* advocated

university extension for America (47* p.130). The same year, immediate

results were evident with the establishment of extension activities at

Buffalo, Chicago, and St. Louis, under the auspices of the public

libraries (13, p.13).

By 1890, the Philadelphia Society for the Extension of University

Teaching was organized, and its first secretary was soon to visit England

to study methods used there (13, p14). A similar organization was

founded in Chicago the next year and a national convention was held in

December to encourage university extension teaching (6, p.14). Reber

(30, p.2) points out that good reports were made at the convention and

that great expansion seemed just ahead. Action was taken at the meeting

to establish a seminary for extension workers to meet the following

year (17, p.359).

Although university professors and others closely associated with

higher education participated fully in the activities described above,

and while the term, 'university extension", was used, there was as yet

no official connection with any institution of higher learning (7, p.13).

Ea...22zo Extension Divisions
eNIMMINOMONIMMIP

The University of Wisconsin and the University of Chicago are credited

with establishing the first official institutional extension activities.

Wisconsin's legislature provided* in 1885, $10,000 yearly for the purpose

of distributing the results of its research activities to the people

through farmers' institutes. Over sixty institutes were held each year
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(17, p.313). The same year the Dean of Agriculture at Wisconsin

developed the "short courses idea (43, p.702). Wisconsin's program

remained chiefly one for agriculture until 19060 when a reorganization

took place.

The Chicago program was revolutionary and it is frequently cited

as the first extension effort, because, for the first time in America,

university extension appeared as a formal, permanent division of a

university (b7, p.130). William Raney Harper, the University of

Chicago's first president, founded the extension division in 1889.

Harper, a former chautauqua man* named as his extension director*

Professor Richard G. Moulton, who had been trained in the British

system. The first annual register of the University of Chicago announces

a comprehensive extension division and lists as extension departments

those of lecture* clasework, correspondence teaching, library, and

training. By 1915, however* only a correspondence department remained

(47, pp.130-131).

Chicago's plan is considered a major advance in the promotion of

the extension movement in the United States. Three features of the move-

ment are mentioned by Creese (6, pp.411445):

First, it established extension as a formal* permanent
division of the university; second, the details of
a thoroughgoing adjustment to other universities were
set forth in what we, in this day, would call an inte-
grated plan; and third, along with the English type,
there appeared at Chicago an extension program such
as chautauqua had had, offering in the classroom and
by mail, college courses for college credit.

By this time the chautauqua was surrendering some of its respon-

sibilities to the universities and it would appear that much was in
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store for university extension, but, instead, the so-called "lean years"

came. From 1891 until 1906 extension education reached its lowest ebb.

The chautauqua had surrendered the title of "university", had surrendered

the right to award university degrees, had given up most of its corres-

pondence study, and had "resigned extension lecturing to the universities"

(6, pp.48-49). The American Society for the Extension of University

Teaching reported that, of 22,974 persons who attended extension acti-

vities in 1899.1900, only 380 wrote papers and only twenty-nine qualified

for certificates (6, p.139). It is a matter of record that President

Harper seemed to become discouraged to the point of giving very little

attention to his own program and that only twelve additional divisions

were organized during the fifteen years (6, p.49).

Baldwin V. Woods and Helen V. Hammarberg suggested the following

possible reasons for the failure of extension work to grow between 1891

and 1906 (47, p.131)8

Perhaps the fundamental reason was that the initial
enthusiasm was not accompanied by the thorough plan-
ning which experience has proved is necessary to
initiate and carry on any Extension programme. There
was also probably too much dependence on inspirational
lectures. The other reasons given might apply today's
inflexibility of much university organization; unwill-
ingness to adapt university methods to the needs and train-
ing of adults; insistence that programmes adhere to
strict university academic standards; lack of financial
support; lack of suitable university extension lecturers;
inability of university faculty members to carry the
extra burden of travel and teaching; greater claims of
academic service on college campuses; and development
of less expensive forms of popul ar education.

In Heberls study of 1913, lack of confidence in the quality of work

given is mentioned as a cause of decline. Some institutions seemed to

be afraid of loss of prestige if they participated in extension education.
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There was also jealousy among staff members concerning the sires of

classes, the fees to be charged, and the wages to be received (30, p.8).

Crease mentioned lack of financial support, overloading of staff

members, and greater claims for campus work (6, p.149) and Hall-Quest

stated the main reason for failure to be one of management, that is, a

failure to re-adapt to the off-campas adult situation (13, p.17).

The year, 1906, has become known as the *revival year. President

Charles R. van Hise of the University of Wisconsin employed Dean Louis

E. Reber of Pennsylvania State College to come and direct his extension

program. Dean Reber came with very definite ideas--ideas which were to

establish the *Wisconsin tradition* and finally to become the *tradition*

of university extension today.

Dean Reber moved away from the purely academic and cultural concept

of extension education to the all-embracing concept of education and

service. He added agricultural, industrial, political, social, and

moral concepts to the academic and the cultural. When President van

Hiss was speaking about lisoonsinos reorganisation eleven years later

at the first meeting of the National University Extension Association,

he said (147, p.131):

If a university is to have as its ideal service on
the broadest basis, it cannot escape taking on the
function of carrying knowledge to the people. This
is but another phraseology for University Extension,
if this be defined as extension of knowledge to the
masses rather than extension of the scope of the
university along traditional lines.

The above quotation does not imply that the university was the only

service agency which brought education to the people, but it does imply,

it seems, that knowledge had been advancing too rapidly to be assimilated
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in the short period of formal schooling provided for those who could

attend. It does seem to imply, too, that the university was considered

the best agency to carry on extension work.

While state-supported institutions have adopted the Wisconsin idea,

the privately endowed schools seem to have followed the University of

Chicago pattern. These schools seem committed to the serving of selected

clientele at the highest levels of academic and cultural study and to

experimentation in leadership training and improvement of teaching

materials and techniques (47, p.132).

The National University Extension Association

The Wisconsin idea received a great deal of attention from other

states between 1906 and 1915, and representatives from many of the

other institutions visited the Madison campus to learn. So complete

was the provision for all the people that President van Hise made the

following statement in 1913 (43, p.706):

It is now literally true that there is not a man,
or woman, boy or girl, of the two and a half
million people in Wisconsin whom the University
is not prepared to teach anything he or she wishes
to know. Probably this record is unmatched in
all the other institutions of the world. There
is something inspiring in this thought of a uni-
versity AVM the whole state for its campus and
the whole population for its student body

By 1913, twenty -one institutions had reorganized their programs

and twenty -eight others had newly organized divisions (30, p.6).

In most instances, the divisions had established departments with

specifically designated functions. Some, legislatures had made appro-

priations, but most of the financial support came from fees collected

and from other funds which could be diverted for the purpose (30, p.6).
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The National University Extension Association was founded in 1915,

and its first annual meeting was held at Madison, Wisconsin. The

membership consisted of twenty-two institutions of various types and

locations (6, p.55). Through this national organization, member divi-

sions have been able to exchange ideas and inspirations and to make

studies cooperatively at the national level. The findings of such

studies have been made available to all member institutions and have

added to the background of useful information.

One need but study the proceedings of the annual meeting of 1925

to discover the wide range of activities at the end of the first ten

years. Among the committee reports listed are those on travel courses,

workers' education* cooperation between libraries and extension divisions,

high school achievement contests* and radio broadcasting. In addition,

the subjects listed for discussion were visual instruction, field organi-

zation, short courses, package libraries, university credit for corres-

pondence courses, and broadcasting university extension courses (26, p.4).

Since 1925 the list of activities in university extension has

increased considerably. In addition to those mentioned in the 1925 pro-

ceedings, there maybe added such activities as the production of motion

picture films, television, touring theater groups, and consultative aids

for cztommity theater groups (4, pp.2-74), centers for continuation study

(29, pp.1.8)* overseas extension centers for servicemen (33, pp.86-87),

institutes for labor and industrial relations (18, p.46), and correspon-

dence courses correlated with radio (18, p.302).

At the present time, there are many organizational patterns among

the various extension divisions and great variation in the methods and
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v*4 among the National University Extension Association membership

(25, p.37), it may well be that the vision of university extension as

expressed in 1890 by George Francis James, General Secretary of The

American Society for the Extension of University Teaching, still

applies (17, p.55):

This, then, is University Extension. It is the
bringing of the university to the people when,
under our social and economic relations, the
people can no longer go to the university. The
privileges of knowledge shall be no longer only
for those who are able to satisfy the conditions
of academic residence, no longer for those alone
who can go through years of careful preparation
and devote additional years to the sole occupation
of study. Once more, the university was founded
for the people, and the aim of this movement is to
have the people share as largely as may be its
benefits.

The Literature and Studies Related to the Problem

A considerable amount of material has been written in the broad

general field of adult education, of Which university extension education

is but a part. The literature which is pertinent to extension education,

as such, is quite limited and research in the field is extremely inade-

quate. The chairman of the Research Committee of the National Univer-

sity Extension Association made the following statement at the annual

meeting of the Association in 1951 (12, p.21)*

This Committee on Research was organised because
of our Association's realisation that there is a
woeful lack of research in the field of extension
and adult education
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Literature dealing with graduate extension study is virtually

non-existent, except for that which is found in the Proceedings of the

National University Extension Association from 1915 to the present.

Much of the literature and all of the studies related to the problem,

which are known to the writer, are summarised in the following pages.

Amber of Institutions Offering Crate Extension Work

Studies which reveal the number of institutions offering graduate

extension work are reported below. The material is arranged in chrono-

logical order, tracing the graduate extension movement from 1919 to the

present. Robertson's 1919 study was reported four years after the

founding of the National University Extension Association and is the

first study of its kind known to the writer.

Robertson (32, pp.51-52), in 1919, reported that sixteen of the

universities holding membership in the National University Extension

Association were offering academic credit for extension work and that

eight of them were offering graduate credit toward the master's degree.

These eight institutions were Columbia University, Pittsburg University,

and the state universities of Colorado, Indiana, Kansas, Wisconsin,

Oregon, and South Dakota. Although Robertson did not name them, he

reported that three of the above named institutions were offering work

beyond the master's degree.

A committee of the National University Extension Association reported,

in 1924, (15, pp.115.120) that of the forty-one institutions contacted,

eighteen were accepting graduate extension credit toward advanced degrees,

and three of them (Chicago University, Columbia University, and Tale
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University) were accepting credit toward the doctor's degree. Such

acceptance was conditioned upon the approval of the graduate schools

of the particular institutions.

Powers' study (28, pp.167-176) found that twenty -nine of the forty.

one institutions holding membership in the National University Extension

Association had enrolled 2,5614 graduate extension students during the

academic year 1928-1929. He reported that when the work was done dur-

ing the evenings on campus or in absentia, the work was "respected ".

He pointed out also that the alumni associations of some of the insti-

tutions were exerting pressure for graduate extension work.

In 1936 Shelby (36, pp.95-103) reported to the National University

Extension Association on "Practices of Member Institutions with Respect

to Graduate Credit for Extension Classes". He stated that, of the

forty-two institutions replying to the questionnaire, thirty offered

graduate credit for extension work. Twenty-eight of the institutions

reported offering work toward the master's degree, twelve offered work

toward the doctor's degree, and two failed to indicate the degree.

Graduate work through extension was reported by Shelby to be on the

increase.

Bittner$ in 1936, (34$ pp.279o.308) wrote on "University and

College Extension Work*, but did not discuss graduate study as such.

He did list, however, 108 colleges and universities having extension

programs, and described each program individually. Thirty-two of the

institutions in Bittner's list were reported to be offering graduate

extension programs of study.
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A National University Extension Association committee (37, pp88-90)

on 'Extension Teaching Credit Courses" surveyed forty-seven institutions,

in 1943, and found that thirty of them offered graduate credit through

evening classes and that three of them offered graduate credit through

correspondence study. Almost all of the subject matter fields were

represented in the master's degree extension work, while the work toward

the doctor's degree, as provided in twelve institutions, was somewhat

more limited.

This above committee reported again in 1945 (38, p.66) of fifty

institutions surveyed, that thirty-eight were offering graduate work

through extension. This was an increase of eight institutions over

the number in the 1943 report.

Lowry (21, 14448-51), in 1950, reported on a study of "Evaluation

of Graduate Work Offered by Land-Grant Institutions Through Off-Campus

Study Arrangements". An inquiry was sent to fifty -four deans of grad-

uate schools, of whom forty-five replied. Lowry found that twenty -nine

institutions offered graduate extension work through evening classes

outside of permanent centers, fourteen had established off-campus grad-

uate centers, and 50 per cent conducted off - campus workshops for which

graduate credit was given.

Nees (31, p.8) reported to the November 15, 1952, annual meeting

of the Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities that forty -

eight of the fifty-one member institutions offered evening and Saturday

classes to students not in full residence. Forty of these reported

holding the classes both on and off campus while seven stated "on campus

only" and one stated "off campus only". Thirty-two of the institutions
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reported conducting graduate classes more than seventy -five miles

from the camases.

Acceptance of the Idea of Graduate Extension

Patrick (27, pp.146-147), in 1928, forwarded letters to extension

directors of institutions belonging to the National University Extension

Association, asking them, "May extension work be counted toward the

masterls degree and for the doctorate degree?" He summarised his find-

ings as an answer to the question (27, pp.146-147):

In a few instances, yes, and there is a
possible tendency to make provisions more
and more for the recognition of a small
amount of graduate work to be done through
extension, although the tendency is not
general, indicating that there is still
some difficulty to be solved before recog-
nising such work as being of graduate levci4

In his recommendations Patrick (27, p.149) stated, "Where facilities

can be provided, extension work might well be offered toward higher

degrees."

Powers (28, pp.167 -176) made a study, in 1929, of graduate work

in extension in the forty -tee institutions of the National University

Extension Association. His survey included deans of schools of archi-

tecture, business administration, journalism; directors of university

extension; and deans of graduate schools. His study revealed that the

directors of extension tended to avoid the "headache" of graduate exten-

sion courses, and that many of the directors were concerned about the

prestige and the economic value of academic degrees. Powers made certain

observations and suggestions as a result of the study (28, pp.173-174).
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The writer has summarised Powers' observations and suggestions as

follow:

a. Higher fees should be charged for graduate extension work.

b. Extension directors should assume greater,rasponsibility
for the quality of graduate extension work than for the
undergraduate work.

c. Frills should be discarded in favor of good instruction.

d. If extension does not serve the public educationally,
private enterprise will.

e. Extension must not be forced to discriminate against
graduate adults,

seig (35, PP.57-64), in 1934, contended that prejudice and tradi-

tion have linked the college with the high school and the activities of

youth, and he asked whether it is not also linked with the activities

of adults. He criticised the college for so much "course bookkeeping"

and suggested more "intellectual stocktaking" to establish the graduate

student's status. The comprehensive examination was recommended as a

basis for establishing the student's status. What the individual knows

is more important than knowing where he learned it/ Seig stated

(35, p.58),

In putting our numerous candidates through
comprehensive examinations, we have not been
able to find any distinction whatever between
those who have pursued their courses through
extension and those who have come to the campus.

While fall-time study is preferable to part-time study, should

extension students be denied the opportunity to study? Rather than to

over-criticise extension, perhaps it should be complimented more for

doing so well. Mich extension work can be superior to campus work.

On- the -job in-service education of teachers is an example. Graduate
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work planned in cooperation with industry has been sometimes quite

successful. The University of Pittsburg has an excellent arrangement

with the Westinghouse Corporation. Academic remoteness is eliminated

by holding classes in laboratories of the corporation (35* p.60).

Lowry (21* p.101), in his report to the National University Extension

Association in May* 1938, on "The Situation in the South** stated that a

committee of deans of southern graduate schools was appointed in 1931

by the Southern Association of Graduate Deans to study the problem of

graduate extension study and to report its findings. The committee

report* made in 1932, recommended that* "No credits toward graduate

degrees may be obtained by correspondence study or extension study."

The recommendation was adopted in 1935* reconsidered in 1936, and then

re-adopted. Lowry reported he could find no record that this recom-

mendation was ever adopted by the Southern Association af Colleges and

Secondary Schools* which is the recognised accrediting agency for the

South. He pointed out* however* that common consent resulted among the

southern deans and that most of the institutions in the South had limited

their graduate extension programs to six semester hours of graduate work.

Lowry states (21, p.103), "Frankly* I think we need fear no enforoible

regulation against extemionwork* properly taken* for the master's

degree. I have no comment to make respecting correspondence work."

He then expressed the conviction that "graduate study through extension

is an institutional matter Indeed* I believe that* with proper

safeguards and with provision of satisfactory plans for its evaluation*

this type of work will continue to grow."
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At the 1942 annual convention of the National University Extension

Associations it was pointed out by Dixon (8, p.184) that teachers

needed in-service work at the graduate level and that difficulty had

been experienced in the South because of the limitations which were

being imposed by the Southern Association of Graduate Deans. Lowry

observed that although the Southern Association of Graduate Deans voted

in 1935 and 1936 to abolish all extension work for graduate credit,

most of them by 1942 were still conducting graduate extension programs.

Tidwell-8s report (46. OP.174-175) concerning an Association of

American Universities meeting in 19145 expressed some doubt about the

wholehearted acceptance of graduate extension work among the committee

chairmen of the Association with whom he worked. Concerning two chair.

men in particular, he wrote (46, p.174):

It seems appropriate to say, however, based on
the comments made by these two chairmen, there
is serious doubt in their minds as to the possi.
bility or desirability of carrying on standard
work through extension teaching at the graduate
level. Even graver misgivings were expressed in
regard to the matter of doing any work beyond the
requirements for the master's degree.

Tidwell called attention to the fact that twelve of the thirty -five

member institutions of the Association of American Universities were

already offering graduate work and of those holding joint membership

in the Association of American Universities and the National University

Extension Association, only five did not offer graduate work.

According to Lowry (21, p.51), in 1950, graduate school deans of

landgrant institutions believed that (a) good programs were hard to

arrange off campus, (b) there was some doubt about the quality of oft.
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campus graduate work, and (c) there was no objection to off-campus

work of good quality. The problem was to find ways to provide it.

Beals and Brody (1, pp337-338) in their book, "The Literature

of Adult Education ", (1941), stated that college faculties had never

looked with too much favor on extension teaching, and had insisted on

the same performance, standards, and achievements for the adults as

for the campus day students. identity of instruction and perform-

ance were demanded, the universities had failed to provide identical

facilities. Pay was too low, budgetary support was virtually non.

existent, and library and laboratory facilities were usually inferior.

This situation need not exist.

These authors also noted that the rapid growth of the high schools

had relieved the universities of the responsibility of secondary educa-

tion and that other agencies were rapidly taking over "the

borderland of serious entertainment and light education

Beals and Brody wrote (1, p.338):

It seems reasonable to suppose, therefore, that
universities will husband their resources for
education that comes within the meaning of the
term, 'higher'. And if this is done, there
is no good reason why anything that a university
is willing to offer at all should not carry
credit if students wish it.

Houle, in 1952 (47, p.13), speaking of the insistent demand of

the literate adult population for additional formal instruction through

extension, made the following observation concerning the attitudes of

some university leaders:

It is not surprising that so insistent a demand,
coupled as it is with such other pressures upon
the university as expanded full-time enrollment
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and the demands of society for practical research,
has led many sincere and dedicated university
leaders to regard adult education with easy sus-
picion. They dread the possibility that the hordes
of new claimants on their time and service may
finally destroy the university itself. The uni..
varsity, such observers fear, may grew to be like
the lumbering behemoths of prehistoric times, whose
bodies grew too large for their brains to integrate
and who thereby failed in the struggle for survival.
This fear of size is paralleled by a fear of cheap-
ness and vulgarization.

Houle did not accept the above point, -of-.view, however. He con-

tended that the universities had gone too far to turn back. They had

failed to take advantage of the social opportunity inherent in the

eagerness of mature citizens to improve themselves and society. He

admitted (47, p.15) that "triviality of thought and mammoth size of

program may come as a consequence of adult education", but believed

that "there is nothing inherent in the age of a student which makes

such a result necessary." Houle suggested that some of the work being

offered in our universities to our young people of today may "be the

most conspicuous examples of folly and triviality".

Tomes of Programs

Snell (42, pp.104.108), in 1923, reported the success of postgrad-

uate medical instruction in North Carolina. It was begun in 1915 at

the request of medical men, was interrupted by World War I and was

revived again in 1922. His questionnaire survey included the class

memberships of 1916 and 1922 and the following evaluation of the pro-

gram was obtaineds (a) the lectures were rated as excellent, the clinics

as at, and the time and money were stated to have been well Rent)

(b) the doctors recommended the addition of therapeutics and surgery
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to the program of internal medicine already established. No degree

credit was requested. In summary, Snell quoted from an article

written for a national medical journal by a physician who had enrolled

in one of the courses (429 p.108)1

Let me make it clear that I am in no way decrying
the usual method of going away to a great school
for postgraduate medical instruction, that has
been, is, and will always be, invaluable, and in
a class apart by itself, for those able to avail
themselves of it, but I do believe this university
extension work is one of the most valuable things
that has been done in the history of medical teach-
ing, from the standpoint of widespread benefit to
the medical profession and to the public.

Kibler (19, p.127), in 1928, described postgraduate medical work

in Oklahoma which was based on the "North Carolina Plan". "Circuit

courses" and "short courses" were offered in thirty-two centers the

first year. Pediatrics was chosen for the first year to fiil in the

gap since graduation and, in the meantime, other courses in obstetrics,

pathology, anatomy, dissection, and urology were being planned. Each

session averaged from fifty to sixty doctors in attendance. Approxi-

mately 900 attended the circuit courses and 250 attended the short

courses. Although the coat was very high, there was an insistent demand

from the profession for more courses.

Thesis writing was permitted in absentia in twenty -seven of the

thirty -six member institutions of the National University Extension

Association, according to a survey made by Shelby in 1936 (36, p.102).

The most popular fields were education, psychology, art of teaching,

history of education, and health and physical education.
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Shelby concluded (36, p.102),

It is the writer's candid conviction that we as
extension workers in this organisation need to
press definitely into the field of graduate
credit work, especially in Education.

Marberry (23, p.200) reported, in 1941, on "Thesis Writing Off-

Campus for the Hastert!, Degree", as conducted by the University of

Texas. He emphasised the following features of the plan:

a. The student first completes one term of
thesis writing on campus the previous summer.

b. By continuing through extension for the
remainder of the year, the problem of three
lated summer sessions is eliminated.

a. The work consists of on-the-job studies in
Education.

d. A thesis director visits each center monthly
carrying with him a twenty - volume thesis library,

about thirty theses, a complete set of Education
Index, Education Abstracts, and other reference
materials.

e. While the director is "on location" students may
confer with him as much and as often as is desired.

f. Students check out reference materials and books
to be used for the next month.

E Great demand for the service is the most difficult
problem to solve. At the time of the report, 221
were enrolled. The director must continue work-
ing with the student until the thesis is accepted.

h. The program affords relief to the summer session
staff.

i. Thesis writing through extension may well be dons
in fields other than education.

Dixon, in leading a discussion, in 191i2, on "In- Service Training

of Teachers" (8, pp.179-160), emphasised that the demand for on-the-job

improvement of teaching was unprecedented. Many teachers had degrees
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but wished to do advanced in...service work for credit. The classroom

laboratory could be a setting superior to that of a given campus

situation. The "gentlemen's agreement" of the Southern Association

of Graduate Deans, limiting graduate extension credit to six semester

hours toward a masters degree, was criticised as being detrimental

to conducting good in- service programs, and the hope was expressed

that in-service extension education would soon so impress the graduate

school councils of some institutions that they might give up some of

their "cloistered notions" regarding graduate credit (8, p.180).

In 1947, Maurice E. Chaffee (5, p.21), then president of the

National University Extension Association, gave an address at the annual

meeting on "The Challenge of Adult Education to University Extension".

He urged that the science graduate in the field be given opportunity

through extension classes to study at the graduate level so that he

might cope with the technological advancement resulting from the war.

Scientists cannot be spared to return to the campuses in any great

numbers, even if space and faculty were available. Extension education

is the answer. Chaffee contended that the services of university exten-

sion are very meager indeed. To most bachelors degree peoples the

doors of the university are closed, "Is it any wonder that the major-

ity close their textbooks for the remainder of their lives?", he asks.

The period of formal education is ended and we provide nowhere for the

graduate to turn for further organised learning. Chaffee (5, p.22)

further states:

The responsibility rests with university extension
to give far greater opportunity for our graduates
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to continue studying after they leave our campuses.
This opportunity should not be confined to those
interested in technology, but it should extend to
those interested in advanced study in the fields
of business, professional education, and in fact,
all branches of learning.

Moder (21i, p.88), in 1948, further emphasised the need to serve

industry, through university extension. It was his contention that

(a) graduate personnel in industry need opportunity to continue study-

ing at the graduate level, and that (b) informal programs, although

helpful, were inadequate. Moder believed his own institution, Rutgers

was meeting the need through such arrangements as had been made with

the United States Signal Corps at Ft. Monmouth located thirty -two miles

from the campus, where a master of science degree is offered in elect.

rice' engineering. He called such a program a beginning and stated

(240 p 88), *We know that mach can and should be done to extend graduate

programs of study to those engaged in industry.*

Lowry (21, pp.4940) reported, in 1950, that the meaning of 'off.

campus workshop* was not clear. He called it a * comparative

recent practice which applies particularly to public school teachers=

inservice professional study*. Twenty -four, of the forty.five in-

stitutions survwyed, reported using in- service training workshops for

educational personnel, eleven institutions reported using the work.

shops for on.the.dob training of technical and industrial personnel,

and five institutions reported conducting research not possible on

the campuses. Lowry reported that a lack of firm budgetary arrange-

ments was a principal handicaps
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Tandyls 1950 study (44, p.98) of the extent to which graduate

level correspondence courses were offered showed that only twelve of

the fifty-three member institutions of the National University Extension

Association had such courses. It was reported that correspondence

work was considered by these institutions as another kind of service,

regardless of level. It was not considered in competition with the

campuses or the evening classes offered through extension. Tandy

stated (44, p.98):

I believe that it is the graduate student who
derives the most benefit through correspondence
study and that he should be allowed to do a large
part of his graduate study by this method.

The study indicated that some extension directors wheal institutions

did not permit graduate level correspondence work looked with favor upon

it. Points -of -view expressed by some of the directors were that (a)

graduate schools may be overlooking one of their best opportunities,

(b) very profitable research may be done this way, (c) correspondence

work might be especially well-suited to high caliber students, and (4)

the mature advanced student is better able to do correspondence study.

Controls and Limitations

Powers (29, p.167) found, in 1929, that geographic location had

a definite limiting effect on the amount of graduate extension study

which might be offered in a given situation. Isolation caused classes

to be too small and limited library facilities; great distances dis-

couraged many graduate instructors. The proximity of sister institu-

tions in other parts of the state sometimes caused competition which

was too difficult to meet.
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SAN (35, PP.60-64), in 1934, decried the limitation of the amount

of graduate extension credit on the basis of its alleged inferiority.

He contended that an inferior offering should not be permitted. Although

he did not indicate the amount, he recommended that the graduate student

should do part of his work on the campus, not because the work there is

superior, but because the student should have the campus experience.

He admitted that enrichment comes from the greater variety of courses

and instructors, and from the many associations with fellow students.

Greater opportunity should be provided, nevertheless, for off-campus

graduate work (35, p.64).

The report of the National University Extension Association Com-

mittee on Extension Teaching Policies (40, p.144) made to the Association

in 1936, included the suggestion that extreme care should be exercised

to keep the quality of the work at or above that of the campus. This is

best done through proper staffing. Supervision most be the responsi-

bility of the department or school being represented by the course and,

when properly approved and supervised, full credit should be given for

the work taken.

Lowry (21, pp46-51), in 1950, reported that, among forty-five

land-grant institutions surveyed, the graduate deans and resident

faculty were responsible for the instructional staff approvals for

their graduate extension courses.

Rees (311 p.8) reported, in 1952, general agreement among graduate

school deans on the following limitations:

a. That the number of courses in which these
students may enroll in a given semester
should be limited;
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b. that students be fully screened;

c. that instructors be carefully selected;

d. that courses be restricted to those for
which laboratory and library facilities
can be adequately provided.

While most of the deans favored graduate extension study and

believed the problem should be investigated, there were a few who

expressed concern about graduate study of this kind. These deans

mentioned lack of study time, the absence of opportunity for inter-

commanication with other students and faculty, and the whit and miss"

quality of instruction which might result.

Shelby found, in 1936, (40, p.101) that sixteen of the thirty -two

reporting institutions used the seminar type of instruction. Generally

the institutions reported using the same methods of instruction in

extension as were used on the respective campuses.

Shelby (37, pp.88-901), chairman of the 190 committee of the

National University Extension Association on *Extension Teaching Credit

Courses ", reported that of forty-seven leading private, denominational,

and state institutions, almost without exception, the graduate office

was wholly or at least partially responsible for administering catalog

provisions for the graduate credit earned through extension. Others

sharing responsibilities were the directors of extension and the various

department heads. The graduate schools also determined the conditions

under which graduate classes were to be offered off campus.

Shelby also reported the same year (37, p.96) that the rules

regulating the amount of graduate extension credit were unique to the

various institutions. The range was from four semester hours of credit
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in some institutions to the entire master's degree program at the down-

town center of the University of Chicago. The mode for the group studied

was eight semester hours. Shelby discovered there were twelve institu-

tions offering extension work which could be applied toward the doctor's

degree. They were Chicago University, Columbia University, and Pitts-

burg University; the state colleges of Iowa and Louisiana; and the state

universities of Arisona, Indiana, Nebraska, Oklahcaa, Kansas, New Jersey

(Rutgers), and Texas. Columbia University and the University of Indiana

permitted thirty semester hours of extension credit (Indiana permitted

up to forty...five in education), and the University of Pittsburg allowed

twenty-tour hours above the master's degree. The remaining eight insti-

tutiozue reported policies of flexibility to accommodate student - needs,

but stated no rules governing the amount of credit allowable.

Quality of Graduate Extension

Robertson (32, p.52) reported, in 1919, that the graduate schools

were giving rigid inspection to course content, to the abilities of the

instructors, and to the powers of the graduate students. He reported

the need for adequate salaries to insure high quality instruction for

graduate level work.

Seig (35, p.64), in 1934, advocated that only fully approved staff

meMbers who believe in adult education should instruct graduate extension

courses. Adults at this level require instruction which is scholarly

and superior. Junior grade staff members should not be assigned graduate

work. Organisers must curb their desires for "big programs* in favor

of "good programs".
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Shell4rreported, in 1936, (36, P.103) that nineteen institutions

used only their own graduate staffs to instruct their classes but that

twelve others used outside specialists as well.

Lowry made the following statement, in 1950, regarding the acti-

vities of graduate school deans toward the quality of graduate extension

study (22, p.49)1

An undertone of misgiving or reservation regard..
ing the quality of graduate study offered through
extension courses was discernible in institutional
replies, ranging from expressions of mild mis-
givings to total rejection of the proposition that
a satisfactory quality of graduate study could be
offered through extension courses.

Heady (3, p.22), speaking on 'The University and Statewide Adult

Education', made the following observations, in 1950, concerning the

quality of graduate extension works

a. High quality graduate work demands study and
research which is centered in the respective
departments.

b. Adult education divorced from the departments
often deteriorates to sub- collage levels.

c. College instructors are preferable. The kind
of life an instructor leads distinguishes him.

Brady cautioned (3, p.22),

There is grave danger that extension and adult
education work, if it continues to become more
popular, will be taken over too largely by
institutions and agencies that have become
channels for public funds, but which, not being
centers of research, will become only educational
treadmills where trained people will go through
the same motions over and over maim,

Rees (31, p.9) found, in 1952, that almost no evaluation studies

had been undertaken by institutions to discover the effectiveness of
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principal basis upon which future programs were planned. The most

acceptable graduate extension programs were those in education,

library science, history, political science, mathematics, chemistry,

and chemical engineering. Great care has been exercised in select+

ing the staff, controlling the facilities, and screening the students

to safeguard the quality of the work. Generally courses requiring

elaborate laboratories or exceptional library facilities were dis-

couraged, unless at or near a campus or a permanent center, Rees

reported (31, p.9).

Physical Considerations

Robertson (32, p.52), in 1919, stated that the meeting place of

a class had very little to do with the quality of instruction or the

achievements of students, provided the library facilities were adequate.

He reported that more satisfactory library and classroom facilities were

available in metropolitan centers.

According to Powers, in 1929, (28, pp.167..176), many graduate

school deans were of the opinion that libraries would be found Dude-

quate in off- campus locations.

Seig (35, pp.57-64),.speaking before the general assembly of the

annual meeting of the National. University Extension Association, in

1934, opened his address, "graduate Study by Extension", with the

following assumptions "If the usual setting is provided for a graduate

class, it is as good as any other class with a corresponding setting."
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The fact of on-campus or off-campus is, perhaps, incidental. He

stated, in addition (35, pp.57-58):

Stately halls, bursting libraries, and up-to-the-minute
laboratories are not the really vital things in edu-
cation. Given the student with brains and a will to
learn, and a teacher who has some point of conception
that this learning is something to be won by the
student, not to be pumped into him, you have the
proper setting for a graduate class.

Nine out of ten of the objections usually offered by those who lack

enthusiasm for graduate extension work are about physical arrangements

and not about the real things, Seig observed. He stressed the need

for good libraries and suggested that good instructors and extension

directors would see to their distribution and circulation. Courses

which are not adaptable to extension should not be planned for off-

campus offering (35, p.63).

Populous areas, Seig stated, are usually best suited to graduate

extension work. General culture courses are recommended for hetero-

geneous groups (35, 13.54).

Shelby's committee, in 1936, (140, p.144) on "Extension Teaching

Policies" reported that it was the duty and the responsibility of the

extension division, in the final analysis, to provide an adequate

library for each course and that the clock-hour provision for class

time should not be less than that on the campus for the same work.

According to Shelby's 1936 study (40, p.103), fourteen institu-

tions, of the forty-two replying, reported providing special libraries

for each class and fifteen reported that "center" libraries and local

public libraries met the needs of the graduate extension classes. In
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some instances, extension directors have certified the adequacy of

the library facilities to the graduate school deans. It was believed

generally that the library provisions for isolated classes were as

yet deemed inadequate.

Learyls study (22, PP.48.51), reported in 1950, sheered that there

was a wide geographic distribution of graduate extension courses among

land.grant institutions. These programs were quite often found near

industrial, governmental, and military installations. The deans of

the graduate schools favored courses in these situations as a satis..

factory means of offering off.eampus graduate study more than they

favored workshops or evening extension classes. Institutional, exten..

sion, and local libraries should guarantee adequate facilities for

extension classes, Leery reported (22, p.51).

Rees (31, p.10), in 1952, reported that classes far removed from

the campuses of land.grant colleges and universities had been organised

only when adequate library and laboratory facilities had been provided.

Local libraries or permanent center libraries usually had met the

needs. When they had not done so, portable package libraries had

been used. Laboratory type courses usually had not been organised.

In some instances, courses requiring laboratory facilities had met on

alternate weeks on the campuses and in other instances subordinate

centers had been found to have suitable laboratories.

Trends

Shipley (141, p.179), in a discussion of fundamental studies and

investigations which needed to be made (1930), observed that the
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enormous increase in the number of college graduates who were doing

work in extension presented a real challenge to extension leaders.

Speaking of his own institution, Washington University, Shipley said

(41, p.179),

This year the increase in our institution
was 58 per cent college graduates. And we
are offering these college graduates no
inducement whatever in the way of graduate
credit. That is an amazing thing.

He earned against going *credit crazy*, however, and spoke of the

necessity of keeping instruction standards high.

At the Extension Director:if Roundtable (45, p.24) held during the

National University Extension Association annual meeting in 1945, it

was reported there was a trend toward an increase in latitude in grant.

ing extension credit, including graduate credit. Residence departments

were beginning to see that the graduate extension students were a reser-

voir of resident degree candidates.

The National University Extension Association committee on *Educa-

tion Trends* reported the following trends in 1948 (9, p.188):

Expansion of post-graduate offerings in medicine,
dentistry, engineering, and education; planning
cooperative undertakings with public agencies,
such as State Department of Education, California
Youth Authority, State Board of Health, and
related agencies; the expansion of institutes,
workshops, and other short-term offerings, especially
with labor groups, industrial management, teachers
and community agencies; development of a program
of community music extension; planning and develop-
ment of large scale undertaking in intensive language
instruction to meet the needs of such groups as
Foreign Mission Boards, Department of State, and
armed forces.
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The same committee, two years later (1950), went on record as

reporting . *more demands being made for college credit at

the graduate level" (10, p.177).

The aulmemEi Situation

The literature on graduate extension work and the studies related

to it which have been reviewed, give important information about the

graduate extension movement from 1919 to the present. To bring the

present into focus, the writer wrote letters to the graduate school

deans and the directors of extension of the seventpoix institutions

holding membership in the National University Extension Associationi

asking them to respond to certain specific questions. The information

to be gained was to serve two purposes: (a) to provide up.to-date

information about graduate extension work natio:slay, and (b) to pro-

vide information basin to planning study on *The Statue of Graduate

Work Through Extension'''.

While the letters invited replies to certain specific questions,

they were not intended to be treated as questionnaires. No check lists

were provided and the comments and explanations made by the deans and

directors were voluntary and more or less informal.. The responses to

the letters were most gratifying. Of the seventy -six institutions con-

tented (Appendix A), only two failed to return a reply. The seventy-

four replying represent an approximate 97 per cent return. TABLE I

shows summary of the replies received from the graduate school

deans and the directors of extension of the seventy-six institutions

contacted.
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TABLE I

NUMBERS or REPLIES RECEIVED FROM THE GRADUATE DEANS AND

EXTENSION DIRECTORS OF SEVENTY-SIX INSTITUTIONS IN REPLY

TO A PRELIENARI INQUIRY LETTER

Replies

Graduate school deans contacted 76 100
Graduate school deans replying 69 91

Extension directors contacted 76 100
Extension directors replying 67 88

Institutions responding through either
dean or director or both 74 97

Institutions not responding 2 3

Institutions responding through graduate
school deans only 6 8

Institutions responding through extension
directors only 6 8

One can see from this table that all but two institutions were

represented by either or both persons contacted. Because six of the

replying institutions were represented by graduate school deans only

and six of the replying institutions were represented by directors of

extension only, the summaries of replies from each group will be

given separately.

The Graduate School Deans, Replies

Letters were sent to seventy-six deans of graduate schools and

replies were received from sixty-nine, or 91 per cent of them, In the
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letters the deans were asked to answer four main questions (Appendix B).

Each question is given below, followed by a summary of the important

information gained from studying and analysing the replies received.

1. Does your office authorise and approve graduate work?

To this question there were fifty-seven eyes* replies and eleven

"no" replies; one did not reply. Almost without exception, the graduate

school deans pointed out that approval was dependent upon following

certain graduate school requirements. Such comments as (a) limited to

certain fields or schools, (b) number of hours to be earned are limited,

(c) if approved by graduate school, (d) if on campus or at permanent

center, (e) if supervised by department concerned, (f) if part of stu-

dent's approved program, and (g) an obligation to graduate alumni,

most frequent4 supported the "yes" answers.

Comments accompanying the "no" answers were, (a) the graduate

council feels its present policy is sound, (b) "a rich experience in

living the graduate life" is not possible in extension, (c) libraries

are inadequate, (d) do not believe in offering graduate or undergraduate

work for academic credit.

The next question gave the deans opportunity to comment in greater

detail on some of the limitations and controls mentioned above.

2. if such work is approved, what are the governing rules
and re Lions? (include reference to staff, time andiaace,

and quality of work, methods of airing 'approval,
programs.)

Institutional graduate staff members were reported as the aniy

source of graduate extension instruction by twenty of the deans replying
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while another thirty stated they used an *approved staff" which might

include non - institutional specialists approved by the graduate office.

The remaining seven who reported that they offer graduate work did not

mention how they provide the staff.

The place of meeting was reported by thirty -five graduate deans

to be "where approved*. This could be interpreted to be on campus,

at permanent off-campus centers, or at off-campus independent locations

according to need. The campus as a meeting place was specifically

mentioned by four deans, and graduate extension centers were mentioned

by ten deans. Two deans reported "other campuses" as centers for their

graduate extension programs. The remaining six institutions which offer

graduate extension work did not refer to the place of meetings.

The time of meetings was reported unanimously as being during

evening hours and on Saturdays. Several mentioned permanent center

classes in the daytime, but referred to these as off-campus residence

classes. Almost without exception, graduate extension classes meet

MOO a week.

Every graduate dean whose extension division offered graduate

extension work stated he believed its quality and quantity to be equal

to that of graduate work on the campus. The consensus was that if the

work were not of comparable quality with the campus work, it would not

be approved. Those who answered "no ", on the other hand, doubted

whether high standards could be maintained in extension classes, and

they were not authorising the work because of this doubt,

The graduate schools or their representatives usually give approval

for the offering of graduate extension courses, In many instances the
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presidents, the department heads, the directors of extension, the

students' advisers, the professional schools, or a combination of

these, work in cooperation with the graduate office to accomplish this.

In describing the kinds of programs offered as graduate work

through extension, twenty-seven deans stated they offered any course

which was appropriate for off -campus study. Apparently there was some

difference of opinion concerning appropriateness because one dean

reported that chemistry could not be offered off campus while four

others stated that their institutions offered it by extension. The

difference of opinion might just as well apply to other subjects.

Courses in education were mentioned by twenty-4am deans, engineer-

ing by four, and several other subjects were mentioned by one dean each.

These were political science, psychology, history, English, sociology,

and business administration. All of the above subject fields were

described as *strongest fields* by the institutions reporting thm and

it is quite likely that the institutions mentioning them offered a repre .

sentative number of extension classes in the respective subject fields.

It is apparent that graduate extension work in education is the largest

single program being conducted currently.

Does your graduate school accept any cred ts earned
throqh extension? 1ff so, on what basis and for elua
purpose?

To this question there were fifty-seven affirmative replies and

ten negative replies. Nine deans did not reply. Of those replying in

the affirmative, twenty deans reported that they accept up to six semester

hours of graduate extension credit, twenty-one said they accept up to
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twelve semester hours, twelve reported accepting more than twelve

semester hours, and four did not mention how many graduate extension

credits they accept.

Some of the affirmative replies were given with qualifications.

"While many institutions, particularly in the South, maintained a flat

rule of accepting no more than six semester hours by extension, some

institutions in other parts of the country varied in the number of

hours allowable according to the academic degree sought or according

to the particular problems inherent in the student's approved program.

Several institutions permitted more graduate extension credit on pro-

fessional degrees than could be used toward liberal arts degrees.

Ten deans reported their institutions would accept the graduate

extension work of other institutions when they knew the standards

maintained by the sister institutions to be high. One other provision

for accepting another institution's graduate extension credits was

that the sister institutions must be willing to accept the same kind

of credits in return.

The graduate school deans of the fifty-seven institutions offering

graduate stud through extension all reported offering such work to be

applied toward the master's degree or toward advanced degrees. The

replies were rather vague concerning degrees above the master's. Five

deans signified advanced degrees, six others said doctor's degrees, and

four did not state the degree or degrees being offered.

14. What do you believe about the offering of graduate work
through correspondence study?
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Five deans reported they favored correspondence work for graduate

students, and they made comments such ass (a) accept our own work,

(b) may take graduate work by correspondence if the students are in

residence at the time, (c) may take correspondence courses when these

have received approval from the graduate council, (d) permit a very

limited amount of graduate work by correspondence..it is on a trial

basis here, (e) permit correspondence work at the graduate level toward

both the =starts and the doctor's degrees as approved for the individual

student.

Except for these five deans who favored correspondence work, there

was no question regarding the attitudes of these graduate school deans

toward the advisability of offering graduate extension work through

correspondence study. At least thirtr-one of them went on record as

being definitely opposed to correspondence work at the graduate level

or at least not favoring it. Such other comments as (a) close super-

vision is impossible, (b) adequate library usually not available,

(c) graduate work requires personal contacts, (d) is neither offered

nor accepted, and (e) is suited only to non - credit work, were typical

of replies of many deans.

The Extension Directors' Replies,

Of the seventy-six extension directors contacted, sixty-seven, or

88 per cent returned replies. The responses of the directors were

based on five questions asked of them. In addition, they were asked

to forward any official publications, bulletins, or announcements,

which had any bearing on their graduate extension work (Appendix C).
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checking many items. Many directors referred the writer to marked

pages in their publications.

A review of the responses which extension directors gave to the

five questions follows.

1. Do you offer such worn? Give your reasons whether "yes"
or 'no".

7MT-six of the sixty -seven directors replying to this question

answered in the affirmative and eleven of them answered in the negative.

Several of the directors who answered "yes" believed that their grad»

uate schools should allow more graduate extension credit toward the

advanced degrees, and several who answered "no" stated that they favored

graduate extension work but could not offer it because it was not

approved by their graduate schools. Most of the replies of the extension

directors indicated excellent working relationships with the graduate

schools, however.

The comments and explanations which were given by the extension

directors with reference to the above question have been classified by

the writer into four categories as (a) those conditions of approval

more or less common to all graduate extension programs, (b) limitations

affecting the graduate extension programs, (c) those comments referring

to special programs of graduate study through extension, and (d) expres-

sions of points-ofview rather than of fact. each of these categories

is discussed in the following paragraphs.

There was unanimous agreement among the extension directors that

graduate extension work should be permitted only when there was an
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approved instructor and when adequate library facilities were available.

All staff members should be regular members of the institutional grad-

uate faculty or qualified specialists who had been approved by the

graduate school for a particular service, they stated. Altogether,

twenty-one directors referred to staff adequacy and of these, nine

said their own graduate school staff, only, were permitted to instruct

graduate extension classes.

There was general agreement among the directors that the graduate

student's program should be approved before registration in extension

classes, that the course offerings should be approved both by the

campus department or school concerned and by the graduate school, and

that courses should be approved =41d= graduate school standards

can be maintained.

It would seem that such requirements as are described above should

be acceptable and desirable for all graduate extension programs.

Institutional catalogs, extension division publications, and graduate

school bulletins all support this observation. The other studies

related to graduate work through extension, which were reviewed in an

earlier part of this chapter, also bear out the fact that a qualified

graduate staff, adequate library facilities, and the maintenance of

high standards are requisites to a successful graduate program whether

it is conducted on the campus or through extension.

Limitations affecting the graduate extension programs are reported

to be those of location, of meeting residence requirements, of amount of

credit applicable toward advanced degrees, and of maintaining high stem.

dards. Five of the directors reported that their graduate extension work
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was limited to permanently established extension centers only. The

problems of meeting residence requirements, of keeping standards high,

and of the graduate student's being limited to a marimum of six semester

hours were mentioned three times each. The three directors who referred

to the six semester hour limitation stated that the rule had been imposed

by the Southern Association of Graduate Deans as a *gentlemen's agree.

sent* among the various graduate schools in the South. The directors

expressed the belief that such matters as limitation of credit should

be decided internally rather than bye regional association. Other

limitations mentioned by less than three deans each were (a) to corres-

pondence work only, (b) to off.campus work onlyi (c) by the amount of

"course credit" allowable, and (d) by a policy not to encourage graduate

work through extension. It would seem that the necessity to meet "resi-

dence requirements" and to keep "high standards" would apply more or

less to all extension divisions, while the other limitations which were

mentioned by the directors might apply, in each instance, to a few eaten»

sion divisions only.

ztension directors whose institutions were conducting special

programs spoke of the need to keep our out-of-school professional,

people up to date in their respective fields of specialisation. Fif-

teen directors stated they believed higher education had a special

responsibility to public education. They emphasised the great number

of programs being conducted by their extension divisions for on.the.job

training of public school personnel and gave strong support to the idea

that the "classroom laboratory" was the proper place to do much graduate

work in education. Six institutions reported carrying on specially
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planned programs at government installations and at industrial sites.

They spoke of the services of extension education in the defense

effort and of the need to keep the leaders in industry and technology

abreast of the times.

The following comments of the extension directors may be con-

sidered as expressions of points-of-view rather than as statements of

fact. light directors wrote that graduate extension work should be

offered wherever and whenever it is feasible; four expressed the ideal

of service to graduate alumni; three commented in favor of correspondence

work for graduate students; two believed graduate study by extension

should be a matter of arrangement between the student and the adviser;

and one advocated an easing of limitations and a greater trust in the

graduate instructors to keep standards high.

The points-of-view expressed above are those which hold that the

responsibility of the institution does not end at the time the graduate

student leaves the institution but that the college graduate should

have available to him during his work-a-day life graduate instruction

through extension classes and perhaps by correspondence, which will

meet his needs and perhaps those of his employer and his community.

2. Do you believe graduate work should be offered through
extension? Please vs our reasons if our answer is

even cm your rep Von

ixty-three extension directors answered oyes', to this question

yet, in answer to question numbered 1, only fifty-nine reported offering

such work. It appears there are four divisions not offering graduate

extension work whose directors believe it should be offered. These
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tour directors pointed out that they were not in agreement with the

established policies of their graduate schools on this problem. Two

of the directors expressed the hope that it would not be long before

the respective graduate school policies would be changed. One stated

that at his institution the possibility of offering graduate study

through extension seemed hopeless. Two extension directors stated they

did not offer graduate study through extension, and two others failed

to answer this question.

Almost all of the directors replying in the affirmative made

supporting statements. Some of the directors gave strong support to

the idea of graduate extension programs. Thirty-five of these directors

believed that some graduate work is best done off campus in work situs..

tions, that higher education has an obligation to its employed graduate

alumni, and that the preaent.day needs of our society demand on-the-job

training of our college graduate citisens. Thirty -taro directors observed

that graduate extension work was in its infancy and that there was a

great demand for it. They believed it should be provided where the

need was evident and that it could be justified just as well as under.-

graduate work could. This group stated that there was no evidence

that the quality of such work was below that of the same work given on

the campuses.

Another group of directors of extension spoke of certain restric-

tions which they had imposed upon themselves or which had been imposed

upon them. Nine directors expressed their desire for close association

with the campus and the graduate school. They emphasised the importance

of maintaining campus standards and of the graduate student's need to
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of six semester hours of graduate extension credit imposed by the

Southern Association of Graduate Deans, and expressed the view that

the attitudes of the "Association* should be liberalised. One

director observed that correspondence study seemed best suited to

graduate study; another said he did not have the full support of his

entire faculty, although the graduate school was in accord; and still

another said he sometimes doubted the quality of graduate extension

work.

If you offer _graduate work through extension, what
kinds of programs are organised? Which are the most
success

Almost without exception the replies of the directors of extension

stated that judgment of the success of a program was based on (a) enroll-

ment and (b) the conditions under which the program was established.

Special and consistent mention was made of the contribution to public

education through the in- service programs for the public school teachers

and of the special arrangements for on-the-job training of government

and industrial employees.

Generally, all of the institutions operating permanent extension

centers offer quite a variety of graduate courses. The independently

organised non-center evening and Saturday classes are mostly in the

field of education, with occasional other courses to meet local desires

as requested. Following, in descending order, are listed the most

successful graduate extension course offerings, as reported by the

extension directors.
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Course BnEz of mention

Education 35
Engineering 24
Business administration 7
Social work 5
Chemistry 4
Political science 4
Physics 4
Arts 4
Agriculture 3
Mathematics 3
History 3
Physical education 2
Psychology 2
Natural resources 2
Maio 2
Sciences 2
Applied statistics 1
law 1
Humanities 1
Home economics 1
Vocational agriculture 1
Commerce 1
Personnel service 1
English 1
Public administration 1
Community workshops 1

14 'hat was your total enrollment in extension classwork
for the academic year. 19,51.1052f

Undergraduate Graduate
Fall term' 1957?

Undergraduate Graduate

According to the report of the *Committee on Reports and Business

Practices* of the National University Extension Association for the

academic year, 1951.1952 (Li, 9146.10), a total of 337,483 persons was

registered for extension classwork and 89,307 in correspondence study

among the seventy -five member institutions. An additional 306,104

persons participated in short courses, institutes, etc. Unfortunately,
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the report did not indicate what part of these were graduate students.

It seemed desirable, therefore, to ask the extension directors of the

seventy-six member divisions to report their undergraduate and graduate

enrollments for that year and for the fall term, 1952-1953.

Forty-eight of the directors of extension reported enrollments

totaling 131,123 undergraduates and 53,664 graduates for the academic

year 1951-1952. Three more reported an approximate total of 33,280

extension students in both their undergraduate and graduate programs

but failed to segregate them. Four others reporting graduate extension

programs failed to provide enrollment information. In addition, three

other divisions whose extension directors did not answer the inquiry

letters were reported by their graduate deans as offering graduate

extension credit.

Since the total of 218,067 enrollments reported by the fifty-one

directors is far below the number reported for the seventy-five insti-

tutions by *Burkels committee*, it seems reasonable to assume that the

number of graduate extension students greatly exceeds the 53,664 reported,

5, Do you observe any trends? What are they?

Of the fifty-six extension directors whose divisions offer graduate

work, only two failed to note any trends. The observations of the

fifty -four who reported noticeable trends fall into two categories:

(a) trends toward a greater graduate extension program and (b) trends

toward a limited or smaller graduate extension program.

Those reporting trends toward a greater emphasis of the graduate

extension program reported also that more of the work was being offered
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off its than previously. A great deal of this work has been pro-

vided, particularly in education, on an inmaervice basis, the classes

having met at the school locations. Governmental and industrial groups

were likewise being given instruction at on..the-job locations.

Other off..caapus work is being offered increasingly at extension

centers. One division reported a trend toward graduate work in a day.

time center program. The *center programs were becoming more and more

stabilised and, in some situations, all of the requirements fora

master's degree may be met. Other directors reported an increasing

opportunity to work toward the doctor's degree, and one other observed

that the engineering degree was becoming an extension degree.

Some of the reporting directors stated that there was a definite

trend in their institutions to assign equal status to all credits earned

and that the quality of graduate extension work was considered equal

to on.campus work. One director noted a trend away from hard.andist

rules which limit the amount of graduate extension credit, and in their

place a trend toward planning the graduate student's program according

to his needs. Several directors reported greater acceptance of the

graduate extension idea by campus faculty members.

Fourteen directors observed trends toward a limited or smaller

graduate extension program. Three of the above reported that there was

less demand for graduate extension work than there had been formerly;

two others stated the demand was leveling off; and one reported that

there was no demand4 Two directors reported a trend away from the

traditional type of glasswork and toward courses designed to meet parti-

cular needs, especially in isolated areas. One director expressed his
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disappointment in an accrediting ewers tendency to disapprove and

limit graduate extension classwork, and expressed the point-of.view

that the amount of credit an institution was to accept should be deter-

mined internally.

Summar?

The concept of the right of all men to learning is an old one and

it may be considered to be the basis of university extension in the

United States. Until the middle of the nineteenth century the univer-

sities were available to provide such learning for those who could come

to the campuses but fern came. It remained for England to give us in

this country the idea of taking the university to the people.

Even though our forefathers were not flocking to the universities,

a great program of adult education was underway through the mechanics'

institutes, the mercantile libraries, the historical societies, and

the philosophical societies of the early nineteen hundreds. Following

these the American lyceum and the chautauqua throllmhinmskly' programs

consisting of essays, debates, lectures, and discussions helped spread

the idea of popular education to every part of the nation. The than-

tauqua was soon to develop more formally organised programs of summer

sessions, correspondence courses, and courses for college credit until

finally it was literally *extending* the services of higher education

beyond the boundaries of the various campuses. The institutions of

higher learning soon saw the need to reclaims the responsibility of

providing these services to the people, and it became necessary by 1900
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that chaateuqua surrender its charter to the universities to which

belonged properly the credit-granting and degree-granting functions.

The University of Chicago founded university extension in 1889

under the leadership of a former chautauqua man, Richard G. MOulton

who had received his extension training in Great Britain. This Chicago

plan provided formalised courses in academic and cultural subjects.

About the same time the University of Wisconsin was developing a pro.

gram of state-wide services in agriculture* and later by 1906 it was

reorganised to encompass the industrial, political, social, and the

moral aspects of education as well as the academic and cultural. The

"Wisconsin ideas was soon to be adopted as the pattern for other state

supported institutions* while the *Chicago plan' became the pattern

of extension in the privately endowed schools.

Between 1906 and 1915* many representatives of other states visited

the University of Wisconsin to learn, and by the time the newly founded

National University Extension Association had its first meeting at

Madison, Wisconsin in 1915 the membership list included twenty two

institutions of various types and locations. From simple beginnings

the membership had grown to seventy-eim institutions by the academic

year, 19514952* and the activities of the member institutions included

travel courses* workers' education, high school achievement contests,

short courses, package libraries* visual instruction libraries, corres-

pondence study* radio broadcasting, touring theater groups* speakers'

bureaus, concert series* motion picture production, evening classes,

centers for continuation study, television, and in-service training

programs.



The literature on this subject does not show just when graduate

work was first available through university extension, but it is recorded

that by 1919 eight of the member institutions of the National University

Extension Association were offering work which night be applied on the

master's degree and that three of these institutions were offering

work carrying credit which might be applied beyond the master's degree.

The literature and related studies which concern graduate study through

university extension also show that there has been a continuing concern

among the deans of the graduate schools and the directors of extension

about (a) the degree of acceptance of the idea of graduate study through

extension, (b) the types of organisational programs through which

instruction is given, (c) the controls and limitations which are exec.

cised regarding graduate extension study, (d) the quality of graduate

extension study, and (e) the adequacy of the libraries* laboratories,

and classrooms which are provided.

By the academic year, 1951.1952, sixty.one of the seventy-six

anther institutions of the National University Extension Association

were making graduate credit work available through their extension

divisions. Graduate extension classes are organised and administered

by these extension divisions with the approval of the graduate schools

and the subject matter departments concerned.

The instructional staff of these graduate extension programs have

consisted usually of members of the graduate school faculties of the

institutions concerned or of academically qualified specialists who have

been approved for graduate level instruction by the graduate schools.
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Graduate school deans and extension directors whose institutions

permit graduate work through extension believe the quality and the

quantity of the work to be equal to that of similar work done on the

campuses. They believe that the maintenance of high academic standards

is insured through the use of campus graduate school staff mothers,

who in turn not only know how to instruct at the graduate level but who

expect the student to achieve at the same level.

Both graduate school deans and directors of extension believe that

permanently established extension centers with approved libraries are

more suited to graduate work than are the independently organised off-

campus classes. They admit, however, that in certain types of in-service

on.the.job situations, such as in the public schools, excellent grad-

uate work may be accomplished. Correspondence study, radio, conferences,

and short courses are not popular as means of providing instruction at

this level.

The amount of credit graduate extension students have been permitted

to earn is generally limited to one or two semesters of work. In some

institutions, particularly in the South, six semester hours of credit

are the maximum permitted, while through some other programs an entire

degree may be earned off campus.

graduate school deans and directors of extension emphasised the

importance of adequate library and laboratory facilities in their =ten.

sion programs. In some instances graduate classes were not scheduled

away from the library locations, and in other instances the required

books and equipment were transported to the class locations.



These deans and directors believed, generally, that it was the

obligation of their institutions to carry graduate level instruction

off campus to the adult citisens of their communities and states. The

majority believed there were trends toward more graduate extension

work, toward more stabilised off - .campus permanent centers, and toward

full acceptance of graduate credit earned through their extension

programs.



CHAPTER III

THS STATUS or GRADUATE STUDY THROUGH EXTRESION

AS REPORTED BY GRADUATE SCHOOL FACULTY MEMBERS

The information obtained from questionnaires sent to members of

the graduate faculties of fourteen selected institutions is presented

in this chapter. These institutions were selected on the basis of

geographical locations, graduate extension enrollments, organizational

arrangements for providing graduate extension instruction, and expressed

willingness to cooperate in the study.

The fourteen selected institutions are quite equally distributed

throughout the geographic areas of the United States known as the Nest,

the Middle - wrests the South, and the North. All of them had graduate

extension enrollments in excess of 500 students during the academic

year 1951.1952. except one; and all of them are conducting extension

center programs as well as the more traditional independently organized

evening and Saturday classes.

The extension director at each institution was asked to distribute

twenty.five questionnaires among the graduate school instructional staff

members to be returned by them directly to the writer in selfaddressed

stamped envelopes which were provided. The returned questionnaires were

identifiable by numbers assigned to the cooperating institutions but

were unsigned by the faculty members participating. Because the names

of the faculty members were not known, no personal followup could be
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made. A follow-up letter was written, however, to the extension

directors, asking them to urge faculty members to respond. The

colleges and universities to which questionnaires were sent and the

returns frame each of them are shown in TABLE II.

TABLE II

RETURNS FRI( QUESTIONNAIRES SENT TO 350 GRADUATE

SCHOOL FACULTY MEMBERS OF FOURTEEN INSTITUTIONS

Institution Sent Ret'd

University of Arizona 25 18
University of Arkansas 25 4
University of Colorado 25 22
University of Connecticut 25 15
University of Florida 25 17
University of Illinois 25 20
University of Michigan 25 16
Syracuse University 25 3
University of Oklahoma 25 23
Oklahoma A and M College 25 7
Oregon State System of Higher Education 25 25
University of South Carolina 25 17
State College of Washington 25 21
University of Wisconsin 25 3

Total: 350 211

Per
cent

Of the 350 questionnaires placed in the hands of the participating

faculty members, 211 replies, representing 60 per cent of the total, were

returned.

The graduate faculty members responding to the questionnaires all

instruct in graduate extension courses. The three sections into which

this information is divided are: (a) the graduate extension instructor,
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(b) achievement in graduate extension work, and (0) the organisational

and physical provisions for graduate extension work.

The material concerning the graduate extension instructors includes

a study of their sex and age, academic statu.1, experience in higher

education, academic load, reasons for instructing graduate extension

classes, and the influence of compensation arrangements.

The information about achievement in graduate extension work includes

consideration of quality of instruction, student achievement, and class

membership.

The third part of the information is the material reported by the

graduate faculty members on organisational patterns and physical facili-

ties used for graduate extension teaching. Consideration is given to

organisational patterns in terms of time and place, instructional plans,

and administrative arrangements; library provisions; and the physical

environment provided for the classes.

The Graduate extension Instructor

The sexes of the graduate extension instructors are shown in TABLE III.

TABLE III

THE SEX DISTRIBUTION CI 211 GRADUATE EX ION INSTRUCTORS

Replies Per cent

teals
No reply
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Of the 211 faculty members returning questionnaires, 180, or 86

per cent, were male; and thirty, or 114 per cent, were female. Only one,

representing less than 1 per centy failed to indicate the sex.

There is a wide range of ages among the instructors in graduate

extension work. Five different age groups are listed in TABLE IV.

TABLE IV

THS AGE DISTRIBUTION OF 211 GRADUATE EXTENSION INSTRUCTORS

Age Wiles Per cent

20 to 30 9 4
30 to 40 83 39
40 to 50 66 31
50 to 60 33 16
Above 60 10 5
No reply 10 5

Nine instructors of the 211 reporting, or 4 per cent, were found

to be under thirty years of age. These might be considered beginning

teachers of graduate level work. The greatest majority of these instruc-

tors were in the "30 to 40* and the *40 to 50" age groups. In the "30

to 40* group, there were eighty-three instructors, or 39 per cent; and

in the *40 to 50" age group there were sixty instructors, or 31 per cent

of the number reporting. Thirty-three, or 16 per cent, were in the "50

to 60" year group; and only ten, representing 5 per cent, were above

sixty years of age. Ten others, or the remaining 5 per cent, did not

reply to this question.
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The time between thirty and fifty years of age may be considered

man's most vigorous years when productivity is high and when fatigue

is a less important factor. Families are being raised during these

years, too, and any increase in income is usually welcome. It was in

this age range of thirty to fifty years that 70 per cent of these

graduate instructors were found. Older instructors have, no doubt,

achieved higher salaries and higher academic rank and feel less in-

clined to accept the challenge and the burden of extension teaching.

One instructor observed that the real problem seemed to be bow to "man"

the more advanced courses. He observed that the "elder statesmen" on

the campuses disliked to travel and work overtime and that they felt

their on-campus work was affected by so doing.

As shown in TABLE V, the typical graduate extension instructor

in this study had a college degree, was a member of the regular gradu-

ate faculty of the institution, and held academic rank.

TABLE V

ACADEMIC STATUS OP 211 GRADUATE EXTENSION INSTRUCTORS

Status Replies Per cent

Hold college degree 211 100

Have academic rank in institution 179 85

Member of regular campus grad-
uate faculty 162 77

Non-staff specialists and others 32 15
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Two hundred eleven, or 100 per cent, of these instructors held

college degrees, and 179 instructors, representing 85 per cent, had

academic rank in their institutions. Since 162 of them, or 77 per

cent, were members of a campus graduate faculty, it appears that some

staff members not of graduate faculty status were teaching some gradu-

ate extension courses. The remaining thirtpitwo, or 15 per cent, were

classified as non-staff specialists who were selected because of their

special qualifications to teach particular courses, even though they

were not regular members of graduate school staffs. Among these in-

structors were public school administrators, practicing psychologists,

mathematicians, research specialists, extension specialists, and audio-

visual aids experts. These experts performed the greatest amount of

service in the large number of in-service teacher education programs

and at particular government installations where nuclear studies were

under way. All of these specialists in this study held academic

degrees.

One instructor said that many times the non-staff specialists were

better suited to the teaching of adults than some members of the uni-

versity staffs. He suggested that only the institutional staff members

who are well suited to extension teaching should be assigned the work.

Another instructor spoke of the splendid graduate extension program

being conducted in their city center and credited its success largely

to close affiliation with the campus graduate school. He said that

extension center instructors needed campus staff status.



The academic degrees held by graduate extension instructors are

shown in TABLE VI.

TABLE VI
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HIGHEST ACADEMIC DEGREES HELD BY 211 GRADUATE EXTENSION INSTRUCTORS

Degrees Replies Per cent

Doctor's 134 64
Master's 72 34
Bachelor's 4 2
Other 1 .

One hundred thirty-four of these instructors, or 64 per cent,

held the doctor's degree, and seventy-two, representing 34 per cent,

held the master's degree. Pour of these graduate extension instructors,

or 2 per cent, held the bachelor's degree, and only one person, or

less than 1 per cent, reported holding some other degree.

The fact that 64 per cent of the graduate extension instructors

held the doctor's degree is consistent with the point-of-view that the

more highly specialised instructors should be teaching at the graduate
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ail., according to TABLE VI, 98 per cent of the graduate

extension instructors held either the master's or the doctor's degrees,

TABLE VII shows that these same instructors had a side distribution

of academic ranks.

TABLE VII

ACADEMIC RANKS OF 211 GRADUATE EXTENSION INSTRUCTORS

Rank held Replies Per cent

Full professor 49 23
Associate professor 46 22
Assistant professor 63 30
Instructor 21 10
Other 32 15

Twenty-ne, or 10 per cent, held the rank of instructor; sixty-

three, or 30 per cent, were assistant professors; forty-six, or 22

per cent, were associate professors; and forty -nine, representing 23

per cent, were full professors. Thirty-two others, or 15 per cent,

are listed as *other" in the table and are composed mainly of non-staff

specialists who had been employed to instruct certAin classes because

of special competence.

The fact that over half (52 per cent) of the graduate extension

instructors were either assistant or associate professors bears out the

observation that the younger staff members are more active in extension

work than the older ones.
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TABLE VIII gives an idea of the background of the graduate

instructor's experience in higher education.

TABLE VIII

EXPERIENCE OF 211 GRADUATE EXTENSION INSTRUCTORS IN HIGHER EDUCATION

rience

Less than More than
10 10

Tears of all experience in
higher education 122 58 84 40 5 2

Years which included some teaching 119 57 66 31 26 12

Tears major assignment was teaching 106 50 39 19 66 31

Years in present institution 163 77 42 20 6 3

Years in present position 174 83 28 13 9 4

In each of the five items of experience listed, the majority of

those replying have had less than ten years' experience. (e hundred

twenty -tiro instructors, or 58 per cent, reported their total experience

in higher education to be less than ten years, while eighty-four, or

40 per cent, reported more than ten years of experience. Only five,

representing 2 per cent, did not reply.

The second item in the table shore the mother of years in which

some teaching was a part of the instructor's assignment. In this cate-

gory 119, or 57 per cent, with less than ten years' experience had

taught at least some. Sixtrsix, representing 31 per cent, had taught

as a part of their assignment for more than ten years and twenty-five,
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or 13 per cent, did not reply. The number of instructors whose

teaching loads bad been at least half of their assignments is consider-

ably less than the number of those who reported having done some teach-

ing. Of this latter group 106, or 50 per cent, had taught at least halt

time for less than ten years while thirty -nine, or 19 per cent, had

taught for more than ten years. Sixty -six, representing 33 per mit*

did not reply. One hundred sixty-three instructors, or 77 per cent,

had been in their present institutions less than ten years and 174, or

83 per cent, had held their present positions in their institutions

less than ten years. Those who had been in their present institutions

over ten years totaled forty -two, representing 20 per cent* and those

in their present positions more than ten years were twenty-eight, or

13 per cent. No replies were received from six instructors, or 3 per

cent, concerning the length of time in their present institutions; and

nine instructors, or 4 per cent, did not reply concerning the total

years in their present positions.

It seems obvious that graduate extension instructors are relatively

young, not only in experience, but in their present institutions and in

their present positions as well. The evidence is not overwhelming, hoe-

ever* since there is a good representation from among the older instruc-

tors both in total experience in higher education (40 per cent) and in

teaching experience (31 per cent).

To obtain an idea of the various academic and other fields repre-

sented by the graduate extension faculties of the fourteen cooperating

extension divisions, the faculty webers were asked to answer the question,

"What is your present position?" The replies have been classified both
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according to ranks and to fields indicated. These classifications,

together with the totals and percentages for each field, are presented

in TABLE IX.

TABLE IX

POSITIONS HELD BY 211 GRADUATE EXTENSION INSTRUCTORS

ACCORDING TO FIELDS AND RANKS REPRESENTED

Field
Total

Prof.Assoc. Asst. Instr. Other Total per cent

Education 24 21 28 7 3 83 39
g it It 5 1 1 15 7

Psychology 4 2 4 1 3 14 7
Business adn4 4 5 2 1 12 6
Audio-visual - - 2 1 3 6 3
Extension - - 1 2 3 6 3
Guidance - 4 . 2 6 3
Health and P. E. 3 1 1 - - 5 2.5
Mathematics - - 2 3 5 2.5
History 1 2 - 1 - 4 2
Physics - Oa 3 1 4 2
Public schools - - - - 3 3 1
Research 1 - - - 2 3 1
Social work - - 2 - 1 3 1
Sociology - 2 1 . - 3 1
Ind. and vac. ed. . - 1 - 1 2 1
Mimic 1 1 . - 2 1
Political science 1 1 - - 1 .5
Agriculture 1 - - - 1 .5
Anthropology - 1 . . 1 .5
College president 1 IMP OM MD 1 .5
Dean of extension . M. Oa NO 1 1 .5
Economics . . 1 - - 1 .5
English - 1 - - - 1 .5
Freech 1 - - - 1 .5
Geography - - 1 - - 1 .5
Geology 1 - - - . 1 .5
Library science 1 NM OW ND 4N 2. .5
Philosophy 1 - - - - 1 .5
Pharmaceutical ado. - 1 - - - 1 .5
Speech 1 1 .5
Not indicated 1 14 9 4 21 10

Totals 43. Z 35 3T TIT 100
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Thirty-nine per cent of all graduate instructors returning question.

naires reported their field to be education. These eighty-three instruc-

tors held many kinds of positions in the field. Among those most fre-

quently listed were supervision of teacher training, school administra-

tion, and educational research. Altogether, forty -three instructors

in education mentioned administrative, supervisory, or other responsi-

bilities in addition to the teaching of education courses, while the

remaining forty reported teaching in education as their present assign-

sent.

Other active graduate extension fields were engineering (7 per cent),

psychology (7 per cent), and business administration (6 per cent).

Twenty-seven other fields each were represented by 3 per cent or less

among these 211 graduate staff members. twenty -one, or 10 per cent,

failed to reply to this question.

Some graduate schools insist that staff members should instruct

graduate extension classes as part of their regular load, while others

feel that staff members should be permitted to elect to instruct torten

sion classes in addition to the regularly assigned work. TABLE I gives

the relationship of extension teaching to the regular assignment.

TABLE X

RELATIONSHIP OF EXTENSION TEACHING TO THE REGULAR ASSIGNMENT

AS REPORTED BY 211 INSTRUCTORS

Relationship Replies Per cent

In addition to regular assignment 100 1j8

Part of regular assignment 97 46
No reply 34 6
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TABU I shows that about the same number of graduate staff

webers (100 or 148 per cent) stated that graduate extension teaching

was in addition to their regular assignments as there were (ninety-

seven, or 14.6 per cent) who reported extension teaching to be a part

of their regular teaching loads. It is evident that among the four-

teen extension divisions studied there is no predominant tendency

toward one plan or the other.

Those who favor the inclusion of extension teaching as part of

the regular load believe that overload may be avoided and that teach-

ing effectiveness is thereby increased. This group also contends

that lower salaried instructors tend to ask for extension teaching

when it is in addition to the regular assignment because additional

compensation is usually given for extension overload,

One instructor, who advocated extension teaching as a part of

the regular load, said he believed "gift grading" was the result of

the need to build large classes so that fee income would be sufficient

to pay wages.

It should be pointed out, on the other hand, that extension

schedules cannot always be planned in advance and that instructor

load is sometimes impossible to determine at the time of making

yearly assignments. If flexibility of scheduling classes were not

permitted, many extension classes could not be offered.



TABLE XI shows a comparison of the time factor and the class

site of graduate extension and graduate campus classes

TABLE XI

COMPARISON OF AMOUNT OF PREPARATION, SIZE OF CLASS, AMOUNT OF TIME

SPENT WITH GRADUATE STUDENTS IN EXTENSION AND IN CAMPUS SITUATIONS

AS REPORTED BY 211 INSTRUCTORS

Same More less

78

Comparison

theriwi

Preparation time 133 63 38 18 15 7

Class size 70 33 53 25 54 26

Time with individual
students 61 29 13 6 110 52

The table shows that 133, or 63 per cents of the 211 instructors,

reported using the same preparation time for graduate extension classes

as for graduate campus classes and that 18 per cent spent more time.

Only 15 per cent spent less time. Class site was reported to be the

same by seventy, or 33 per cent, of the instructors, while about an

equal number each reported classes to be larger (25 per cent) or smaller

(26 per cent). One instructor expressed the opinion that if the classes

were too small in some subject fields, student interest was lessened

and the quality of instruction was lowered.

More time was reported as being spent with individual graduate

students on the campuses than in the extension classes. One hundred
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ten, representing 52 per cent of the instructors, stated this to be

true, while sixty-one, or 29 per cent, thought the amount of time

spent with the individual students to be the same. Most of those

who did not reply to the part of the questionnaire reported in TABLE XI

pointed out that they were specialists who were not teaching on the

campuses and that therefore they had no bases for comparison.

In general, it would seem that the instructor spends the same

amount of time in the preparation of instructional materials for exten-

sion classes and that the graduate students on the campuses receive

more individual attention than those enrolled through extension.
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The reasons given by instructors for instructing graduate extension

courses are sham in TABLE XII.

TABLE XI/

REASONS FOR INSTRUCTING GRADUATE EXTENSION COURSES

AS REPORTED BY 211 INSTRUCTORS

First* Second Third

Replies% Replies % Replies%

Expected of staff 61 29 14 6 7 3

Desire to become better
known out in state 5 2 24 u. 12 6

To enlarge institutional
influence 33 16 23 11 17 8

Prefer to teach adults 18 9 10 5 4 2

Need extra money 30 14 ]J 6 16 8

To attract graduate students
through extension to campus 11 5 23 11 18 9

Other 53 25 19 10 5 2

No reply 84 40 132 62

*Arranged according to first, second, and third importance as reported
by the instructors.

The three outstanding reasons given by 124 instructors, or 59 per

cent, for instructing graduate extension classes were (a) expected of

staff, (b) to enlarge institutional influence, and (c) need extra money.

Sixtyone, or 29 per cent, of the 211 instructors stated that it was
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expected of the staff, while thirtythree, or 16 per cent, and thirty,

or 14 per cent, gave the other two reasons respectively. Fifty.three,

representing 25 per cent of the instructors, gave reasons other than

those shown in TABLE XI/.

These instructors were invited, if they wished to give more than

one reason, to do so in 111, 2, 3* order according to the importance

of these reasons to them. One hundred twenty -seven gave second reasons.

No second choice reasons seemed to stand out above the others as being

especially important. Desire to become better known in the state was

mentioned by twenty- four,. or 11 per cent of the instructors; while

two other groups of twentythree, representing 11 per cent each, men-

tioned (a) to enlarge institutional influence, and (b) to attract

graduate students through extension to the campus.

One hundred thirty-two, or 62 per cent of the 211 instructors, did

not give a third reason. Of the reasons that were mentioned, none was

mentioned by more than 9 per cent of the instructors.

The reasons for instructing graduate extension classes listed as

*other in TABLE III are given below. Because they are first choice

for 25 per cent of the instructors reporting considerable importance

is attached to them.

Among the other reasons stated ten times or more were (a) to contri-

bute to the in.service education of teachers, (b) to meet the needs of

off - campus graduate students, (c) to promote the special field through

off-campus contacts, and (d) because it is a pleasure to teach. Other

reasons mentioned less frequently were (a) to comply with the institu.

tionls policy of service to the state, (b) to meet professional
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responsibility to off-campus people, (c) is full -time assignment,

and (d) to gain experience. Reasons mentioned only once each were

(a) to keep up teaching record, (0) to teach upper- division courses,

(c) was asked to, (d) to teach those who want to learn, and (e) enjoy

independence of action possible in extension classes.

It appears that extension instructors have their own reasons for

instructing graduate extension classes and that these reasons vary

according to the personalities and the needs of the individuals and

according to the respective policies of the institutions they serve.

Nearly one-third of the instructors reported as their first reason

for teaching graduate extension classes that it was expeoted of them.

TABLE XIII shows whether graduate extension instructors are

Obligated to teach extension classes without extra compensation or

whether they may accept extra pay. It also shows a comparison of the

compensation received for extension teaching with that on the campus

and indicates whether the rate of compensation affects the availability

of instructors for graduate extension teaching.
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TABLE XIII

ARRANGEMENTS FOR COMPENSATION AND INFLUENCE

ON AVAILABILITY OF 211 INSTRUCTORS

Arrangement,

Yes No

BsPlies %Replies %

Obligated to teach extension classes
without additional compensation 53 25 142 67

May accept extra compensation 133 63 58 28

Extension compensation compares
favorably with campus 72 34 75 36

Rate of compensation affects instructor's
availability to teach extension classes 1t5 21 124 59

Fiftythree instructors, or 25 per cent, reported they were obli

gated by contract to teach extension classes without extra pay; and 133,

or 63 per cent, stated they sure permitted to accept extra compensation.

It is entirely possible that some of the instructors who did not

reply belonged in a third category, namely, those who are not obligated

to teach extension classes but who, if they do, may not receive additional

compensation. Seventy -two instructors, or 34 per cent, reported that

extension compensation compared favorably with that on the campus; while

seventyfive, or 36 per cent, said it did not. Sixty.four, representing

30 per cent, did not reply. Although it appears that rates of pay vary

among the cooperating institutions and that a substantial group (34 per

cent) received less pay than when teaching on campus, 154 instructors,

or 59 per cent, reported the rate of compensation did not affect their
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availability to teach extension classes. Some of the instructors

making comments referred to "professional loyalty" and to "the desire

to serve" as being motivating influences, indicating that the amount

of pay was of less importance when it was in addition to the regular

salary. Forty -five others, representing 21 per cent, stated that the

rate of compensation did affect their availability. These persons

emphasised that "you get what you pay for". They indicated that the

lower rates of pay for extension instruction in some situations were

indexes of the "level of respectability" the campuses had assigned

extension work. Forty=two or 20 per cent, did not reply. In general,

extension instructors may receive extra compensation and are willing

to accept extension assignments, regardless of how the rates of pay

compare with those on the campuses.

Three of the instructors said that extension work drained more

time and energy than regular campus work and that the rate of pay was

inadequate. One of these three instructors expressed the belief that

graduate extension education would grow as more recognition is givers

to staff members. Two instructors spoke of the evils of the "fee

system of support". If fees were too high, the class enrollments were

limited, and if the fees were needed to pay salaries, the students were

not "screened" properly. One instructor believed more liberal travel

expense policies would tend to attract some of the more competent

instructors.
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Achievement in Graduate Extension Work

TABLE XIV deals with the ratings of the quality of graduate

extension instruction.

TABLE XIV

QUALITY or GRADUATE EXTENSION INSTRUCTION

AS REPORTED BY 211 INSTRUCTORS

Comment
No

reply %

In general, the quality of
extension instruction is as
high as that on the campus 132 63 59 28 20 9

The instructor's own personal
extension instruction is as
high as that on the campus 137 65 51 24 23 11

Extension instruction requires
as much time as that on the
campus 185 88 10 5 16 7

Salary influences quality of
instruction 20 9 158 75 33 16

The time of meeting affects the
quality of instruction 81 38 120 57 10 5

The place of meeting affects
the quality of instruction 8Z4 40 110 52 17 8

Travel distance affects the
quality of instruction 5h 26 133 63 24 11

Of the 211 graduate extension instructors returning questionnaires,

63 per cent reported that graduate extension instruction, generally, was

as high in quality as graduate instruction on the campus, whereas 28 per
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cent stated the quality was not as high, and 9 per cent did not reply.

Referring to the quality of their own extension instruction in parti-

cular, as compared with their own campus instruction, the instructors

reported *yes* 6$ per cent, *AO 24 per cent, and "no reply" 11 per cent.

Comments of the graduate extension instructors on the quality and

importance of graduate extension instruction have been arranged into

two groups by the writer. They are (a) comments which are critical, of

graduate extension work and (b) comments which express enthusiasm for

the work.

One instructor said that graduate extension work in education was

considered a farce in his state. He called it a plan to Vile up

credits". "The instructors are many times public school administrators

who do not know the subject and the instruction is as poor as can be

obtained," he said.

Three instructors referred to the non-credit students in their

classes who sometimes lacked the ability or interest to do graduate

level work and mentioned the difficulty of keeping the instruction

at the graduate level in these situations. *Non- credit students,"

one said, *want the instruction tailored.

Two instructors spoke of the high quality of graduate extension

work being provided for technical professional personnel and of the

enthusiasts of these students for the work. Seven of the instructors

believed that the in- service work being provided for teachers on the

job was emporior to the on-campus in-service classes. They said the

in- service work offered through extension for teachers should not be

planned to duplicate campus work, but it should instead be adjusted to
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the particular situation. One said, *Flexibility of method is a must!

Extension provides a unique opportunity to use local resources, to

make teaching meaningful, and to apply methods and techniques long

advocated but seldom used.*

(e hundred eighty -five, or 88 per cent of the 211 instructors,

reported that extension instruction requires as much time as campus

instruction. These figures correspond very closely with the prepara-

tion time reported in TABLE XI where it is shown that 171 instructors,

or 81 per cent, reported that preparation for extension teaching required

as much or more time as for the same work on the campus. It maybe

that the higher percentage reported in TABLE XIV includes consideration

of other factors such as travel and after -class consultations with per..

sons who are seen less often than students who are on the campus.

According to TABLE XIV, salary does not influence the quality of

instruction. While 158 instructors, representing 75 per cent, reported

that it did not, only twenty, or 9 per cent, stated it did. To this

question thirty - three, or 16 per cent, did not reply. Those not reply-

ing reported they had not answered the question because it did not apply

to their situations. Extension teaching, they pointed out, was part of

their regular assignment, anyway.

The time of meeting does not affect the quality of instruction,

according to 120, or 57 per cent, of these instructors. A strong

minority of 81, representing 38 per cent, contended that it did. They

referred to the fatigue of the instructors who may have traveled long

distances and of the wearing effect of the longer class periods usually

found in extension classes. Again the majority (110, or 52 per cent)
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reported that the place of meeting had no effect on the quality of

instruction, and again a strong minority (140 per cent) stated that it

did. The minority group referred to poor seating and lighting, lack

of heat, and lack of maps and books as being closely associated 'with

the place of meeting. Travel distances do not affect the quality of

instruction, according to 133, or 83 per cent, of the instructors.

They emphasised the need for allowing travel time and meal time before

meeting extension classes, Twenty-six per cent believed travel does

affect the quality of instruction, and 11 per cent did not reply.

The distances traveled by graduate extension instructors are shown

in TABLE 11F,

TABLE XV

DISTANCES TRAVELED TO TEACH GRADUATE EXTENSION CLASSES

AS REPORTED BY 211 INSTRUCTORS

Distance

attension QM=
%Tiles % Replies %

Below 20 miles 39 19 154 73
20 to 40 miles 32 15 3 1
Above 40 silos 112 53 2 1
No reply 28 13 52 25

It is noted that 112, or 53 per cent, of the 211 instructors,

reported traveling more than forty miles to their extension classes,

Many of these instructors reported traveling to metropolitan centers

some distances from the campus towns. Instructors traveling more than

forty miles are not as likely to return home the same evening and there
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may, therefore, be a limitation of their services on the campus.

Ons instructor reported that his institution provided airplanes for

the transportation of staff members to and from extension classes.

Instructors were not fatigued by long distance ground travel and much

time and money were saved for the state.

The next three tables have to do with student achievement in campus

and in extension classes. In TABLE XVI graduate extension students are

compared with campus graduate students on the basis of 'same', 'above",

or rbeloe4 in achievement.

TABLE XVI

COMPARISON OF THE ACHIEVEMENT or

GRADUATE EXTENSION STUDENTS WITH CAMPUS GRADUATE STUDENTS

AS REPORTED BI 211 INSTRUCTORS

Achievement Replies Per cent

Same 102 48
Above 28 13
Below 61 29
NO reply 20 10

One hundred two, or 48 per cent, of the instructors reported

the achievement of both groups to be the same; whereas twenty-eight,

or 13 per cents said extension students achieve more, and sixty-ones

or 29 per cent, reported their achievements to be below those of

campus graduate students.



One instructor stated that graduate extension students had great

enthusiasm for their classes and the result.** high achievement. He

believed the extension students were mere avid generally for the know..

ledge that mould help them do a better job and that, while they placed

less emphasis on intellectual accomplishment, they placed more emphasis

on the feeling aspects of the knowledge imparted. Two others believed

achievement was high in graduate extension classes because of the demand

for caspetence on the job which was made by industry and specialised

groups.

Those answering the questionnaires were asked to give the grade

distribution on an A, B, C, D, F grading scale for their last graduate

extension class and for the same course the last time it was taught to

a graduate campus class. Sixty -seven instructors gave grade distri

butions which are shown in TABLE XVII, and the remaining 144 reported

they did not have the records available or failed to give a reason.

TABLE XVII

COMPARISON OF GRADE DISTRIBUTIONS IN IDENTICAL GRADUATE CLASSES TAUGHT

THRCUGH EXTENSION WITH DAYTIME ON-CAMPUS CLASSES

AS REPORTED BY 211 INSTRUCTORS

Grades
Extension Campus

Per enct
A 27 26
B
C 15

51
18

D 3 2
F 2 1
Other 4 2
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The distributions of grades for graduate students are almost

identical, both in extension and in the campus classes. Approxi-

mately three-fourths of all the grades issued are in the A and B

groups. About twice as many Ws are issued as are A's. The remain..

ing one-fourth of the grades are distributed among the Cos, Ws,

F's, withdrawals, and incompletes, with a large proportion falling

into the 'To category.

tirade distribution may not be an index of the performance of

students, one instructor observed, because all classes whether on or

off campus are conducted under different circumstances with different

students. Another instructor believed that grade distributions for

his campus classes and his extension classes reflected a double set

of standards. One instructor thought that the courses which have

scholarly accomplishments as objectives should best be offered an

the campuses. Still another instructor stated it was the instructor's

responsibility to grade students in extension exactly the same as if

they were campus students. He did not indicate how this should be

done, however.
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Instructors were also requested to compare graduate extension

students with campus students on the basis of certain performances

associated with their course work. These comparisons appear in

TABLE XVIII.

TABLE XVIII

CO!PARISON OF PERFORMANCE OF GRADUATE EXTENSION STUDENTS

WITH GRADUATE CAMPUS STUDENTS AS REPORTED BY 211 INSTRUCTORS

Performance
Replies No

reply %tams ibove % ieiow %

Teat mores 90 43 13 6 46 22 62 29

Oral reporting 67 32 64 30 24 11 56 27

Witten papers 83 39 23 11 49 23 56 27

Informal class dis
cussions 40 19 104 49 17 8 50 24

Promptness to do
assignments 89 42 25 12 49 23 48 23

Amount of outside
reading 41 19 18 9 103 49 49 23

Reading of class
text 108 51 39 19 13 6 51 24

The evidence presented in TABLE XVIII indicates that the test scores

of graduate extension students are slightly below those of graduate

campus students. Only thirteen instructors, or 6 per cent, reported

them to be above campus students, while fortysix, or 22 per cents said

test scores were below those of campus students and ninety, or 43 per

cents stated them to be the same.
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The oral reporting of extension students seems to be the same or

above that of campus students, according to 131, or 62 per cent, of the

instructors replying. Only twenty- four,, or 11 per cent, stated the oral

reporting of extension students to be below that of the campus students.

Performance on written papers was reported to be slightly in

favor of the extension students, with eighty-three of the instructors,

or 39 per aent, reporting *semi' and twenty-three, or 11 per cent,

reporting *above".

Informal class discussions were considered by 104, or 49 per cent,

of the instructors to be superior among the graduate extension students.

Those who reported the informal class discussions to be the same or to

be below those of the campus students were definitely in the minority.

Eighty-nine, or 42 per cent, of the graduate instructors stated

that graduate extension students and campus graduate students were

equally prompt in doing assignments. Another forty-nine, representing

23 per cent, reported extension students to be below campus students

in this respect. Only 12 per cent thought extension students were

more prompt than campus students. In this trait, the evidence is in

favor of the campus group.

There is extensive belief as shown in the above table that campus

students do more outside reading than do the extension students. One

hundred three, or 49 per cent, of the graduate instructors reported

this to be true. Of those who reported otherwise, there more more who

thought the amount of outside reading was the same (19 per cent) than

there were who thought it to be above (9 per cent) campus students.
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This information tends to substantiate the often- repeated criticism

of the lack of suitable library facilities for extension students.

Fifty.one per cent (108) of the instructors stated that both

groups of students did the same amount of reading of the class text,

while 19 per cent (thirtynine) reported extension students to be

above campus students in teat reading. Only 6 per cent said extension

students read the text less.

The percentages of "nom replies on the seven items of performance

in TABLE EMI range from 23 per cent to 29 per cent, showing that

approximately one-fourth of the instructors did not contribute to

the information given in the table. 1* may be concluded from study

ing the material provided in the table that graduate students in

extension compared favorably with campus graduate students in oral

reporting, written papers, and reading of the text, and that they were

superior in informal class discussions. Campus students achieved

somewhat better test scores, were somewhat more prompt in doing assign-

ments, and were superior in the amounts of outside reading which they

did.

One instructor commented that extension students were tired and

that their motivation must be exceptionally high to be able to do

creditable work, and another instructor expressed the opinion that

extension students are better motivated than are the campus students.

A third instructor believed that the limited extension course offer.

ings usually found in the average community caused the students to

tend to take "anything" they could get, regardless of need.
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Because graduate extension classes generally are more hetero-

geneous in their ages and in their backgrounds of experience, the

graduate instructors were asked to compare certain characteristics

of their graduate extension class students with those of the same

level on the campuses and to give age and sex information concerning

the members of their extension classes. TABLES XIX, XX, and)EXI

include data on these topics.

TABLE XIX shows age groupings of graduate extension class mothers

as reported by 201 of the 211 graduate extension instructors.

TABLE XIX

AGE SPREAD OF STUDENTS ATTENDING GRADUATE EXTENSION CLASSES

AS REPORTED BY 211 INSTRUCTORS

Spread of ages Replies Per cent

Up to 10 years 20 10
Up to 20 years 100 47
More than 20 years 81 38
No reply 10 5

Twenty instructors, or 10 per cent, reported their students as

having an age spread of less than ten years, while 100, representing

47 per cent, stated the spread of ages to be up to twenty years, and

eighty-one, or 38 per cent, reported over twenty years. No replies

were received from ten, or 5 per cent, of the instructors. It is

apparent that there was a wide range of student ages in graduate exten-

sion classes.
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Such a wide range of ages implies a wide range of interests and

experiences among graduate extension students. According to TABLE XI,

instructors were somewhat divided concerning whether there is a wider

range of abilities and test scores among graduate extension students

or among graduate students on the campus.

TABLE XX

CHARACTERISTICS OF GRADUATE EXTENSION CLASS MEMBERSHIP

IN TERMS OF SPREAD OF ABILITIES, TEST SCORES, AND GRADE DISTRIBUTION

COMPARED WITH CAMPUS GRADUATE CLASSES AS REPORTED BY 211 INSTRUCTORS

Characteristic
Re lies No

reply %Yes % No %

Wider spread of abilities
than on campus 100 47 76 36 35 17

Wider spread of test scores
than on campus 65 30 88 2 57 28

Wider distribution of final
grades than on campus 41 19 112 53 57 28

One hundred, or 47 per cent, of the instructors said there was a

wider range of abilities among graduate extension students; seventy -six,

or 36 per cent, said there was a narrower range; and thirty-five, or

17 per cent, failed to reply to the question. Even though 17 per cent

of the instructors believed there was a wider spread .of abilities among

the extension students, eighty-eight, or 142 per cent, said there was

not a wider spread of test scores than on the campus, and only sixty-five,

representing 30 per cent, stated there was.
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One hundred twelve, or 53 per cent, of the instructors answered

'nos to the question, "Is there a wider distribution of final grades

earned in your graduate extension classes than in your graduate

campus classes?' Only 19 per cent answered "yes", and 28 per cent

failed to reply. The majority answer to this question is in agreement

with TABLE XVII which shows the grade distribution to be approximately

the same in graduate extension as in campus graduate work.

One instructor stated he taught only graduate courses on the

campus and that in terms of abilities, some of the very best and

some of the very worst students came from extension. Mach depended

on their personal circumstances. "Time and energy make the difference,"

he observed. "Many students are thirty five to fifty years old and

are busy people." Another instructor said the graduate extension

students, because of their backgrounds and experiences, had an abund-

ance of material available, so that when a concept was introduced

they could accept or reject it on the basis of experience. A third

instructor observed, "The boundaries of our university are those of

our state. It is a pleasure to work with experienced, serious, dedi

cated people. They improve lour' teaching."
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The sex distribution in graduate extension classes is reported

in percentages in the following table.

TABLE XXI

SEX DISTRIIJTION IN GRADUATE EXTENSION CLASSES

AS REPORTED BY 211 INSTRUCTORS

Per cent

lisle 5b
Female b6

The 211 instructors have reported that 54 per cent of the graduate

extension students are males and 46 per cent are females.

Organisational and Physical Arrangements for Graduate Extension Classes

This section of Chapter III presents the material on the organi

sation of graduate extension classes in terms of time, instruction

methods, and administrative arrangements; library provisions for the

classes; and classroom facilities provided.

Extension classes usually meet less frequently than do the campus

classes and the result usually is longer class sessions. The instructors

participating in this study were asked to indicate the frequency and

duration of the class meetings of their graduate extension classes.

The information these instructors provided is given in TABLE XXII.
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TABLE un

FREQUENCY AND DURATION OF MEETINGS OF GRADUATE EXTENSION COURSES

AS REPORTED BY 211 INSTRUCTORS

Minutes
per week Monthly

Bi-
weekly

Semi-
Weekly weekly Total Per cent

Less than 75

75 to 125

1

1

2

1

1

56

-

-

4

58

2

27

125 to 175 - - 106 9 115 55

175 to 225 - . 22 1 23 11

Above 225 . - 3 3 1

No reply MO 8 . 8 4

wielam

3 193

omonmo

13

worm

211 100Total, 2

Fifty-eight instructors, or 27 per cent, reported their class

sessions to be in the 075 to 125s minute.per-week range. This range

includes the time provisions for the regular two -hour class which

normally meets approximately 100 minutes a week, whether on campus or

off campus. It may be noted that all but two of the classes in this

group were reported as meeting once a week. One hundred fifteen, or

55 per cent, of the graduate extension instructors reported that their

classes met for three hours a week (125 to 175 minutes). Of these,

106 met weekly and nine met semi-weekly. This group of 115 includes

the regular three-hour classes which usually meet for 150 minutes

both on and off campus. The other variations shown in the table are

influenced by the amounts of credit the respective courses carry and



the types of activity being conducted. In some instances, inservice

work with teachers calls for a great deal of committee and laboratory

work between class sessions, which are held less frequently than weekly.

It appears that the same amount of time is given to graduate extern.

sion instruction as is normally given on the campuses for the same

courses. The principal difference is that on the campus the week's

class time may be distributed over several class periods of one hour

each, while in extension work the typical class meets once a week for

a two or threehour session.

One instructor expressed the opinion that more review was required

when classes met once a week because of the longer time between learn,

ing periods and that less instruction time than on the campus was the

result.

TOLE XXIII shows the instructional methods reported by the 211

graduate extension instructors. The tabulation is in terms of fre

quency of mention, since many of those reporting mentioned more than one

method.

TABLE XXIII

CLASS ORGANIZATION IN TERM OF INSTRUCTION METH

AS REPORTED BT 211 INSTRUCTORS

Methods
uency

of mention Per cent

Part lecture and part
class discussion 181 86

Seminar plan 54 26
Laboratory 2? 13
Straight lecture 11 5
Other 25 12



Part lecture and part class discussion were reported by 181, or

86 per cent, of the instructors as the methods used. The second most

often used method, the seminar plan, was reported by fiftyfour, or 26

per cent. The laboratory method (13 per cent) and the lecture method

(5 per cent) were also used. The 12 per cent reporting *other* methods

gave varying combinations of the methods shown in the table or menu

tioned other plans such as the field trip, reading and conference, and

thesis writing. The most popular instruction methods used are those

which permit a great deal of student participation.

There are many administrative arrangements for providing instruc

tion to extension students. Those which are shown in TABLE XXIV are

typical of some of the more popular plans. The arrangements listed in

the table are shown in first, second, and third order according to pre

ferences of the instructors.

TABLE XXIV

ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS FOR MEETING STUDENTS

AS REPORTED BI 211 INSTRUCTORS

Arrangement
first

IQ:T(77s
Second

IQT.N7s
Third

Replies 3'

Daytime center 38 18 11 5 9 4
Evening center 102 48 32 15 3 2

Independent evening class 37 18 21 10 13 6
Short course 6 3 15 7 12 6
Conference 4 2 13 6 13 6
Correspondence study 1 1 3 2 2 1
Thesis writing 2 1 7 3 6 3

Other 7 3 3 2 5 2
No reply 14 6 106 50 148 70
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The evening centerline preferred by many graduate extension

instructors, there being 102, or 48 per cent, who gave it as their

first choice. The daytime center was preferred by thirty- eight,

or 18 per cent, of the instructors, and the independent evening class

by another 18 per cent of those replying to the questionnaire. Several

instructors indicated only one preferences stating that tbsy had no

other extension work experience.

Altogether 177, or 84 per cent, of the instructors gave first

choice to the first three types of arrangement listed in the table.

These three are those which lend themselves to more traditional

class organisation. Short courses, conferences, correspondence study,

and thesis writing have less certain status in terms of preference

than the first three, none of them being mentioned by more than 7

per cent in any of the three preference ranks.

The matter of adequate library provisions for graduate extension

classes has been one of great concern to graduate deans extension

directors, and to extension graduate facultyaliAmi It is the point -

of-view of staff members and deans that adequate library provisions

must exist before effective graduate work is possible. Those who

oppose graduate work off campus insist that the library facilities

for extension students cannot equal those provided for the on-campus

graduate students.

TABLE XXV includes information on the library provisions for

graduate extension classes.
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TABLE XXV

LIBRART PROVISIONS FOR GRADUATE EXTENSION CLASSES

AS REPORTED BT 211 INSTRUCTORS

Provision
Teaik..x.s No

Replies

Campus library available 106 50 96 45

Local public library available 103 49 85 40

Special class library provided
by extension division 138 65 61 29

Extension graduate center library 82 39 96 45

Instructor provides library 91 143 101 148

Student provides own library 29 114 151 71

Other library provisions 31 11 50 214

Facilities as adequate as for
campus students 67 32 126 60

Extension students use library
facilities as such as campus
students do 56 26 118 56

Fifty per cent, or 106, of the 211 graduate extension instructors

reported that a campus library was available and 49 per cents or 103

instructors, reported the availability of a local public library. The

provision of a special extension division class library was reported

by the largest number of instructors (138, or 65 per cent). Another

provision of some extension divisions was the extension graduate center

library reported available to 39 per cent. The least used method of
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providing graduate library facilities was to request the student to

provide his own, yet 14 per cent reported doing this.

According to 126 instructors, or 60 per cent of this group, the

graduate extension students were not provided with library facilities

which were as adequate as the library facilities provided for grad

uate students on the campuses and, according to 118, or 56 per cent

of these instructors, graduate extension students did not use the

library facilities as much as the campus students did.

Among the reasons given by the instructors for failure of eaten.

sion students to use library facilities were the following: (a) they

are too busy with community, job, and family responsibilities (listed

by forty -four instructors); (b) libraries are not readily available

(listed by eighteen instructors); (c) facilities are inadequate

(listed by four instructors); and (d) extension students are in a hurry

to go home (mentioned by one instructor).

Some instructors defended the belief that extension students did

not compare favorably with campus students in library use. Nine

instructors pointed out that the reading done by graduate extension

students is selective purposeful reading and that the students are

*resource-conscious*. Three or fewer instructors offered each of the

following statements: (a) extension courses are planned to produce

practical rather than theoretical results, so that some types of read.

ing may be of less importance than reading which may be required on

the campus; (b) extension students take more books home and buy more

books than do campus students; (c) many good school libraries are better

suited to teacher in- service work than are the campus libraries;



(d) multiple texts and individual projects are more suited to in-

service courses than library reading in some instances; (e) company

libraries provided by industry are quite adequate but specialised;

and (f) reading may not be so important for advanced ce.the-job students.

Thirty -one, or 14 per cent of the 211 instructors, reported other

library provisions than those listed in TABLE XXV* In the order of

frequency of mention they wares public school library (13), state

library (7), instructor's personal books (6), government library (44

and company library (1).

Extension classes are often scheduled in public libraries, public

school classrooms, and in industrial laboratories. It is possible

that such meeting places are not always suitable for the work to be

accomplished* TABLE XXVI is concerned with the adequacy of class.

rooms for graduate extension classes.

TABLE XXVI

ADEQUACY 0? CLASSROOMS FOR GRADUATE EXTENSION CLASSES

AS REPORTED BY 211 INSTRUCTORS

Facility
Yes No

161117-78es

Size is adequate 199 94 7 3
Lighted adequately 175 83 28 13
Heated adequately 196 93 7 3
Located conveniently 191 91 13 6
Classroom equipped adequately 154 73 50 24
Classroom located on campus 37 17 160 76
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Use* lighting* heating* and location, were reported to be adequate

by more than 60 per cent of the 211 instructors. A lesser number* 154,

or 73 per cent* reported the equipment of the classroom to be adequate.

Since 160* or 76 per cent* reported the classrooms to be off campus*

it is understandable that the equipment in some classrooms might be

inadequate. It may be noted* however* that according to these findings*

the graduate extension classrooms seem quite adequate in most instances.

Surmaary

According to the survey findings reported in this chapter* the

typical instructor of graduate extension classes was a man between the

ages of thirty and fifty years* who held a college degree* usually a

doctor's* and who has been employed by his present institution for less

than ten years. The graduate extension instructor has taught mainly in

the fields of education* engineering* psychology* and business admini-

stration. In about one-half of the institutions he was expected to

teach extension classes as part of his regular assignment* while in the

other institutions he might choose to teach "in addition" to his regular

load and receive extra compensation. He spent about the same amount of

time in the preparation for his extension teaching as he did for his

campus teaching* and he found more time to help campus students than

he did to help extension students. He usually has taught extension

classes because it was expected of him* or because he needed the money*

or as a professional service to his institution. Although the rate of

pay was less for this work than he received for his regular campus work*

he was glad to accept the assignment.
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The instructors of graduate extension classes believed that the

quality of their extension teaching was equal to that of their teaching

on the campuses and that the time and place of class meetings did not

influence materially the quality of the work they did. The majority

of the extension instructors traveled more than forty miles each way

to and from their extension classes.

Forty-eight per cent of the instructors have said that the achieve-

ment of graduate extension students was equal to that of the campus grad-

uate students, while smaller percentages said it was *above* or *below*

that of campus students. Grade distributions were virtually identical

among both student groups, and their achievement was very mach the

same in oral reporting, written papers, promptness, reading of the text,

and test scores. The instructors have rated the extension students

slightly superior to the campus students in class discussion and have

rated the campus students superior to the extension students in the

amounts of outside reading they accomplish.

The ages of graduate extension students varied considerably as did

their general scholastic abilities.

The typical extension class met once a week for two or three class

hours each session. These classes were usually scheduled in permanently

established graduate centers located in or near thickly populated areas.

A good many of the classes were also found in non - center locations where

sufficient enrollments and adequate facilities were provided.

Campus libraries, local public libraries, special class libraries,

and extension center libraries provided the books for graduate extension

students. A fair majority (60 per cent) of the instructors reported
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that these library services were not as well used by the extension

students as they were by the campus students and that many of these

facilities were quite inadequate. The classrooms provided for

extension classes were found to be adequate in most situations, how-

ever 24 per cent of the instructors said the equipment was inadequate

and 13 per cent said that the lighting was poor.



CHAPTER rif

THE STATUS OF GRADUATE STUDY THROUGH EXTENSION

AS REPORTED BE DEANS OF GRADUATE SCHOOLS

The success of the graduate extension program of any extension

division, it seems to the writer, is dependent to a very great extent

upon the controls and requirements exercised by the graduate school

concerned. In an effort to discover such controls and requirements as

are exercised in the fourteen institutions cooperating in this study,

questionnaires were mailed to the deans of the respective graduate

schools. Although the reply of one dean was not returned in time to

be included in the report* fourteen replies were received because two

deans replied for the Oregon State System of Higher Education. While

the two cooperating institutions in Oregon are both served by a single

extension division, the reports of both deans are included because the

graduate schools they represent are independent of each other and their

policies are not identical. Listed below are the institutions whose

graduate school deans returned questionnaires*

University of Arizona
University of Arkansas
University of Colorado
University of Florida
University of Illinois
University of Michigan
University of Oklahoma

Oklahoma A. and M. College
University of Oregon
Oregon State College
University of South Carolina
Syracuse University
State College of Washington
University of Wisconsin

The information obtained from the questionnaires is presented in

the following five sections of this chapters (a) staff requirements,



(I)) course requirements and approvals, (c) the status of graduate

extension credit, (d) organisational and physical provisions, and

(e) planning the student's program.

The writer does not necessarily assume that the controls exercised

over graduate extension study by the graduate schools of the reporting

institutions are those which are typical of graduate schools every-

where. The material is intended, rather, to provide the reader with

specific information about the fourteen cooperating institutions in

this study. Since these cooperating institutions are among those

with the largest enrollments of graduate extension students in the

nation, the information provided by their graduate school deans should

be of interest and value to many other deans of graduate schools and

directors of extension.

Staff Requirements

These staff members may be selected from among the full-time

institutional staff; they may be staff members from sister institutions

which are located conveniently near or in extension centers; they may

be non-institutional specialists or full-time extension division

personnel. The fourteen graduate school deans were asked to indicate

on what bases they approved instructors for teaching their graduate

extension classes. The responses they gave are shown in TABLE XXVII.
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TABLE XXVII

STATUS OF STAFF MEMBERS APPROVED IN FOURTEEN INSTITUTIONS

WHO INSTRUCT GRADUATE EXTENSION CLASSES

Instructors Replies
Per
cent

Institutional faculty, but must be approved
by the graduate office to instruct a
given course

9 64

Approved faculty members of other
institutions 7 50

Non-institutional persons who are special-
ists in their fields, when approved 7 50

Full-time extension division personnel of
graduate faculty standing 6 13

Members of the regular daytime graduate
faculty only 29

Others 1 7

Nines or 64 per cent, of the fourteen deans reported that all of

the institutional staff members who are approved by the graduate office

might instruct graduate extension classes. A smaller group of four, or

29 per cent, said that omlInweamms of their regular daytime graduate

faculty might teach these classes; and the remaining dean said that

approval for graduate extension teaching came from the college or depart-

ment concerned.

Seven, or 50 per cent, of the deans who reported approving other

than regular graduate campus staff members also reported approving

staff members of sister institutions, and another 50 per cent of the
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deans said they approved non-institutional staff specialists who were

especially qvalified in their fields. Six, or 143 per cent, of the

fourteen deans stated that they also used full-time extension division

personnel to instruct graduate courses through extensiom6

The information given by these fourteen graduate school deans

concerning the minimum academic degree requirements for teaching

graduate extension courses is shown in TABLE XXVIII.

TABLE XXVIII

MINIMUM ACADEMIC DEGREE REQUIREMENTS OF FOURTEEN GRADUATE SCHOOLS

FOR INSTRUCTING GRADUATE EXTENSION COURSES

Requirements Replies Per cent

Bachelor's degree 1 7
Master's degree 7 50
Doctor's degree 1 7
No degree stated 5 36

While 50 per cent of the fourteen deans stated the master's degree

was required, only one, or 7 per cent, required the doctor's degree.

Thirty-six per cent said there was no specific degree requirement. It

was the consensus of this group that expertness and competence were

more important than academic degrees.

Almost all of the deans agreed that, although advanced degrees were

not required, the majority of the graduate faculty members had them.

Three deans stated that the non-staff specialists were usually as well

educated as the campus faculty members.



These fourteen deans of the graduate schools had a similar attitude

about academic rank requirements as they had about academic degree require

mental, namely, that rank was not as important as was competence. Mini«

mum academic rank requirements, as reported by these deans, are shown in

TABLE Mi.

TABLE mx

MINIMUM ACADEMIC RANK REQUIREMENTS AT FOURTEEN INSTITUTIONS

FOR INSTRUCTING GRADUATE EXTENSION COURSES

Replies Per cent

Instructor
Assistant professor
Associate professor
Full professor
Other

2

5
3.4
36

7 50

Fifty per cent of the deans in this study stated there was no

academic rank requirement for instructing graduate extension classes

in their institutions. They said that competence was the basic require

ment for election to the graduate faculty. Thirtysix per cent of the

deans named the rank of assistant professor to be the minimum rank per.

mitted, but 14 per cent answered that the rank of instructor was the

Course Requirements and Approvals

Critics of graduate extension work sometimes hint that staff

members instructing the courses through extension are prone to require



less work of their students and of themselves than they would require for

the same courses on the campuses. TABLE XXX contains the replies of

these fourteen deans on course requirements.

TABLE SIX

COURSE REQUIREMENTS IN FOURTEEN INSTITUTIONS FOR GRADUATE EXTENSION MORE

Requirements
R lies No

reP17 %

Courses are identical to campus 12 86 2 lit 40 OW

Instructor must submit own sylla-
bus or course outline 4 29 10 71 110

Special papers and course pro-
jects are required of students 2 14 11 79 1 7

Time requirement is the same as
on the campus 14 100 NO OP MI

Classes have specific minimum
library requirements 7 50 7 50 MO 110

Individual counseling of students
is required 4 29 9 64 1 7

Eighty-six per cent of these fourteen deans reported that graduate

extension courses were identical in content with the graduate courses

offered on the various campuses.

The deans who stated that their courses were identical with those

on the campuses made the following qualifying statements: (a) except

in the case of education workshops, (b) except for special courses,

(c) except in certain field studies, and (d) courses must be equivalent

if not identical.



The above table also shows that there was 100 per cent agreement

among the deans that the time requirement in class hours must be the

same for graduate extension classes as for the same work on the campuses.

One dean emphasised the need for keeping the time requirement the same

as on the campuses by saying, positively, to avoid criticism0

Seventy -one per cent of the deans reported that the graduate

extension instructor is not required to submit a course syllabus for

each course he proposes to teach. These deans said that the courses

had already been approved at the time they were established on the

campuses and that faculty members should be trusted to provide appro-

pri ate instructivn without being required to present course outlines

simply because the classes were scheduled off campus. Approximately

the same per cent of the deans (79 per cent) stated that instructors

were not required to assign special course papers and course projects

to graduate extension students. They said that campus departmental

policy applied the same for extension classes as for the on- campus

classes and that there was considerable variation among the departments,

both on and off campus.

The answers of these graduate school deans returning the question-

naires were equally divided on the question of specific library require-

ments for extension classes. The seven deans who had minimum library

requirements for extension classes took the stand that library facilities

were usually poor, at bests for these off-campus classes and that minima

requirements assured a semblance of a library for the students. One

stated that the departments concerned checked to see that library facili-

ties were adequate; another dean stated, 'We send the books*; and still



another observed that the library requirements varied with the campus

departments. The seven who answered they had no minimum library

requirements for extension classes explained that the instructor, the

department concerned, and the extension division cooperate to provide

adequate library facilities for all courses* but that they were not

expected to make a specific report that a minimum requirement had been

met.

Sixty -four per cent of the graduate school deans reported that

there was no specific requirement regarding student -staff individual

conferences. They saids however, that the instructors were usually

available and that they were willing to give the necessary time to

the individual students. One dean said his institution allowed

additional travel expense money so that its instructors could "stay

over* if necessary to counsel their students* but that the instructors

were not required to do so. Twenty nine per cent required conferences*

and one of the four in this group reported that his institution also

required an on.campus conference with the major adviser. One other

dean stated that the counsel requirements of his institution varied

with the departments concerned.
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TABLE XXII shows who has final authority in approving graduate

extension work at the fourteen institutions.

TABLE XXI/

APPROVING AUTHORITIES IN FOURTEEN INSTITUTIONS

FOR GRADUATE EXTENSION WORE

APProving authorities Replies
Per
cent

Graduate council or committee 8 57
Graduate school dean 2 14
President 1 7
Extension division director
Departmental head or dean of school .
Departmental committee -
Other 3 21

In 71 per cent of the institutions the graduate councils or the

graduate school deans gave final approval for the offering of graduate

extension work. Three deans, gave answers other than those shown in

the table and one dean named the president as the approving authority.

The three sothern replies were* (a) same as for campus, (b) special

graduate extension committee* (c) graduate faculty. It is quite appar.

ent from the replies tabulated in the table that most often the approval

of graduate extension courses is the responsibility of the graduate

school through its authorised representatives.

Many of the fourteen institutions participating in this study

organise extension graduate classes throughout their entire states,

and requests for the classes are channeled through the extension divisions

and the campus departments to the graduate schools for approval.
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TABLE XXXII indicates the sources of these requests.

TABLE XXXII

SOURCES OF mulsTs FOR PERMISSION To mum

GRADUATE EXTENSION CLASSES IN FOURTEEN INSTITUTIONS

Sources of reivests
Per

Replies cent

Extension director or his representative 9 64
Graduate school faculty mother 1 7
Outside sponsor of course .
Other ; 29

TABLE XXXII shun that the extension director or his representative

makes the request of the approving authority to establish graduate

extension classes in nine, or 64 per cent, of the institutions. In

four other institutions, or 29 per cent, it was reported that the

department or college concerned presented the request for graduate

extension work.

The Status of Graduate Extension Credit100MO

The study of the literature on graduate extension study and of

the letters from the extension directors and graduate school deans of

the seventy-four institutions reported in this thesis show that there

has been considerable concern about the status of graduate extension

credit. TABLE =III, which follows, shoes the replies of these

fourteen deans about the acceptance and use of graduate extension

credits at their respective institutions.
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TABLE =LUX

ACCEPTANCE AND USE OF GRADUATE EXTENSION CREDITS

IN FOURTEEN INSTITUTIONS

Acceptance and use
Re lies

Applied toward an advanced degree

Accepted from another institution

114 100

within state 7 50 7 50

Accepted from out-of.state institution 5 36 9 64

Entire degree may be earned through
extension 1 7 13 93

Extension credit is disallowed by
some schools or departments 5 36 9 64

Distinguished between extension and
campus credit on permanent record 14 100 .

Graduate extension credit is discounted - 114 100

Registrar distinguishes between *course'
and *residence" credit in extension 6 143 8 57

All of the institutions represented in this study, or 100 per cent,

were reported by the deans of their graduate schools as accepting grad -.

uate extension work toward an advanced degree. Seven deans said that

they accepted graduate extension credit from institutions within the

state, tut seven stated that they did not accept such credit.

Five deans reported that they accepted a limited amount of erten-

sion credit from out-of-state institutions, and nine answered they did

not.
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The deans who reported accepting credit from other in-state in.

stitutions made the following comments: (a) accept only for the

master of arts degree in general studies, (b) accept only in individual

cases, (c) have reciprocal arrangements with certain other institutions

for six semester hours only, (d) accept eight semester hours, and

(e) accept six semester hours on master's from accredited institu-

tion.-- perhaps more on doctor's. Those who answered no made no

comments.

A great many comments accompanied the responses to the question

about accepting out-of-state extension credit. Among these comments

were: (a) in individual cases, (b) eight semester hours on master's

or doctor's degrees, (c) six semester hours on master's degree, and

perhaps more on doctor's degree, (d) six semester hours maximum, and

(e) if they are willing to accept our extension credits at the state

university in their state.

One dean said his institution offered the entire master of arts

degree in general studies through extension.

Graduate extension credit is acceptable toward advanced degrees

in all of the various schools and departments on nine, or 614 per cent,

of the campuses. The deans representing these institutions stated

that (a) some departments themselves did not offer graduate credit,

however, and (b) that certain laboratory courses were not acceptable

as graduate credit if taken in extension classes. Five deans, repre-

senting 36 per cent, stated some of their departments and schools
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did not accept graduate extension credit, but they failed to name de-

partments. All of the fourteen, or 100 per cent of the deans in the

survey, distinguish between extension and campus credit on the

student's permanent record, but, almost 'without exception, the deans

reported that this had no effect on the value of the credit. They

said, however, that the credit was not accepted if the total amount

taken exceeded the maximum number of credits permitted by the insti.

tution toward the advanced degree. It was reported that, in some in-

stitutions, certain extension credits earned in established extension

centers were applied as "residence credits" while extension credits

earned in non-center classes were designated as "course credits" and

were limited in amount applicable toward graduation. All of the in-

stitutions represented by these deans allowed full credit for extension

work if it was accepted at all.

Six, or 13 per cent, of these institutions distinguish between

"course" and "residence" extension credit. The principal difference

in the two kinds of credit, as reported by some of these deans, was

that "course" credit was applied as non-residence credit and could not

reduce the residence requirements. One dean said that the "course"

credit did not apply toward a degree. The larger number of institu-

tions (57 per cent), however, did not separate extension credit into

"course" credit and *residence" credit.

The academic degrees toward which graduate extension credits may

be applied in these fourteen cooperating institutions and the amount

of credits allowed for each degree are shown in TABLE "XXIV.
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TABU WIT

SEMESTER MRS or GRADUATE EXTENSION CREDIT

APPLICABLE TOWARD VARIOUS ACADEMIC DEGREES IN FOURTEEN INSTITUTIONS

Degrees
nstitutions

Masters

Master of arts

Master of arts
in general studies

OF In 8 8 - 6 - 16 - -

24 24 . 6 - 7 - 6 10 . 10

- 20 - 32

Master of science 24 24 . 7 6 10 . 10

Master of science
in general studies

Master of education 24 - -12 8 . 9 22 si 22

Master of political
science 24

Doctor of education - V V 8 V - V

Doctor of philosophy V V - V - 12 V V

*Varies with individual student to meet need as approved by faculty
members.

By viewing the table verticallya the reader may determine the

amounts of credit each institution allows toward certain degrees. The

amounts vary from six semester hours toward the "master's" in the case

of institution numbered 6 to the thirty-two semester hours toward the

master of arts in general studies degree in institution numbered 14.

Institutions allowing the most extension credit toward advanced degrees

are located in the northern port of the nation, while there are only
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two institutions located south of the Mason-Dixon line which allow

more than eight semester credits toward an advanced degree. Institution

numbered 8 accepts twelve credits toward both the master of education

degree and the doctor of education degree, but six of the twelve credits

must be earned in a field laboratory study. Institution numbered 11

allows nine semester hour credits toward the master of education degree.

Two southern institutions, numbered 4 and 8, permit extension credit to

be applied toward the doctor of education degree, but none of them per-

mit any credit to be applied toward the doctor of philosophy degree.

By viewing the table horisontally, the reader may see the number

of institutions permitting extension credit to be applied on various

degrees. At the doctoral level, it appears that the institutions prefer

to'vary the amounts of credit applicable according to individual student's

needs. Comments such as (a) by petition only, (b) to meet student's

needs, (c) usually limited, and (d) as recommended by doctoral committee,

were given as responses to the question about the number of credits

permitted at this level. In the case of institution numbered 13, this

same practice prevails at the master's

It was necessary to indicate one space in the table as *master's*

because four of the institutions failed to show the type of master's

degree or degrees toward which they permitted extension credit to be

applied. It is assumed by the writer that these degrees may be either

the master of arts, master of science, master of education, or more than

one of these as was reported by the other institutions.

Two graduate school deans stated that their institutions allowed

considerable credit toward the master of arts in general studies degree



and one institution allowed twenty..four semester hours toward the

master of political science degree. In the case of institution

numbered 14, the entire master of arts degree in general studies

maybe completed at an extension center. The graduate school dean of

institution numbered 10 reported that sixteen semester hours could be

earned toward the master's degree at their permanent center, but that

only eight semester hours could be earned in non - center classes.

Organisational and Physical, Provisions for Graduate Extension elegies

There is a variety of organisational arrangements under which grad-

uate extension work is offered. These range from fully organised day-

time centers with faculty, classrooms, equipment, and libraries similar

to those found on the campuses to programs of independent study, such

as thesis writing and correspondence study.

TABLE XXXV shows the organisational plans approved for graduate

extension study in the fourteen institutions included in this study.

TABLE xxry

ORGANIZATIONAL PLANS THROUGH WHICH GRADUATE EXTENSION WORK

IS OFFERED HT FOURTEEN INSTITUTIONS

Or sationa.........lans Lies
Per
cent

Evening centers 13 93
Independent evening and Saturday classes 9 64
Daytime centers 8 57
Short courses 2 14
Conferences 2 14
Correspondence stwdy, 2 14
Thesis writing 4 29
Other - -
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The three most frequently used organisational plans for the offer-

ing of graduate work by these fourteen institutions are evening centers

(93 per cent), independent evening and Saturday classes (64 per cent),

and daytime centers (57 per cent). No evidence was presented to indi-

cate that the evening centers are preferable to the other two plans

mentioned above. It is the observation of the writer that the inde-

pendent class is the one which has a longer history in extension educe..

tion, while the permanently established evening and daytime centers

are more recent developments. One dean expressed the belief that there

would be an increase in the number of "centers" and a gradual decrease

in the number of independently organised classes which might offer

graduate work. Another dean, however, said he believed graduate work

in all three types of situations would increase as controls became

more standardised among the graduate schools.

Thesis writing was permitted in four, or 29 per cent, of the in-

stitutions, while short courses, correspondence study, and conferences

were used by two, or 14 per cent, each.

The deans did not seem as mach concerned about the places in which

graduate extension courses were offered or under what administrative

arrangements, as they were concerned about the adequacy of the library

or laboratory in each instance. For the purposes of this thesis, the

writer asked graduate students and graduate school faculty members to

report on the adequacy of the libraries and laboratory facilities they

have used in graduate extension work, and their replies are reported

in TABLES XIV and III' on pages 103 and 149 respectively.
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The deans of the graduate schools were also asked to report on the

provisions for these facilities. TABLE XXXVI gives the library pro-

visions for graduate extension classes as reported by these deans.

TABLE XXXVI

=BRUT PROVISIONS FOR GRADUATE EXTENSION

CLASSES IN FOURTEEN INSTITUTIONS

Instructor submits bibliography to
graduate office for approval 1 7 13 93

Instructor has entire responsibility
for library adequacy 7 50 7 50

Graduate center provides own library 11 79 3 21

Public libraries serve isolated
evening classes 13 93 1 7 - OS

Instructor transports class
library 5 36 7 50 2 11g

Student provides own library 4 29 8 57 2 14

In thirteen, or 93 per cent, of the fourteen institutions included

in this part of the study, the instructor was not required to submit a

bibliography to the graduate office for approval. Four of the deans

stated they held the particular department responsible for an adequate

book list which should be provided each extension class.

The answers of the deans Were evenly divided concerning the respons-

ibility of the instructor to provide an adequate library for his exten..

Ilion class. Same of the 50 per cent who held the instructor responsible
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accompanied their replies with the following comments: (a) biblio-

graphy is sent to the campus librarian and the responsibility is

shared, and (b) responsibility is assumed for the bibliograpkgrwhen

the class is approved. Two of those deans who did not hold the

instructor responsible commented that: (a) the extension division

is responsible and (b) the instructor must check to be certain the

library will be provided before the class is scheduled.

In all but three of the institutions, the deans stated that their

permanent centers provided their own libraries.

One dean stated that the extension division provided all of the

library facilities necessary for graduate work in their *centers":

one said that other college campuses were considered their centers

and that adequate libraries were available; and two others reported

that their campus libraries and the public libraries supplemented the

center libraries for certain types of courses. No statement was made

concerning the adequacy of these libraries.

Books ware provided by 93 per cent of the institutions for the

isolated non. center evening and Saturday classes. One dean remarked

that reserve shelves were occasionally established for these courses,

and another said his institution used the public libraries in some

cases. HO noted that some local libraries were inadequate and that

the library hours were sometimes limited. In five of the institutions,

the instructor transported the class library or saw to it that it was

transported to his extension class. These traveling libraries were:

(a) provided by the extension division or (b) *packaged* at the campus

library as requested by the instructor. The seven institutions which
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did not expect instructors to transport class libraries said they wares

(a) shipped by truck, (b) the responsibility of the extension division,

or (c) shipped by the campus library to the proper designation. In one

institution, the instructors mailed bibliographies to the state library

which, in turn, shipped the books to the local public library. Under

this plan, the books never became the responsibility of the instructors

and books which were loot were not charged to them.

Four of the graduate school deans of these fourteen institutions

reported they required graduate extension students to provide their own

libraries. This requirement applied especially in cases of special

research of an individual nature or when the student needed material

over an extended period of time.

Laboratory type work is quite often provided through extension classes

at industrial sites and at governmental installations. In some instances,

the laboratories thus provided are considered superior to any which

might be found on the campuses. Public school classrooms, too, often

become the laboratories for teachers doing in- service work under insti-

tutional supervision. TABLE XXXVII and the comments which follow provide

information concerning the laboratories provided for graduate extension

classes in the fourteen institutions.
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TABLE XXXVII

CONCERN/NG LABORATORIES PROVIDED FOR GRADUATE EXTENSION

CLASSES IN FOURTEEN INSTITUTIONS

ae lies No

r01317 %Statements

Approve off-campus laboratory classes

Same off - campus laboratories are superior

5 36 9 64 -

to on -campus laboratories 4 29 7 50 3 21

Inspect offs- campus laboratory facilities 4 29 5 36 5 36

Instructor say *alter" a course to unto
available laboratory and equipment 7 50 Is 29 3 21

Thirty -six per cent of the fourteen graduate school deans said they

approved off - campus laboratory classes, and nine (64 per cent) said they

did not. The five deans reporting in the affirmative commented as

follows: (a) where the field situation is the laboratory, (b) in engineer.

ing, and (c) in industrial plants. Four deans believed some off -campus

laboratories to be superior to campus laboratories. They gave the

following qualifications to their answers: (a) but rarely, as in a medi-

cal school, (b) at an atomic energy plant, (c) in the case of state

highway equipment, (d) in oil companies, and (e) at chemical plants.

Seven of the deans, representing 50 per cent of the total, believed

campus laboratories to be superior to those found off campus; and three,

or 21 per cent, did not reply. Only four institutions, according to

the table, inspected their off-campus laboratory facilities.
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Fifty per cent of these institutions permitted some alteration

of courses to fit available laboratory facilities, One dean suggested

that it was more a matter of flexibility than of alteration, Other

comments wares (a) for field work, (0) for research, and (c) after

securing the permission of the department concerned, Twenty. -nine per

cent did not permit alteration and 21 per cent did not reply to the

question.

The deans of the graduate schools of the fourteen institutions

included in this study were unanimous in their beliefs that graduate

study should not be offered through correspondence study.

TABLE 'XXVIII

CONCERED/3 GRADUATE WORK THROUGH CORRESPONDENCE STUDY

IN FOURTEEN INSTITUTIONS

Statements reply

Graduate students are more qualified
to do correspondence study than
undergraduates are 4 29 4 29 6 43

%

Graduate work is offered through
correspondence study 2 14 12 86 s

Graduate credits by correspondence
study are limited 12 86

MO

The two deans who stated their institutions offered graduate study

through correspondence lessons qualified their replies as follows

(a) only to remove deficiencies but not to be applied as credit toward

advanced degrees, and (b) plan to discontinue it soon.
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'Oils four loans believed that graduate students were more qualified

to study by correspondence than were the undergraduates, four others

said they were not. The largest number, six, representing 1i3 per cent,

stated they had no basis for judgment because they had never offered

graduate level correspondence work. One dean commented that he thought

graduate students should be more capable of doing independent research.

He questioned whether, regardless of level or difficulty, correspondence

study was suited to the serious business of graduate study.

It is obvious that all of the institutions, with the exception of

the two offering eons graduate level correspondence work, would not

accept correspondence study credit. One of the two deans whose institu.

tions accept some correspondence work stated that very little was per.

'lathed and the other dean stated that the only work accepted was that

offered through the United States Armed Forces Institute.

Planning, tbs Stwientis Program

The graduate student registered in extension classes may not allays

find sufficient counseling services available to enable him to secure

all of the information and guidance he needs in planning his program

of studies. In densely populated areas, the classes which are offered

through the extension division of an institution are likely to begin

during the same weeks that classes are beginning on the campus and dur-

ing these times campus counselors may not be available to travel to

extension centers to assist the students there. The graduate extension

student finds it necessary, therefore, to register anyway, hoping to

seek counsel, as soon thereafter as is possible. graduate school deans
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have been reluctant to penaliie students who have been unable to

avail themselves of campus counseling facilities, while others have

adhered more or less strictly to campus regulations for these students.

TABLE XXXII gives the responses of fourteen graduate school deans con.

corning some of the problems connected with planning the students' pro.

Erg.

TABLE XIX31

PLANNING THE GRADUATE EXTENSION =DENTS' PROGRAMS

IN FOURTEEN INSTITUTIONS

Procedures for planning
lies No

rplt %)10 f

Students are required to secure per-
mission in advance to take exten-
sion work 8 57 6 43 IMO ..

Counselors are assigned to students
in advance of registration 6 43 7 50 1 7

Students usually take some work
before seeking counsel 8 57 5 36 1 7

Students may take extension work
before being admitted to grad.
irate standing 9 64 5 36 OID OS

Extension staff advises students
about their programs 9 614 5 36 OW NO

In eight, or 51 per cent, of the institutions studied the graduate

extension students are required to secure permission in advance of tak-

ing graduate extension work. One dean said his institution accomplishes

this at the first class meeting; another requires students to sign
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statements acknowledging the possibility of losing the credit when they

have registered before being counseled; and three others do not permit

registration for credit until the student has established his graduate

standing. Six* or 43 per cent* of the graduate school deans stated

that counselors were assigned to students in advance of registration;

and seven, or 50 per cent, stated they were not. It was reported that

in eight, or 57 per cent* of the institutions students usually took

some graduate extension work before counseling. Comments from the deans

were* (a) at their own risk, (b) unfortunately, (c) more so in per-

manent centers, (d) frequently* but not usually* and (e) are counseled

soon after. In nine* or 64 per cent, of the institutions extension

students could take graduate work before being admitted to graduate

standing. Some of these deans qualified their responses with such state-

ments ass (a) but not officiall* (b) up to six hours which may or may

not be accepted* and (c) this is difficult to control. Five deans, or

36 per cent* answered that students could not enroll in graduate exten-

sion classes before being admitted to graduate standing* and one dean

did not reply. One dean said "never* would his institution permit any

student to take graduate extension work before being admitted to graduate

standing.

Extension division staff members may counsel graduate students in

nine* or 64 per cent, of the institutions. Two deans specified that the

extension staff members must be members of the graduate teaching faculty

of the institutions and have academic rank in the camps department or

school for which they give counsel.
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The quality and the status of graduate extension study are

dependent to a great extent upon the controls and requirements exer-

cised over them, by the graduate schools. Some of these controls and

limitations are summarised in the following paragraphs.

The instructors in graduate extension courses were usually fully

time campus staff members and non institutional specialists who had

been approved by the graduate schools of the respective institutions.

There were no specific minimum academic degree or academic rank require-

ments in most of the institutions studied, but the majority of the

instructors possessed advanced degrees and ranks above that of instructor.

Competence was considered to be of primary importance in the selection

of graduate extension instructors.

A large majority of the deans of the graduate schools believed

that the course content of graduate extension courses was identical

with that of the same courses when taught in the regular campus programs,

and said that the time requirement was the same. No special require.

manta were made of the instructors or students which mere different

from those that applied on the campuses.

In almost all of the institutions the graduate school deans were

the approving authorities for the scheduling of graduate extension classes

and the requests for such work were usually channeled through the offices

of the extension divisions to these deans.

Graduate extension credit, although accepted toward advanced degrees

by all of the institutions in this study, was accepted in varying amounts
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and under varying conditions. Some institutions accepted graduate

extension credit from sister institutions on a reciprocal basis. The

amounts of credit for graduate work through extension ranged from six

semester hours in some institutions to meeting all of the requirements

for a master's degree in others. Extension credit toward the doctor's

degree was permitted in seven of the fourteen institutions.

Almost all of the graduate extension work was reported to be

offered in daytime centers, evening centers, and independent evening

classes. A small amount of thesis writing was permitted in some

institutions and some work was done in short courses and conferences.

Correspondence study was not considered appropriate for graduate study.

Various arrangements have been devised to insure adequate library

facilities for extension classes. Quite often the instructor assumed

the responsibility for library adequacy, and he arranged through one

or more sources to get the necessary books. Sometimes the extension

divisions have provided portable libraries for the classes.

Laboratories at some industrial and governmental locations were

considered superior to those on some of the campuses. In-service

training of teachers was considered by several deans to be more success-

ful when conducted in the laboratory settings of the public school class.

rooms.

Many students have not always found counseling services available

when registering for extension classes, and many others have not used

the services at hand. Some deans reported that students were not per.

matted to take any graduate extension work without permission, and
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others said students registered at their own risk, In most instances,

only those staff members who had status in the department concerned

could counsel for it,
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THE STATUS OF GRADUATE S1VD THROUGH EXTENSION

AS REPORTED BY GRADUATE EXTENSION STUDENTS

A study of the status of graduate work through extension would

not be complete, it seems to the writer, without determinings (a) who

takes graduate extension work and why, (b) the evaluation by the exten.

ston student of the instruction and facilities provided for him, and

(c) the services he is using to obtain his instruction. and the extent

to which the student has planned his Wog:mu

To obtain this information, questionnaires were distributed by the

extension directors of the fourteen cooperating institutions to 2,800

studenta enrolled in graduate extension courses during the fall of 1952.

Replies were returned by 1,475 of these students, representing 53 per

cent of those who were contacted. Because of the fact that the question-

naires were unsigned, no followup cards or letters could be mailed as

reminders to those whose questionnaires had not been returned.

?he Graduate atension Stud

The persons registered for graduate extension work are usually

part-time students whose fill-time occupations are those of carrying

on the normal adult activities in their homes and communities. This

section of this chapter describes these students in terms of their sex,

marital status, number of children, ages, and employment. It also
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reports on their academia status, their scholastic ambitions, and their

reasons for taking graduate extension work.

TABLE XL shows the sex of the graduate extension students.

TABLE XL

THE SEX DISTRIBUTIQ1 OF 1,475 GRADUATE TENSION STUDENTS

hale
Female
No reply

Rey lies

757
712
6

Per cent

51
48

According to the above table,, the sex of the 1,475 students

enrolled in the fourteen graduate extension programs was very evenly

divided. There were 757, or 51 per cent, males and 712, or 48 per

cent, females. 004 six, or less than 1 per cent, failed to reply.

Since a great deal of extension work is in the field of education,

one might assume that there would be a predominance of females enrolled

in extension courses, and in the opinion of the writer this is probably

true at the undergraduate level. According to the above table, there

is a balance of the sexes at the graduate levea4 It is likely that a

manor per cent of women classroom teachers are working for advanced

degrees than are the male teachers and the male administrator*.



TABLE XL/ gives the marital status of these graduate extension

students.

TABLE XLI

T) MARITAL STATUS 0? 1,475 GRADUATE EXTENSION STUDENTS

139

status Replies Per cent

Married 976 66
Single 381 26
Widowed 61 4
Divorced 45 3
Separated 4
No reply 8 1

Rine hundred and seventr.six, or 66 per sent or the 1,475

graduate students in this study were nerried and 381, or 26 per cent

were single. These two groups account for 92 per cent of the total.

The remaining 8 per cent were divided among the separated, the divorced,

the widowed, and those who did not reply.
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The number of children of the 1,475 graduate extension student*

are reported in TABLE Mai:

TABLE XLII

OF CHILDREN or 1,475 GRADUATE EXTENSIt N STUDENTS

Number*
children Per cent

0 741
1 297
2 268
3 123

39
5 and above 17

50
20
18
a

3
1

Fifty per cent of the students 741) said they had no children;

20 per cent (207) had one child each, and 18 per cent (268) had taro

children each. The remaining 12 per cent ranged from three children

each (8 per cent) to five or above (1 per cent).

The ages of graduate extension students, as reported in this study,

shown in groupings in TABLE UM,

TABLE XLIII

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF 1,475 GRADUATE EX EIN EIt N STUDENTS

Age distribution Replies Per cent

20 to 30 447 30
30 to 40 368 25
40 to 50 338 23
50 to 60 94 6
Over 60 17 1
No reply 232 15
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Thirty per cent, or 447 of the students represented in this table,

were in the age group of *20 to 30; 25 per cent were in the age group

of 30 to 40'; and 23 per cent were in the age group of 40 to 50.

Of the remaining students, 6 per cent were between the ages of *50 to

60'; 1 per cent were over 60 years of age; and 211, or 15 per cent, did

not reply.

The above table shows that a greater number of young adults are

enrolled for graduate extension work than are the older ones. It is

likely that these younger persons feel the need for promotion and

personal development yet to be achieved, so that they may secure im-

proved economic and social positions.

TABLE XLIT shows the employment status of the 1,475 graduate ex.

tension students in this study.

TABLE ILI,

EMPLOIMENT STATUS OF 10475 GRADUATE EXTENSION STUDENTS

Status Replies Per cent

Pull time 1,367 93
Part time 29 2
Not employed 44 3
No rep4 35 2

Students employed full time numbered 1,367, or 93 per cent of

the total. Only twentynine students, or 2 per cent, were working

part time and forty-four, or 3 per cent, said they were not working.

TABLES XLIII and XLIV seem to indicate that graduate extension classes
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serve, more than any others, employed persons who are married and who

may not be able to resign from their positions of work or leave their

homes and children to become full tine campus students. The above

table also shows that unemployed persons do not usually take graduate

extension courses.

any of these graduate extension students expressed appreciation

for extension classes. They said that study beyond their bachelor's

degrees would otherwise be almost impossible since they were fully

employed. Their incentive to study at the graduate level was strong,

they said, because of the opportunities for advanoesent with additional

training.

The highest academie degrees held by graduate extension students

are indicated in TABLE XLV.

TABLE ELT

MORES? ACADXVIC ORO WI 1,475 GRADUATE EXTRNSION STUDENTS

Replies Per cent

Bachelor's 1,216 83
Waster's 208
Doctor's 14

No reply 47

The highest degree held by 1,216, or 83 per cent, of the 1,475

students in this study, was the bachelor's degree, since the possession

of this degree is usually a prerequisite to graduate standing. Two

hundred eight, or 14 per cent of these students, possessed the master's



degree and four, representing less than 1 per cent, already had a

dootor's degree. It may be assumed that those already holding the

doctor's degrees were more interested in professional growth than in

marking toward another degree.

The next table, number XLVII shows the degrees for which the grad

nate extension students are studying,

TABLE XLVI

DEGREES FOR WHICH 1,475 GRADUATE EXTENSION STUDENTS ARE STUDYING

Iles Per cent

Waster's 971 66
Doctor's 87 6
None 350 23
No reply 67 5

The largest number, 971 or 66 per cent of the 1,475 students,

were working toward the master's degree, while eighty -seven, or 6 per

cent, were working toward the doctor's degree. Three hundred fitty

of the students reported working toward no degree. It is likely that

many of this latter group were teachers working for in.meervice credit

which would apply toward salary increases and others who were working

toward promotion on the job.

Recognising the fact that the students might have more than one

reason for taking graduate extension work, the writer asked the students

to give, if they wished, their second and third reasons according to

importance. The reasons given are shown in TABLE ILVII.
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TABLE XLVII

REASONS OF 1,475 STUDENTS FOR TAXING GRADUATE EXTENSION WORK

First Second Third
Wrres f '31l"4".11 =rem-7s

Work in daytime 518 35 168 11 101 7

To apply credit toward an
advanced degree 462 31 351 24 138

Work applies toward promotion
in present position 219 15 224 15 98 7

Personal enjoyment 79 5 104 7 116 8

NO college nearby 52 4 83 4 33 2

Cannot afford college 25 2 23 2 26 2

Not as good as campus instruc
tion, bat best / can do 6 9 1 24 2

Better than campus daytime
instruction 2 . 15 1 15 1

Caw 104 7 71 5 50 3

No reply 8 1 427 29 874 59

The three most frequently stated "first" reasons given by the

extension students for taking graduate extension work were: (a) 'work

in the daytime" mentioned by 518, or 35 per cent, (b) "to apply credit

toward an advanced degree" listed by 462, or 31 per cent, and (c) *work

applies toward promotion in present position" mentioned by 219, or 15

per cent. Such reasons as "for personal enjoyment", 'no college nearby',

"cannot afford college", "instruction is bettor in extension", or "there

is no other choice" were mentioned as "first" reasons by too few students
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to be considered important in this study. The same three *first*

reasons listed above were the *seeond* reasons mentioned most fro.

qeent4, the percentages being 11 per cent, 24 per cants and 15 per

cent respectively, "Work in the daytime* and *to apply credit toward

an advanced degree* mere also among the first three *third* reasons

given along with "personal enjoyment*.

Winy of the school, systems, represented by the school teachers in

this study, and the state departments of education of the various

states have imposed osrtain requirements which, when fulfilled are

to the professional and economic advantage of those concerned. Many

of these persons gave reasons other than those appearing in the table

such as: (a) to meet certification requirements, (b) to meet school

district increment requirements, (C) to work toward promotion on the

job, and (d) to improve my teaching.

Student Evaluation of Infirm:41c, and Facili44**,

The literature and related studies reviewed in Chapter II of this

thesis give considerable attention to the problems of the quality and

evaluation of graduate extension works It seemed desirable to the

writer, that students who had studied at the graduate level both on

the campus and through extension should be asked to compare the two.

Referring to the six items listed in TABLE =VIII, these students

were asked, "How does Lich of the following in your graduate extension

work compare with the graduate campus work you have taken ?" It is

assumed by the writer that the 1,149 students who answered the question
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by checking the items lis were qualified to do so. The remaining

326 students who did not reply apparently had not studied at the

graduate level in both situations. Many of these students stated

they had not taken graduate work an the campus and therefore had no

basis for comparison.

TABLE KUM

1,149 STUDENTS COMPARE GRADUATE SIMILAR CAMPUS WORK

Items
comoarsd

Above
Wirrire

Below
resarremitos

No
Re PlY %

Quality 81D 70 249 22 90 8 MO

Quantity 729 84 137 12 241 21

Difficulty 822 71 138 12 131 12 58 5

Instructor's
ability 753 66 338 29 48 4 10 1

Instructor's
preparation 768 68 287 25 68 5 27 2

Grades earned 777 68 114 10 51 5 207 17

Eight hundred ten students, representing 70 per cent, stated the

quality of extension work was the same as that of similar work on the

campus. Of the remaining 30 per cent, 22 per cent rated graduate

extension work above the same work on the campus and 8 per mat rated

it below that of the campus.

Cis student made the statement that many tines the quality of

extension work was higher than that offered by the campus because
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extension made more use of teaching talent the field's thereby

providing practical rather than theoretical instruction.

The fact that these students considered extension class members

to be more mature and experienced than those of the campus classes

caused them to feel that extension class participation was stimulating

and helpful.

Many students believed the value of extension work to be higher

than that of the campus because they could apply immediately the

principles to teaching in their classrooms.

More than half of the students, 729, or 64 per cents stated that

the quantity of graduate extension instruction was the gams as that

given on the campus. Twelve per cent reported the quantity of work

in extension to be above that of the campus and 21 per cent said it

was below that of the campus. These percentages seem to indicate

that the amount of work covered in graduate extension courses is the

same or less than for campus classes at the same level. Three per

cent of the students did not reply to the question.

A majority of the graduate extension students, 822 or 71 per cents

believed the difficulty of graduate extension work to be the same as

comparable work offered on the campus. Twelve per cent rated extension

work above campus work in difficulty and 12 per cent rated it below.

rive per cent did not reply.

Many students felt thats booms* of their full .time jobs during

the day, it was very difficult for them to do the caliber of work

required in graduate study. One student believed the extension livision
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of his state had a very wise policy of not allowing persons employed

full time to register for more than six term hours.

Seven hundred fifty -three graduate extension students, representing

66 per mot of the 1,119 students answering this pert of the question-

naire, rated the extension instructor's ability to be the same as that

of campus instructors, while 29 per cent rated it above those of the

campus and is per cent said it was below. Only 1 per cent gave no reply.

Since 95 per cent of the students rated the instructor's ability as

same or above and 33 per cent rated it as same or below, it appears

that the ability of extension instructors is rated slightly higher in

the minds of these students than it is for the campus instructors.

The extension instructor's preparation to teach the subject matter

of the course is rated by the graduate extension students in this study

to be slightly above that of the campus instructors. Seven hundred

sixty-eight, or 68 per cent, said it was same and 287, or 25 per mint,

said it was above. Only 5 per cent rated the preparation of extension

instructors below that of the campus instructors and 2 per cent did

not give replies to the question.

The grades earned in graduate extension courses, according to 777#

or 68 per cent of the students in the study, were the same as grades

earned an the campus so for similar work. Ten per cent said they earned

higher grades in extension and 5 per cent said they received lower grades

in extension than they did in campus classes. Seventeen per cent did

not reply. Mln of the students who did not reply to this question

commented that because this was their first graduate extension class

they had earned no grades to use for comparison.
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Graduate school deans and faculty meabers oast* express concern over

the possible inadequacy of library and laboratory facilities which be

available to extension students. TABLE XL/X gives the responses of grad.

flats students to questions concerning facilities they use.

TABLE XLIX

BRAWL AND LABORATORT FACILITIES PROVIDED

FOR 1,475 GRADUATE EXTENSION STUDENTS

No
WM-7s nub,Iten

1. Have acmes to an adequate
library 1,089

2* Use campus library 471

74

32

293

849

20

58

93

155 10

3. Use an adequate off - campus
library 769 52 489 33 217 15

4. um special class library 613 42 667 45 195 13

5. Provide own personal library 111 7 1,148 78 216 15

6. Do as much library and refer
once work as for campus classes 726 49 649 44 100 7

7. Have as many charts, maps, and
illustrative materials as for
campus classes 597 40 632 43 246 17

8. Visual aids (movie*, slides,
etc.) used as much as in
campus classes 719 49 512 35 244 16

9. Have as much use of laboratory
equipment as for campus clauses 476 32 530 36 469 32

10. Laboratory equipment is as ads.
quate as for campus classes 532 36 395 27 548 37
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assume that an adequate library should be available to

all students, whether they are on campus or off campus, yet 293, or 20

per cent of the students in the study said they did not have access to

an adequate library. Since extension classes are not always organised

in campus towns, it is understandable that campus libraries are not

always available. In this study 849, or 58 per cent of the students

said they did not use a campus library for their graduate extmusionvork.

Although 769, or 52 per cent, reported they had access to an adequate

off-campus library, 489, or 33 per cent, said they did not. Utensil:in

divisions quite often provide special traveling libraries for their

classes and, according to the above table, this was done for the 613

or 42 per cent, who answered *yes, to the fourth question in the list.

Seventy-eight per cent (1,148) of the students stated they were not

required to provide their own personal libraries, while 7 per cent (111)

said they were required to do so.

Items 6 through 9 in the table having to do with charts, maps, and

similar teaching aids are concerned with the use these students have

made of the facilities which are provided, Ideally, it seems to this

writer, all replies should have been 100 per cent 'yes'. According to

the table, however, 44 per cent did not do as mach library and reference

work as they did for comparable classes on the campus; i3 per cent did

not make as much use of maps, charts, and other illustrative materials;

35 per cent did not have as such use of visual aids (movies, film slides,

and glass slides) as for the same work on the campus; and 36 per cent

did not make as much use of laboratory equipment. Finally, 27 per cent
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of the students said that the laboratory equipment provided for their

use in graduate extension classes was not as adequate as that provided

for the same classes on the campuses*

Referring to the laboratory facilities of his graduate extension

class, one student stated *The graduate school of Nuclear Engineering

offers the best off-campus graduate work program and facilities that I

can imagine,* while another student said, 0A serious lack of laboratory

facilities is my only real objection to the graduate extension course in

which I are now enrolled. *

Because students in extension classes usually work in the daytime

and because instructors cannot leave their daytime schedules, extension

classes are usually scheduled during the evening hours* The classes are

also scheduled less frequently than are the daytime campus classes and

for longer sessions. The frequency of graduate extension class meetings

is tabulated in TABLE L.

TABLE L

FREQUENCY OF MEETINGS OF GRADUATE EXTRNST CLASS

AS REPORTED BY 1,475 STUDENTS

?mummies Aries Per cent

Once a week 1,387 94
Twice a week 63 4
Three times a week 11 1
Four times a week 4
No repky 10 1



Ihe frequency of alas meetings was reported by 1,387, or 94 p.

Gent of the 1,475 students, to be once a vwmilc. It is possible that

those meeting more than once a week were registered in daytime sue..

sins centers where °lessee were scheduled on the same basis as on the

campuses.

One student expressed the

confer with graduate, extension

fore classes scheduled to meet

some students.

feeling that it was too difficult to

instructors onteide of class and them.

twice a week night be advantageous to

Many institutional extension divisions are adulate rati ray

responsible far the evening campus course offerings as 'ell as for

those offered off campus, The 1,475 students' replies concerning

locations are given in TABLE LI.

TABLE LI

LOCATIONS or ORADUATE EXTENSION CLASSES

AS REPORTED BY 1,475 STUDENTS

Off campus
On campus
No replY

1,239
297
39

20
7 7

3

It is apparent, socording to the above table, that graduate =ten.

sion clams are usually scheduled oft campus, there being 1,139 students,

or 77 per cent, reporting this to be so, Only 297, or 20 per cent, of

the students said their classes were scheduled on the campus in the
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evening* and on Saturdays. According to letters received from erten.

sion directors by the writer, many other evening classes are offered

on corns of the campuses independently of the extension divisions.

It is probable, therefore, that a larger oneampus program of adult odu.

cation exists than is apparent in the above table.

The classrooms for graduate extension glasses seem to be quite

adequate according to TABU LII.

AIINQUACY OF

Adequacy of

Heating
Furnishings
Lighting

TABLZ LII

or OEADUATg EXTENSION CLASSES

BY 1,475 STUDENTS

No No
iginr"To reply

1,406 95 53 4 16 1
4370 93 86 6 19 1
4331 90 122 8 22 2
1,258 85 200 17 1

Ninety per mot or more of the graduate extension students reported

the size, heating, and furnishing* of the meeting places to be adequate.

Eighty-five per cent reported the lighting to be adequate, while 14 per

cent said it was not. It is quite possible, in the opinion of the

writer, that comparable percentages would result from rating the ado-

gnaw of classrooms provided for daytime campus classes, or it may be

that evening class students felt, though their classrooms were not

ideal, they wore good enough.
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The Et4dentst Use and Evaluation of Extension Service*

Booms* most extension classes are scheduled off campus and, in

many situations, the extension class offerings are definitely limited

in number and variety, and because people, especially teachers, are

anxious to obtain salary increases, promotions, and teaching certifi-

cates, it is quite likely that many of them will register in courses

without proper counseling or planning. TAUS Lill gives some ovidenoe

of the extent of planning by showing what counseling services have

been available and have been used, whether the student has a planned

program, whether be has knowledge of bow the credit he is earning mgy

be applied, and whether he has been admitted to a graduate school.

PLANNING TEB PROGRAMS 0? 1,475 ATE SION STUDENTS

Rvidenee of planning
foe

Real**

Graduate school counselor
available

Extension division repre-
sentative available

Present course part of
planned program

Present course acceptable
at full graduate credit
value

Used services of counselor
already

Applied for and been admitted
to graduate school

1,027 71 331 21 117 8

1,012 69 283 19 180 12

1,109 75 250 17 116 8

1,248 85 107 7

736 50 635 43 104 7

930 63 427 29 118
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Bove table shows that a graduate school counselor was avail.

027, or 71 per cent, of the 1,475 students participating in

7, and that an extension division representative was available

to 69 per cent of them. Eleven hundred nine, representing 75 per cent,

of the students stated that the present courses they were taking were

part of a planned program of studies and 1,2148, or 85 per cent, reported

that the present courses were acceptable at full graduate credit mans*

Since only 736, or 50 per cent, of the udents said they had already

used the services of a counselor, it seems to the writer that scum of

the above 85 per cent must have had other sources of information con-

cerning the acceptance of their graduate extension credit. It seems

apparent, also, that all of the students are not using the counseling

services which are available, since 71 per cent reported such services

available and 50 per cent reported using them*

A belief that counselor servies should be more available was stressed

when one student stated, "Due to lack of counseling from the school where

I have applied for credit, I don't know if wy 'program' is taking as

toward a degree or not. Another said that the teachers already knew

which courses were required for certification and that it was not

necessary to seek out a counselor before registering in these courses.

Only 930, or 63 per dent, of the students stated they had been

tted to the graduate school* The requirement of admission to the

graduate school before taking graduate extension work varies among the

institutions. Some institutions permit extension students to register

in graduate extension courses before admission to the graduate school,

the same as they do in summer school, with the understanding that the
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of graduate extension credit in the same way* It is probable that

some of the 549 students, representing 37 per cent, did not knot

whether or not they could apply the credit or else they were not con-

cerned about credit sines they gave no reply to the question*

The feeling was expressed 1 several students that, since the

quality of graduate extension work was the same as that of the ammo,

persons should be privileged to obtain their master's degrees through

extension, without having to attend a campus*

While the above table gives an idea, in terms o1 semester hours

of credit, of the potential services available to graduate extension

students, TABLE LV which follows gives an idea of the amount of these

services already used by the students*

TABLE LY

NUMBER OF SEMESTER H f F ORADUATE CREDIT

MEAD! EARNED Br 1,1475 GRADUATE STUDENTS THROUGH EXTENSION CLASS

Someete! hours

Less than 6
6 to ri
12 to 18
18 to 24
24 to 30
30 to 36
36 to 42
42 to 148

48 to 54
54 or more
No reply

asigies

366
371
189
66

Per oen

25
25
13

27 2

18 1
3
2
6
6

1421 28



Three hundred sixty six students in this study, representing 25

per cent, have earned less than six semester hours of graduate credit

and another 25 per cent have already earned between six and twelve

hours. These two groups, together with the third group of 189, or 13

per cent, which has earned twelve to eighteen semester credits, con..

stitute 63 per cent of the 1,475 students. Since a very few students

in this study have earned a larger number of semester credits than

eighteen, it seems reasonable to the writer to assume that the prin-

cipal responsibility remains with the graduate schools on the campuses

to educate at the graduate leve1.

The graduate work done by extension students may be provided through

specially organised programs of one kind or another or through regularly

organised evening classes. It is the purpose of TABLE LVI to show under

which plans the graduate study is provided.

TABLE LVI

EXTENSIOt SERtiC c US BT 41475 MATE T SION STUDENTS

80n34es Per cent

Graduate center classes 857 58
Eon - center evening classes 191 33
Campus evening classes 285 19
Correspondence study 77 5
Conferences 63. 4
Short courses 1i1 3
Television 6
Radio 6 .
No reply 15 1
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sight hundred fifty.seven, or 58 per tient, of the graduate students

in this study stated they had used graduate center classes for their

extension work; 491, or 33 per cent, said they had used non - center

evening classes; and 285, or 19 per cent, said they had used campus

evening classes* Very little graduate work was done in conferences,

short courses* correspondence study, television, and radio, according

to the above table. It appears, according to the table, that slightly

more than half of the students, in this study have used the services

of a graduate extension center*

Graduate center classes are usually provided in especially

established centers located in or near thickly populated areas. A

resident director is usually in Charge and center libraries and

laboratories are provided. These centers are generally considered

more suitable for graduate study than the non- center classes. Nona.

center evening classes are quite often located in isolated areas and

must use whatever classrooms and other facilities which may be provided.

The students who had used more than one of the services listed in

TABLE LVII were asked to state which services they considered the most

satisfactory and which they considered the least satisfactory for grad-

uate extension work* Twelve hundred fifty- three, or 83 per cent of the

1,17$ participating students, had not used more than one service and,

as a result, were unable to reply to these questions. Two hundred

twenty.nine of the students had used more than one service, and the

percentages in TABLE LVII are based on this number* In this table,

the services are rated as "most satisfactory* and *least satisfactory".
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LVII

RATIh33 OF EXTENSION SERVICES GIVEN BY 229 GRA iA

Graduate center classes
Non-oanter evening classes

Campus evening classes
Conferences
Short courses
Correspondence study
Television
Radio
No reply

911"611 V taWit"

97
59

50
9 4
9 4
4 2
1 1
MO OP

SIP OP

42 4 2
25 6 3
22 5 2

13 6
V3 4

125 55
15 6
34 15
17 7

Ninety-seven, er 42 per cent, of the 229 students whose replies

are included in this table, reported the graduate center classes to

be the most satisfactory means of doing graduate work through extension.

The non-center evening classes were rated most satisfactory by 25 per

cent and campus evening classes by 22 per cent. The least satisfactory

service for offering graduate study was considered to be correspondence

study according to 125, or 55 per cent, of the students whose responses

are included in the table. According to students' comments, the lack

of personal incentive, the lack of opportunity for class discussion,

and a lack of contact with the instructor seemed to be the foremost

reasons that correspondence study was considered the least satisfactory.

Fifteen per cent thought radio would be least satisfactory.



This study showed that there were approximately the mime per.

montages of male and female students in graduate extension. work. A

majority of them were serried, and about 50 per cent of them had ons

or two children. About 75 per sent of these students were botweem

the ages of twenty and fifty and nearly all of them were y employed.

Al]. of thee held bachelor's degrees and about 14 per cent held the

master's degree. Approximately 75 per cent of these graduate extension

students were working for an advanced degree. ReiSOSIS most often given

by graduate extension students for taking graduate extension work were

(a) work in daytime, (b) applies toward promotion in present position,

and (c) to earn credit toward an advanced degree.

About 65 to 70 per cent of the graduate students in extension

classes who, it is assumed, had also studied at the graduate level an

a campus, said they believed the quality, the quantity, and the dint.

cult, of the extension work to be about the same or slightly above

that of similar work they had taken on the campuses. The students rated

their instructor's abilities and preparations as equal to or above that

of the campus instructors and they said that they had earned the same

grades as they bad for similar work on the campuses.

Twenty per cent of the students in this study reported they did not

have access to an adequate library, and 44 per cent did not do as much

reeding and reference work as they did for their on-campus classes.

Other learning aids such as maps, charts, movies, and slides were not

as available as similar aids were on the campuses, and sometimes the
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laboratory sq t in extension classes vas considered to be inade-

gusto.

Oraduate extension classes vunia.Uy were scheduled to meet once a

week and a largo majority of them were scheduled at off-campus locations.

The meeting places were considered quite adequate in Aso, lighting,

heating, and furnishings.

About 70 per cent of the graduate eetenetan students had a graduate

school counselor available, but only about 50 per cent of the students

had used the services of one at the time of this survey. A largo

majority of these students believed the comes they were now taking

were acceptable for advanced degree work at full credit value and said

the work was part of a planned graduate program. Sixty.thres per cent

of these students had already been admitted to a graduate school.

Semester hours of graduate extension credit applicable toward

advanced degrees ranged, according to the survey, from gess than 6"

to *54 or more. The greatest number of students could apply less than

eighteen semester hours of credit toward an advanced degrees Fifty

per cent of the students had earned fewer than twelve semester hours of

credit at the time of this study, 'bile the rest had earned from twelve

to fifty..four credits.

Mors than 50 per cent of the graduate students in extension were

enrolled at graduate centers, although many also attended nun -center

evening classes and *tapas evening classes. Conferences, short courses,

correspondence stucly radio, and television were used very little as

means of providing instruction at the graduate level. The students

rated the graduate center as being the most satisfactory extension
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division plan for providing graduate level instruct ion and corres.

;maidens* stir as the least satisfactory plan.

Comments made by a great many of the students indicated a genuine

appreciation of the opportunity given them by the institutions of higher

learning to study off campus.



CHAPTER VI

THE STATUS OF GRADUATE STUDY THROUGH EXTENSION

AS REPORTED BY DIRECTORS OF EXTENSION DIVISIONS

The director of university extension is the administrative

officer of an institution of higher learning whose responsibility

it is to ad'dntster many of the offcampus adult level instructional

activities which are made available to the citizens of the community

and of the state. These activities include largely the administration

of evening classes, correspondence study courses, radio education,

film libraries, institutes, conferences, and short courses.

This chapter is a report of the information secured by the

writer through questionnaires returned by thirteen, or 93 per cent

of fourteen directors of extension who were contacted. This informa

tion is presented in four chapter sections: (a) the cooperating

extension divisions, (b) their extension programs, (c) their problems

of administration, and (d) the comments and suggestions of these

thirteen directors of extension.

The Cooperating Extension Divisions

The thirteen extension divisions, whose directors returned the

questionnaires sent to them by the writer, represent extension programs



which were selected on the basis of certain criteria given on page

of this thesis. These extension divisions were those of:

University
University
University
University
University
University
Oklahoma A

of Arizona
of Arkansas
of Colorado
of Connecticut
of Florida
of Michigan
and M College
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University of Oklahoma
Oregon State System of Higher Education
University of South Carolina
Syracuse University
State College of Washington
University of Wisconsin

The types of institutions represented by these thirteen extension

divisions are listed in TABLE LVIII.

TABLE LVIII

TYPES OF INSTITUTIONS REPRESENTED BY THIRTEEN EXTENSION DIVISIONS

Number of Per
Types of institutions institutions cent

State university 6 33
State university and land.grant college 5 28
Land-grant college 3 17
State college of education 3 17
Private university 1 5

Six, or 33 per cent, of these eighteen institutions were state uni-

versities. They were the universities of Arkansas, Colorado, Michigan,

Oklahoma, Oregon, and South Carolina. The five combination state uni-

versity and land-grant colleges, representing 28 per cent of the total,

were the universities of Arizona, Connecticut, Florida, and Wisconsin,

and Florida State University. These institutions include under single

administrations the entire programs of state universities and land-grant
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colleges. Threes or 17 per cents of the institutions represented by

the thirteen extension divisions were land-grant colleges and another

threes representing 17 per cents were state colleges of education.

The land-grant colleges were Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical

Colleges Oregon State Colleges and the State College of Washington.

Oregon College of Educations Eastern Oregon College of Educations

and Southern Oregon College of Education were the three colleges of

education which were represented.

Elevens or 814 per cents of the thirteen extension divisions in

this study served but one institution each. The other twos 16 per

cents were the general extension divisions of Florida and Oregon,

serving all of the state supported institutions in their respective

states. One of the two general extension divisions (Florida) repre-

sented two institutions and the other one (Oregon) represented five.

TABLES LIZ and LX give enrollment comparisons. TABLE LIZ compares

the campus enrollments of the institutions represented with their

thirteen extension division enrollments. These enrollments are the

total numbers of individual students enrolled for credit during the

1951-1952 academic year.
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TABLE 1.11

A COMPARISON OF EXTENSION DIVISION STUDENT ENROLLMENTS

WITH CAMPUS ENROLLMENTS IN THE INSTITUTIONS THEY REPRESENT

FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 1951.1952

Extension
division

Campus
enrollment

Extension Percentage extension
enrollment is of campus

1 8,000 3,845 148

2 13,214 13,795 104

3 5,300 5,021 95

4 8,500 4,262 50

5 16,654 23,497 140

6 3,700 6,000 160

7 5,600 3,999 71

8 16,646 6,049 36

9 8,207 5,946 72

10 13,500 23,843 180

11 3,265 5,709 170

12 5,657 2,725 48

13 9,000 3,588 40

011101111111101.1110MW 001111111.111111110.0.

Totals 117,243 108,279 92

The importance and extent of the various university extension.

programa may both be emphasized by comparing the campus and extension

enrollments. Five of the divisions in the above table reported
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enrollments in extension which were larger than their campus enroll

ments; four others had extension enrollments which were between 50

per cent and 100 per cent of those on the campuses; and the remaining

four gave extension enrollments which were less than 50 per cent of

those on their campuses.
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TABLE LX, which follows, gives further data concerning enrollments.

In this table, individual graduate extension enrollments are compared

with total extension enrollments for the same academic year. The

emphasis placed on graduate study through extension might be shown in

this tabulation.

TABLE LI

A COMPARISON OF TOTAL STUDENT EXTENSION ENROLLMENTS

WITH GRADUATE EXTENSION ENROLLMENTS IN THIRTEEN EXTENSION DIVISIONS

FOR THE ACADEMIC TEAR 1951-1952

Total Graduate Percentage graduate
Extension extension extension extension is of
divisions enrollments enrollments total extension

1 3,845 667 17

2 x,3,795 2,481 18

3 5,021 270 5

4 4,262 600 14

5 23,497 3,945 17

6 6,000 1,000 19

7 3,999 513 13

8 6,049 2,151 35

9 5,946 1,437 214

10 23,843 1,109 5

11 5,709 2,300 40

12 2,725 545 20

13 3,588 998 27

Total: 108,279 18,016 17
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The thirteen extension divisions whose enrollments are tabulated

in TABLE LX enrolled a total of 108,279 individuals during the academic

year 1951-1952* Of these, 18,016 were graduate students, representing

17 per cent of the total. This 17 per cent means that one extension

person in six in these thirteen divisions was a graduate student. Six,

or 46 per cents of these divisions had an above average percentage of

graduate students; three, or 23 per cent, were average; and four, or 31

per cent, had a smaller than average per cent of graduate students.

The Graduate Extension Program

The thirteen directors of extension were asked to rank in firsts

second, and third order the subject-matter fields having the greatest

enrollments during the academic year 1951-1952* The data given by these

directors indicate the needs of graduate extension students which are

being met through their extension programs. This information appears in

TABLE LXI.

TABLE LXI

FIELDS HAVING THE LARGEST GRADUATE STUDENT ENROLLMENTS

DURING THE ACADEMIC TEAR 1951.1952 IN THIRTEEN EXTENSION DIVISIONS

Education 11 85 1 8
Engineering 2 15 3 23 5 38
Business administration 3 23 2 15
Languages - 1 8
Liberal arts 1 8
Social work 2 15 1 8
Social sciences - 4 31 3 23
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Eleven, or 85 per cent, of these thirteen extension divisions

listed education as the subject - matter field having the greatest nether

of graduate extension enrollments and two, or 15 per cent, listed

engineering as having the greatest number.

Four, or 31 per cent, of these divisions reported their second

highest enrollments to be in the field of the social sciences, while

three groups of 23 per cent each named engineering and business

administration as having the second highest enrollment. Social work

was listed as second highest in enrollment by two divisions, 15 per

cent, and education by one, or 8 per cent.

Subject-matter fields having the third largest enrollments were

engineering (38 per cent), the social sciences (23 per cent), business

administration (15 per cent), and social work, languages, and liberal

arts (1 per cent each).

The following TABLE LXII gives some indication of the reasons

why enrollments were high in education, engineering, business admini.

stration, the social sciences, and social work. The table shows

the specially organised graduate extension programs conducted by

the thirteen extension divisions.
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TABLE LXII

SPECIALLT ORGANIZED GRADUATE EXTENSION PROGRAMS

CONDUCTED BY THIRTEEN EXTENSION DIVISIONS

er
Special programs Replies cent

In-service courses and workshops for teachers 12 92

On-the-lob training of industrial employees 7 53

On-the -job training of governmental employees 4 31

In-service courses and workshops for teachers were conducted by

twelve, or 92 per cent, of the extension divisions replying to the

questionnaire. This, no doubt, accounts for the fact that the largest

enrollments as shown in TABLE LXI were reported to be in the field of

education. The other two specially organised programs of graduate

study reported in the questionnaire were: (a) on.the-job training

of industrial employees (53 per cent) and (b) orw.the-job training of

government employees (31 per cent). These two kinds of programs might

well cause large enrollments in engineering, business administration,

the social sciences, and social work.

The organisational arrangements through which graduate extension

instruction is provided are shown in TABLE LXIII. Information is given

there about: (a) the number of extension divisions using each arrange-

ment, (b) the number of locations within the state or area being served

by the division, (c) the number of extension classes provided under

each arrangement, and (d) the graduate student enrollments for each.
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TABLE urn

THE NUMBER OF LOCATIONS, NUMBER OF CLASSES, AND GRADUATE EXTENSION

ENROLLMENTS, ACCORDING TO ORGANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS IN ELEVEN*

EXTENSION DIVISIONS FOR THE FALL TERM, 1952

?Wow
of Loca-

Arrangements divisions % tions Classes

Per cent
Enroll.. of total

meats enrollment

Permanently established
off..caepus graduate
centers 8 73 16 1432 4,163 48

Offaucampus independently
organised non-center
evening and Saturday
classes 9 80 164 178 2,141 25

On-campus evening and
Saturday classes at
parent institution 4 36 5 80 932 11

Campuses of other col..
loges and universities 3 27 12 30 857 10

Graduate programs esta-
blished at government
installations 3 27 4 22 4014

Graduate programs este-
blished at industrial
sites 4 36 4 23 127 1

0111.110011, 0600.11 0.011.111MMIO

Totals 205 765 8,624

*'tiro divisions did not give sufficient information to be included in
the table.

During the fall term of the academic year 1951-1952, eight, or

73 per cent, of these eleven extension divisions were providing graduate
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level instruction in sixteen permanently established off- campus graduate

centers. The 4,163 student enrollments in these centers represented

48 per cent of the total graduate student enrollment of 8,624 for the

1952 fall term in these eleven extension divisions.

The independently organised off.campus non- center evening and

Saturday extension classes enrolled 2,1141, or 25 per cent, of the graduate

students in the eleven reporting extension divisions shown in the above

table. There were 178 such classes organised in 164 locations in nine,

or 80 per cent, of the divisions. These classes were usually organised

where they were needed, using the libraries and other instructional aids

which could be provided by the local communities or those which might

be transported to the location by the extension division representatives

and the instructors.

Eighty evening and Saturday graduate classes were offered by four

extension divisions on five home campuses. The 932 students enrolled

in these classes represented 11 per cent of the total.

Three of the extension directors, or 27 per cent, said they had

established graduate classes on the campuses of other institutions.

These twelve ',others' campuses provided meeting places for thirty

classes enrolling 857 graduate students, who represented 10 per cent

of the total.

While a smaller number (6 per cent) of the students were enrolled

at industrial sites and government installations, it is the opinion of

the writer that the importance of these special services should not be

overlooked. Not only may the institutions of higher learning contribute

to the general welfare and national security, but those governmental and
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industrial laboratories might serve as practical experience labora-

tories for the campus instructors, who might possibly lose contact

with the practical application of their special fields.

Problems of Administration

There are many factors which tend to limit the scheduling of

graduate extension classes. Among these limiting factor's are: (a)

finding satisfactory meeting places, (b) providing adequate library

and laboratory facilities, (c) securing competent and willing instruc-

tors, (d) securing approval of the various departments and of the

graduate school to schedule classes, (e) supervision of the program,

and (f) safeguarding the status of the credits.

The directors of the thirteen participating extension divisions

were asked to state which factors limited the extents of their grad-

uate extension programs. Their responses are given in TABLE MP.
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TABLE LXIV

FACTORS LIMITING THE EXTENT OF THE GRADUATE EXTENSION PROGRAMS

IN THIRTEEN EXTENSION DIVISIONS

Limiting factors Replies
Per
cent

Lack of laboratory facilities 9 69

So®s distances too great for instructor
to travel 9 69

Lack of library facilities 8 62

Graduate school instructors are available,
but there are not enough of them to go
around 8 62

Lack of desire on the part of instructors
to teach graduate extension classes 6 46

Conservative attitude on the part of the
graduate school 6 46

Lack of extension field staff to promote
the program 6 46

Program is too costly to the extension
division 2 15

Lack of meeting places 1 8

Poorly located meeting places 1 8

Conservative attitude on the part of the
extension division 1 8

High cost to the student limits the
enrollments 1 8

Students are reluctant to enroll because
status of the credit is uncertain

Other 31
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There were four factors which were reported by more than 60 per

cent of the directors as limiting their programs. They wares (a)

lack of laboratory facilities (69 per cent), (b) some distances too

great for instructors to travel (69 per cent), (c) lack of library

facilities (62 per cent), and (d) graduate school instructors were

available but there were not enough of them (62 per cent).

Six directors, or 46 per cent, of the thirteen replying, said

that (a) lack of desire on the part of instructors to teach extension

classes, (b) a conservative attitude on the part of the graduate

school, and (c) a lack of extension field staff members to promote

the program were limiting factors in their situations.

Such factors as (a) cost to the extension division, (b) lack of

meeting places, (c) poorly located meeting places, (d) conservative

attitude on the part of the extension division, (e) cost to the

student, and (f) uncertain status of the credit were considered relatively

less important by the directors.

Four directors made other comments not listed in the table. One of

these mentioned a general lack of awareness at his institution of the

university's responsibility to the adult population and another said

that staff members were willing to take extension class assignments,

but that some of their department heads and deans did not permit them

to accept these assignments. The fact that some departments did not

make graduate work available through extension was mentioned by a third

director, and a fourth said some graduate groups were unwilling to pay

the real costs above the regular tuition. He observed that the cost

of graduate study was high and that without greater support from the
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institution, the student must be willAng to share the cost by paying

higher fees.

The methods of approving the scheduling of graduate extension

classes in the thirteen extension divisions are reported in TABLE LXV.

TABLE LXV

METHODS or APPROVII() THE SCHEDULING OF GRADUATE EXTENSION CLASSES

IN THIRTEEN EXTENSION DIVISIONS

Per
Approval method Replies cent

Extension division and various departments
make arrangements, then secure approval
from the graduate school

Extension division has blanket approval from
graduate school

Extension division submits request to grad
uate school for each and every class

Permanent centers get blanket approvals, but
individually organised classes get separate
approvals

Graduate school organizes classes, then noti
fies extension division

Others

8 62

It 31

3 23

2 15

3 23

Eight, representing 62 per cent, of the directors of the thirteen

extension divisions reported that their divisions, in cooperation with

the various campus departments, made preliminary arrangements for

scheduling their graduate extension classes and then they secured
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approval from their graduate schools. Other methods included:

(a) the blanket approval plan, used by 31 per cent, (b) individual

approval from the graduate school for each proposed class, used

by 23 per cent, and (c) a combination of the above two methods,

used by 15 per cent of the directors. Under the combination method,

blanket approval was given for the schethAin of the permanent

center classes, but the scheduling of the non-center evening and

Saturday classes was approved individually.

Three directors said that they always secured the approvals

of the department heads before submitting their requests to the

graduate school deans and one stated that the planning was done

between an extension committee and the graduate council.

Because many extension classes are scheduled away from the

environment of the campuses and because the instructors, in some

instances, are non-staff specialists, there are those who are con-

cerned about the amounts and kinds of supervision of graduate eaten.

sion instruction. TABLE LEVI includes information supplied by the

extension directors about the supervision of their graduate extension

instructors.
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TABLE um

SUPERVISION OF GRADUATE EXTENSION INSTRUCTION

IN THIRTEEN EXTENSION DIVISIONS

Per
ss of sioa lies cant

No supervision 8 62

Must follow a *grading system* 7 53

Professional staff meetings 5 38

Instructor grades as he wishes 3 23

Must use campus syllabus 3 23

Instructor required to prepare outline
of course and submit for approval 2 15

Direct supervision by class visitation . .

Sixty two per cent, representing eight, of these extension directors

reported that they did not supervise their graduate extension instructors.

It was their opinion that their instructors were fully trustworthy and

responsible and that they should be permitted to exercise full academic

freedom regarding the quality and quantity of instruction. The extern

sion director's responsibility was to provide adequate facilities and

to arrange the correct number of class or instruction hours for the

amount of credit to be earned. Seven directors, representing 53 per

cent, stated their instructors were expected to follow a 'grading system".

In no division was there direct supervision by class visitation, but

professional staff meetings were provided in five, or 38 per cent, of
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the divisions. Three directors, or 23 per cent, said the instructors

were permitted to grade as they wished. Three other directors, 23 per

cent, stated they required their instructors to use a campus syllabus

for the courses they were instructing, and two directors, 15 per cent,

required their instructors to prepare and submit a course outline to

be approved.

One director observed that in his program an instructor who

appeared "exit of line" too such was counseled.

The status of the graduate extension credit earned in the thirteen

extension divisions is shown in TABLE LXVIII.

TABLE LX III

STATUS W' GRADUATE EXTENSION CREDIT IN THIRTEEN EXTENSION DIVISIONS

Status of credit Replies
Per

cent

Number of graduate extension credits
are strictly limited

Non..center credit is "course credits
but not "residence" 6

Permanent center is residence--other
is not residence 5 38

Amount of graduate extension credit
varies with student's approved
program 4 31

All extension credit is residence 2 15

Noncenter credit is residence when
approved in advance 1 8
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In eight, or 62 per cent of the divisions, the amount of graduate

extension credit was strictly limited, while in four, or 31 per cent,

the amount of credit allowable was reported to vary according to the

individual studentes approved program. One director advocated a policy

of flexibility for the graduate student which should apply on or off

campus. It was his belief that "needs" rather than "rules" should be

the determining factors in planning the programs of advanced students.

Forty-six per cent of the directors said their non-center credit was

counted as "courses credit. Some of these directors stated that the

course credit was treated as non-residence credit in the student's pro-

gram of studies. Only one director, or 8 per cent of the thirteens said

the non-center extension credit was considered as "residence" credit

when approved in advance. In five, or 38 per cent, of the divisions,

the credit earned in permanent centers was counted as "residence"

but that which was earned in non-center evening and Saturday classes

Was not. Only two, or 15 per cent, of the thirteen directors of exten-

sion reported that all of the credit earned in extension classes was

"residence" credit.

Comments and Suggestions of Directors of Extension

In one part of the questionnaire returned by the thirteen directors

of extension, space was provided for comments and suggestions which

were to be based on the eight questions listed below:

What changes or improvements do you seek or desire in
your graduate extension program?
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To what extent do you believe extension staff members should
be employed to instruct graduate extension classes?

To what extent do you believe non-staff 'specialists should
be employed to instruct graduate extension classes?

What opinion or evidence do you have regarding the inferiority
or superiority of graduate extension work as compared with

regular graduate work on the campus?

What suggestions do you have for the improvement of the status
of graduate work at the local level?

What suggestions do you have for the improvement of the
status of graduate work at the national level?

What do you believe to be the outstanding positive character-
istics of your graduate extension program?

What other comments which are pertinent to the problem do
you wish to make?

In the next several pages the comments and suggestions of the

thirteen extension directors are summarised under the appropriate

questions.

What chant s or rovemen do seek or desire in 'our
ns on program

Twelve, 92 per cent, of the thirteen directors replied to this

question and their replies, it seems to the writer, were typical of

the problems mentioned so often in the literature and in the annual

proceedings of the National University Extension Association from

1919 to the present.

Some of these directors wrote of the limited program in their

states and stated that a greater variety of course offerings was needed

in addition to the already strong programs in the field of education.

Others expressed concern over the fact that they were not serving the
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the hope of expanding their programs. Two of the directors said they

needed sore staff *sabers* representing more subject.matter fields* to

meet the demand for their graduate extension classes.

Several of the extension directors said they needed permission

tram the parent institutions to expand their graduate extension programs

and expressed the used for greater enthusiasm on the parts of their

graduate schools and campus faculty members. Three of the directors

spoke of the status of graduate extension credit. All extension credit

should be "residence" credit and the idea of "course" credit which

a few divisions awarded for non-center classes should be discarded,

one believed. Another said the idea of "course" credit was discrim-

ination against the non-center student and the third director advocated

less restriction on the exact amount of graduate extension credit

allowable and advocated that more attention be given to meeting the

individual graduate student's needs. Some students should be able to

do considerable work through extension toward advanced degrees, he

believed.

Long range planning of the graduate students' programs was needed,

according to three directors. It was conceivable* they thought, that

some extension work might be required off campus to "round out" the

graduate students' preparation in certain fields. Off-campus on-the-job

experience at construction projects, in business administration, in

school administration* and in industry could be provided easily to grad.

uate students through many of the presently organised extension programs.
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This would be an elaboration of the internship idea used in the

training of medical students and nurses.

were directors spoke of the need for improving laboratory and

library facilities for extension classes, particularly in key locations

throughout their states; and one said there was a need for more graduate

centers in his division. Another director believed there should be

a constant effort to improve the quality of instruction and instructional

aids.

Closer supervision of instruction through class visitation and

conferences by the campus departments was advocated by one director of

extension, and another thought definite minimum syllabi and course

requirements should be established for all classes, whether scheduled

on or off campus.

Graduate extension work needed more financial aid, some of these

directors felt, so that class enrollments could be kept at a minimum

and the salary scale for graduate level instruction should be equal

to that for the same kind of work given on the campuses.

One director said his program could be improved if he had a more

adequate extension field staff to assist in organising and adwimstering

the program.

To what extent do you believe full.tine extension staff
=Where should be emiloyed to fhstract graduate extension
classes?

All of the thirteen directors answered this question. Five of

them were quite positive that they did not want full.time extension

staff members employed as instructors. These directors emphasised
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that the first attachment of staff members should be to the campus

academic departments, and that full-time extension instructors might

not have the campus viewpoint. Instructors, they believed, should

attend campus staff meetings and live the campus life.

The remaining eight directors were of the opinion that, when

possible, campus instructors should be used. They were willing, how-

ever, to use full-time extension instructors under varying conditions

such ass (a) for far away places, (b) if required to teach some campus

classes, (c) if approved as a member of the graduate school faculty,

and (d) providing they were given campus connections. One director

believed the extension administrators should be full time but not the

instructors.

To what extent do you believe non-staff specialists should
be employed to instruct graduate classes?

Seven of the thirteen directors answering this question were

rather strongly opposed to using non...staff specialists to instruct

graduate extension classes. (s of the seven said he would use the

campus staff only, and the others of this group said the use of other

than campus staff members would be an exception to the rule. Remarks

which were typical of their comments are: (a) only in extreme emer-

gencies, (b) should be approached with great caution, (c) only if own

staff not available, and (d) as a last resort.

The six remaining directors appeared to be in sympathy with the

idea of using non-campus specialists when to use them would be to the

advantage of the learner or if it was necessary or expedient to use

them. Four directors spoke of the desirability of using non-staff
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specialists, They said specialists in the field are quite often

superior to campus instructors; that because they are making practical

application* they *knows and the students know they *know"; and that,

if their training* ability, and experience are superior and they know

how to teach* they are preferred.

Three of the six directors said campus staff members should be

used when they were available but they had no objection to using others

who were qualified, when they were needed, They stipulated that approval

must be given by the graduate school and that their qualifications must

be the same as those of comparable graduate school staff members.

What opinion or evidence do you have regarding the inferiority
or superiority of graduate extension work as Compared with
regular graduate work on a campus?

It was the consensus of the twelve directors who answered this

question that there was really no difference* generally4 between campus

and extension work at the graduate level. They observed that the

differences among the classes in extension among themselves or on

campus were far greater per as than between those of campus and eaten.

/lion* Several directors said that if the same courses were offered

by the same instructors* the location would have little or no influence

on the quality of the work. Some of their comments were: (a) accord

ing to our records and according to what our students say* there is

no difference, (b) good instructors are good anywhere and poor instructors

are poor anywhere, (c) we offer only courses which are appropriate, so

quality is safeguarded* (d) our departments are showing a growing

interest in graduate extension work, and (e) location is not as important
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as motivation, maturity, and purpose. Several of these directors

stated that some kinds of graduate work were best conducted off campus.

They said that some types of research require an on-the -job situation,

in which case, the campus may be *artificial* and *remote*. Three

directors believed certain types of in-service education work were

more beneficial to the students in extension situations. They said

these students were consistently as good when they cams to the campuses

to study; that their motivation in the extension classes was real,

not theoretical; that they wanted skills, knowledge, aid promotion.

One of these directors said that the state bureau of certification

in his state had conducted an *opinion study* and had found that the

teachers believed they were more benefited by extension classes than

by regular classes on campus or summer session classes. Finally, it

was stated that certain studies (nuclear, for example) could not be

conducted on a campus as successfully as at a government installation

site.

There was general agreement among the directors that better

facilities for most kinds of research were to be found in the campus

libraries and laboratories and that the contacts which the graduate

student would make an the campus could be invaluable.

What ingestions do you have for the improvement of the
status of graduate work throusl extension at the local level?

The provision of adequate instruction in the graduate extension

program was a problemwhiCh seemed to confront seven of the eleven

directors who answered this question. They believed the instructors

of off-campus classes should be given more time to spend "on location"
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to enable them to provide for the individual needs of their students.

These directors said more adequate research facilities were needed

at the various extension centers. More released time for instructors,

more careful selection of instructors, and more pay for instructors,

were other improvements suggested. One director felt that all exten-

sion instructors should have university staff status and another said

his division needed more administrative assistants to provide proper

service to his state.

Six directors of extension programs were concerned about keeping

the quality of extension instruction high. One director suggested

there should be a better screening of students, but did not indicate

how this should be done. Another suggested a better screening of

courses, while a third expressed a desire for better guidance of the

graduate students by faculty members and better all-over planning of

the students' graduate programs. Three other directors wrote: (a)

they were always concerned with the problem of quality, (b) standards

for graduate extension classes should be kept as high as for similar

campus classes, and (c) there should be more emphasis on accomplish-

ment and less emphasis on "time serving" in extension classes. Recog .

nition on the part of both student and instructor of the need to do

graduate level work was emphasised by this director.

Other directors spoke of: (a) a need for closer cooperation

among the degree granting institutions within the state, (b) of the

need for better liaison between the various communities and the uni-

versity, and (c) of the need for better libraries and other tools of

learning for their graduate extension classes.
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What suggestions do you have for the improvement of the
status of graduate work through extension at the national
*level?

Five of the seven directors who answered this question commented

on the need for continuing study of existing practices and conditions.

Research at the national level is very important, they thought. One

of these directors believed there needed to be a study of ways to

measure educational levels. This is just as important on campus as off

campus and, when once the educational level can be determined, the

problem of inter-institutional
acceptance of credit will be partially

solved. This director suggested the possibility of a national board

of examiners who would evaluate graduate extension work. Be spoke of

similar boards in medicine, law, and accounting.

Another of these five directors urged full cooperation of exteni.

sion education groups, such as the National University Extension Assoc-

iation, with such national groups as the Association of Land-Grant

Colleges and Universities, the Association of American Universities,

and the American Council on Education.

Three of the seven directors replying to the question emphasised

the need to understand each other's extension programs. As such under-

standing is increased, standards will become more uniform and greater

exchange of credit will result.

What do you believe to be the outstanding positive character-folic of your graduate extension grogram

Service to the people of the state and the professional growth

of campus staff members who instruct the graduate extension classes

were the two positive characteristics
most often mentioned by the
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eleven directors who replied to the above question. They called

attention to the fact that the people of the state look to the

extension division to bring instruction to them because they feel

the need for it. Some of these on-the-job people are college grad-

uates and many of them, through extension classes, are afforded

opportunity to continue toward advanced degrees, especially in

engineering, science, technical fields, and education.

Four of the directors believed their divisions were making a

distinct contribution to the improvement of teaching and administration

in the public schools. Examples of their efforts were: (a) improved

curricula, (b) better guidance programs, (c) more democracy in admini-

stration, (d) more knowledge and use of research in school administra-

tion, and (a) better use of visual and other teaching aids.

Seven of the eleven directors answering this question mentioned

the contribution of extension work to campus instruction. One director

said it put "picture windows in ivory towers" so that faculty members

were able to view the practical operation and application of their

specialties. Another director suggested that campus teaching is

vitalized by off-campus teaching experience and that the quality of

both is increased. Certain types of extension work bring together the

best minds of the world in off-campus situations, such as at atomic

energy installations, one director observed.

Other comments pertinent to the problem.

Two directors emphasized the importance of the work of the National

University Extension Association in acting as a clearing house on
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almost all problems of concern to university extension programs.

One of these directors commented on the need for an evaluating pro-

cedure to judge the quality of graduate extension work being done in

non-member institutions.

Two other directors wrote at some length on the need of the

adult population for the services of our institutions of higher learn-

ing which were available through university extension. These directors

believed that, through some means, university and college people

needed to find out that adults were ready for further study. Too

many seemed to think that the university had no obligation except to

those who could and would afford time and money to devote their full

time to study. Too many of these college people have no patience

with or sympathy for the part-tiro student, the directors stated.

These directors observed that our changing society demanded that more

thought be given to all of our problems and that many of us needed

to earn while we learn.

Summary

The thirteen university extension programs described in this chapter

represented eighteen state institutions and one private university. All

of these thirteen divisions represented at least one institution each,

except Florida and Oregon, which represented all of the state institutions

in their respective states. Of this group of nineteen institutions,

48 per cent were state universities, 37 per cent were land-grant colleges

or universities, 10 per cent were state colleges, and 5 per cent, or one

institution, was a private university.
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The total number of students enrolled in these extension divisions

was 92 per cent of the campus enrollments of the institutions they

represented and the graduate students enrolled in extension were 17

per cent of the total extension enrollment. The largest numbers of

students were enrolled in education, engineering, the social sciences,

and business administration. In addition to regularly organised

classes, these extension divisions conducted specially organised pro-

grams of in-service and on-the-job training far public school employees,

industrial workers, and,government employees. About one-half (48 per

cent) of the graduate extension students in this study took their

work at permanently established off - campus centers, while smaller

percentages attended evening and Saturday classes both off campus and

on campus. Some of the off-campus classes were located at industrial

sites and governmental installations.

Lack of facilities off-campus, travel distances, and a shortage

of instructors were factors which limited the graduate extension pro-

grams in a majority of the divisions studied. A representative number

(16 per cent) of the directors also said that a lack of desire to teach

graduate extension classes, the conservatism of the graduate schools,

and a lack of field staffs to organise the programs also limited the

amounts of service their divisions could render.

Almost all of the graduate level classes in these extension divi-

sions were scheduled only after approval of the graduate school was

given although, in the cases of some permanent centers, blanket approv-

al was given in advance.
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Graduate extension instructors were upually not supervised, nor

were they required to submit a course outline or syllabus for their

extension classes. In some divisions, professional staff meetings

were held to discuss problems common to those who were instructing

in extension. Fifty-three per cent of the directors of extension

stated that their graduate extension instructors were required to

folios a "grading system".

Some graduate extension credit was considered residence credit

and some was considered course credit. In a majority of the divisions

studied, the amount of graduate extension credit one might take was

strictly limited but in 31 per cent of these divisions, the amount of

credit was adjusted to the individual student's program.

These directors of extension stated that their extension programs

could be improved by making a greater variety of courses available to

more people. While the permanently established extension centers were

meeting some of the needs of persons living nearby, the people in out-

lying areas were being neglected. An improved graduate extension pro-

gram would be possible, they believed, only when graduate school deans

and faculty members had a greater enthusiasm for the idea of graduate

work off campus. Some directors advocated long range planning of the

graduate student's program to include some off-campus experience*

closer supervision of the graduate extension program, and full accept+

ance of all credit earned as being improvements Which seemed desirable.

Instructors in extension should be associated with campus facul-

ties and departments, and their first attachment should be to these

campus departments, they contended.
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Directors of extension were not in agreement regarding the use of

non-staff specialists. One group was concerned about the lowering of

graduate level standards through the use of non - campus instructors.

The other group emphasised the value of studying under the leadership

of experts who were close to the practical application of the subject

matter in the field.

It was the consensus of the twelve directors that on-campus study

and off-campus study were of comparable value to the student. The

differences among the classes in either program were greater than the

differences between the programs, they observed. The differences in

the abilities of the instructors, wherever they taught, influenced

quality the most, they stated. Some kinds of work such as nuclear

studies were best conducted off campus.

These directors suggested that there be a continuing effort at

the national level to standardise graduate extension work so that it

might be accorded the same inter-institutional acceptance as the campus

work now enjoys. All institutions should cooperate with existing

national education groups in conducting studies and research to accom-

plish better understanding of each other's programs and problems.



CHAPTER VII

SONAR! OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary of Findings

The returns from the four sets of questionnaires sent out to

faculty members instructing graduate extension courses, graduate

school deans, graduate students enrolled in extension classes, and

directors of extension divisions are summarised in this chapter

under the following headingss (a) the organisation, administration,

and supervision of the graduate extension program; (b) the instruc

tional program; (c) the student in the graduate extension program;

(d) provision for libraries, laboratories, and classrooms; and (e)

the status of graduate extension credit,

The Organisation, Administration, and Supervision
braduatm Extension Program

1. The extension divisions of the institutions included in this

study were providing instruction to almost as many adults as there were

students enrolled on their combined campuses and of this extension

division enrollment, 17 per cent were taking their work for graduate

credit.

2. More than three fourths of these graduate extension students

were studying in off-campus extension classes. The largest enrollments

were in permanently established extension centers and the students
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reported these centers to be the most satisfactory arrangement for

doing off-campus work. The independently organised non-center evening

classes were given second preference by the students. Generally*

students living in or near areas of dense popularion enjoyed better

extension education opportunities than those living in isolated areas.

3. Some of the factors which have most often limited the schedul-

ing of graduate extension classes were a lack of approved library and

laboratory facilities* distance, a lack of graduate school approved

staff members* a lack of desire of some instructors to teazh extension

classes* and a conservative attitude on the part of some graduate

schools.

i. Requests for the scheduling of graduate extension classes were

usually channeled through the administrative offices of the extension

division to the graduate school and it was the graduate school council*

through the office of the graduate school dean* which approved the

scheduling.

5. There were two kinds of approvals which were sometimes required

before certain graduate extension classes could be scheduled. They

were: (a) approval to offer a course off campus* and (b) approval of

the instructor. Most of the graduate school deans followed the practice

of permitting the department and the extension division representative

concerned to determine the suitability of offering any given course off

campus. It was expected that certain established graduate school stan.

dards regarding library and laboratory facilities would be met if a

class was scheduled. Some deans* however* required a full report on
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all physical arrangements before the scheduling of any class outside

of the permanently established extension centers.

6. If the staff member who was selected to instruct a graduate

extension course was already a member of the graduate school faculty,

no staff approval problem presented itself in most institutions. It

was common practice, however, to give separate approvals of other staff

members and of non-institutional specialists whose services were needed

to teach graduate classes through extension.

7. In the majority of the institutions studied, the instructor was

not given supervision on the job. Staff members were permitted the

same freedom in their extension teaching that they enjoyed on the

campuses. In some situations professional staff meetings were held

which were found to be beneficial to the program. Instructors usually

followed a campus syllabus and the established campus grading system.

8. Almost all of the graduate extension classes ware scheduled to

meet once a week in class sessions ranging from seventy -five to 175

minutes in length.

The Instructional Program

1. Graduate extension classes were usually taught by men under

fifty years of age who were members of the regular campus faculty. Most

of these instructors held academic ranks above that of instructor and

had a doctor's degree. Half of the graduate schools of the institutions

in this study required the master's degree for graduate school faculty

membership and about one-third of the remaining schools had no degree

requirement. Expertness and competence were considered more important
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than either cademic degrees or academic ranks. Ehile many teaching

fields were represented among the staff members, education was the

special field of almost two-fifths of the group. Engineerings

psychology, and business administration were also well represented.

2. The majority of these graduate extension instructors were

permitted to receive additional compensation for their extension teach-

ing but only about ono-third of them stated that the rate of pay coo.

pared favorably with that received for campus teaching. Their avails

bility to teach extension courses was not affected by the rats of

compensations howsver.

3. Many reasons were given by the staff members for instructing

graduate extension courses but no particular reason seemed predominate,

Among the more important reasons given were: (a) expected of staff,

(b) to enlarge institutional influences and (c) need extra money. The

fact that they were obligated to teach extension classes was the

reason mentioned by more instructors than any other.

1. Although psychology was named among the first four fields

represented by the instructors, the directors of extension stated that

their enrollments were highest in educations engineering, business

administrations and the social sciences. Specially organised in service

programs for teachers, industrial employees, and government employees,

were partially responsible, no donibts for some of the heavy enrollments

in the four fields mentioned above.

5. The instructors in this study spent the same amount of time

preparing for their graduate extension classes as they did for their

graduate campus classes but they reported spending more time with the
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individual campus students. The size of their extension classes was

neither more nor less than that of their campus classes.

6. Part lecture and part class discussion was the method used by

a large majority of the instructors in their graduate extension classes;

the seminar plan was also popular. According to almost all of the grad-

uate school deans these courses were identical to the campus courses and

the requirements of time, assignment, and library were the same. The

instructors believed the quality of their instruction in extension was

as high as the quality of their instruction on the campuses and stated

that class meeting time, place, and travel time did not materially

affect the quality of their instruction.

7. Students who answered the question comparing the graduate level

work they had taken both on the campus and through extension were in

agreement with the instructors concerning the caliber of the instruction

they had received. These students reported the quality, quantity, and

difficulty of graduate extension work to be the equal of that of the

same work on the campus; the instructor's ability and his preparation

were considered equal in both situations; and the grades earned by the

students were comparable.

The Student in the Graduate Extension Program
4101.111 eINNIONO,

1. Approximately the same number of men and women were enrolled

in graduate extension classes in the extension divisions included in

this study. The large majority of these students were under fifty years

of age, were married, and half of them had no children. Almost without

exception, graduate extension students were fully employed and were
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attending evening classes. Many of them were taking extension work to

earn credit toward an advanced degree, while others were trying to

qualify for promotion in their work. About two-thirds of these graduate

extension students were earning credit to be applied toward a master's

degree, while a very small number (6 per cent) were working toward a

doctor's degree. Approximately a fourth of them were not interested

in a degree but were taking the work for other reasons not stated.

2. Not only were people of all ages enrolled in graduate exten-

sion classes but graduate extension instructors reported a wide range

Of ages within the classes.

3. According to the graduate extension instructors, the graduate

extension students were rated above the campus students in their parti-

cipation in informal class discussions and they were rated below them

in the amount of outside reading they accomplished. In reading of the

text, prcmptness, written papers, oral reporting, test scores, and

final grades received, there was no appreciable difference between the

two groups. It was the opinion of the majority of the instructors

that the general achievement of both campus and extension graduate

students was the same.

4. Practices varied regarding the use of counseling services among

the extension divisions in this study, according to the graduate school

deans. In approximately half of the programs, the graduate students

were required to secure permission to register through the extension

division for course work and counselors were assigned to the students

in advance of registration. In the remaining divisions the students
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usually had taken some work before seeking counsel and before being

admitted to graduate standing.

5. The majority of the students said that a counselor was avail-

able and yet a considerably smaller percentage of them made use of

the counseling services. About two-thirds of the students had been

admitted to graduate standing and even larger percentages had planned

their programs and already knew that the credit being earned would be

accepted at full value in their graduate schools.

6. Nearly all graduate extension study was provided through

extension center classes, non-center evening classes, and campus even.

ing classes; and the students rated these the most satisfactory arrange-

ments for them to use. Correspondence study was considered least

satisfactory of all methods mentioned for providing graduate study.

Although thesis writing was conducted through the extension divisions

of some schools, it was reserved for the campuses in the majority of

the institutions studied.

Provisions for Libraries, Laboratories, and Classrooms

1. The problem of insuring the adequacy and availability of library

and laboratory facilities for graduate extension work has been one of

continuing concern to graduate school deans, graduate school staff

members, directors of extension, and graduate students enrolled in

extension classes.

2. Faculty members in this study reported that about half of

their students had access to a campus library and the others had a

local public library available. The deans of the graduate schools
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also said that local public libraries were available to the students

enrolled in their isolated evening classes, but that the students ill the

permanently established centers used the center libraries. Nearly

three-fourths of the students rated their library facilities satisfactory.

3. About half of the graduate school deans placed tha reepcnsi-

bility of library adequacy on the instructor who, in turn, solicited

the cooperation of the extension division and the institutional librarian

in assembling and transporting the books when necessary. Students were

seldom required to provide their own libraries.

4. Two-thirds of the staff members said the library facilities

for extension students were not as adequate as were those provided for

the campus students and almost as many staff members stated that exten-

sion students did not use the facilities which were available as much

as did the campus students.

5. The graduate extension students were divided equally in their

replies concerning the use of the facilities as compared with the use

of the same facilities on the campuses and they were somewhat in disa-

greement with faculty members in this regard. Slightly more-than half

of the students replying stated that they did as much library and refer-

ence work as when they were campus students and said that they used

visual aids as much. The students were equefly divided in their opin-

ions as to whether maps, charts, and other illustrative materials were

used as much in graduate extension courses as in graduate campus courses.

6. Students were also evenly divided in their opinions about the

use and adequacy of laboratory equipment as compared with their campus

experience. Laboratory classes were not offered off campus in the
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majority of the institutions studied but where they were organised in

some governmental and industrial locations, the laboratories were

deemed superior to those of the campuses. Public school classrooms

were also considered to be highly satisfactory laboratories. In half

of the extension divisions studied, the instructors could alter the

laboratory courses to fit the facilities which were available.

7. Both students and faculty members found graduate extension

classrooms adequate in size, light, heat, and furniture. Faculty

members found their classes to be located conveniently even though, in

the large majority of cases, they were located off campus.

The Status of Graduate Extension Credit

1. In all of the institutions studied, graduate extension credit

could be applied in varying amounts toward an advanced degree or

degrees and in no institution was graduate extension credit discounted.

In less than half of the institutions in this study, the credit earned

in non - center classes was designated as "course* credit but the amount

which could be applied toward graduation was limited as if it were non.

residence credit, while that earned in the permanently established

extension centers was considered as residence credit. Half of the

graduate school deans reported that their institutions would accept

extension credit from another institution if, in turn, theirs was

acceptable to the other institution. All of the institutions distin-

guished between extension credit and campus credit on the studentis

permanent record so that it was possible to check students who might

be exceeding the limit of extension credit which was permitted.
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2. The following tabulation shows the range of limits placed on

extension credits according to academic degrees in various institutions.

Number of Range

12W-42e institutions of credit

Masters 5 8 to 16

Nester of arts 7 6 to 24

Raster of arts in general studies 2 22 to 32

Raster of science 6 6 to 24

Master of science in general studies 1 . to 10

Raster of education 6 8 to 24

Raster of political science 1 . to 24

Doctor of education 5 varies

Doctor of philosophy 6 varies

3. Very few students reported they could apply more than eighteen

semester hours of graduate extension credit toward an advanced degree,

and the largest group said they were permitted to apply from six to

twelve hours only. Only 7 per cent of the students said they could

apply more than eighteen semester hours of graduate extension work toward

a graduate demos.

Conclusions

The data gathered in this study indicate that there is an increas-

ing acceptance of the idea of providing graduate level work through

university extension to those desiring it. Among the member institutions

of the National University Extension Association, the number has grown
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from eight in 1919 to sixty.five in 1953. A representative minority

of fifteen institutions in the association still insists* however*

that all graduate work should be done on the campuses and that to do

otherwise is to lower established standards and to reduce the quality

of instruction.

This study was made to determine: (a) the attitudes of staff

members instructing graduate extension courses toward the quality of

instruction and student achievement; (b) the controls and require..

manta exercised by the graduate schools; (c) how graduate students

use and evaluate the services of university extension; and (d) the

scope of the graduate extension program* its limitations* and its

supervision as reported by directors of extension.

The Attitudes of Staff Mothers Instruct Graduate
EFEensioriasTairstraMITtta or nstruction
and Student Achieve

1. The quality of instruction is as high as for the same courses

on the campuses. The quality of instruction is not materially affected

by factors of time* distance* location* or compensation arrangements.

2. The achievement of graduate extension students is generally

as high as that of graduate students on the campuses when evaluated on

the basis of performance in class* test scores* and final grades.

3. Campus students do more outside reading than do extension

students while extension students participate more in class discussion.

4. Permanently established extension centers are considered more

suited for graduate level instruction than are other arrangements such

as independently organized classes or correspondence study.
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The Controls and Requirements Exercised
Tithe 0radueUSchools

1. Institutional faculty members and non-staff specialists,

who have graduate school approval, usually teach extension classes.

In one- .fourth of the fourteen institutions in the study only graduate

school campus staff members may instruct the courses.

2. Competence in instruction is of primary importance to grad -.

nate school deans. Academic degrees and ranks are of secondary import-

ance.

3. Most graduate courses taught through extension are deemed to

be identical in content with those taught on the campuses. Many grad-

uate school deans insist on using their own staff members to insure

the quality of the course content.

4. The graduate school is the approving authority for all grad-

uate courses and their instructors in university extension.

5. The amount of graduate extension credit acceptable in these

institutions toward various degrees varies considerably. There is

need for cooperative study of this problem among the institutions.

6. Instructors should be held responsible for requiring sufficient

books and the extension division should be responsible for providing

them.

7. Off- campus laboratory classes are the exception. Some class-

room situations in public schools and in some industrial and government

laboratories are considered superior to those of the campuses.
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How Graduate Students Use and Evaluate the
Services of University Extension

1. Students are sincerely appreciative of the opportunity to

study at the graduate level during the evening hours when they are not

working. These students believe it is the responsibility of higher

education to provide this instruction for them. Seventy-five per cent

of them are interested in applying the credit toward an advanced degree.

2. Graduate extension students rate their instruction as high

in quality as the graduate instruction they have received on the campuses.

The work is considered especially valuable when provided through in-

service programs. Students believe work should be "adapted" to off-

campus situations.

3. Motivation is just as high among graduate extension students

as among graduate campus students. The work is usually elected and

related to need. Students report their achievement in extension as

measured by final grades to be the same as that for similar work on

the campuses.

4. Library facilities are not available to about one-fifth of

the graduate extension students and two-fifths of these students fail

to make much use of available library facilities. Visual aids, maps,

charts, and other learning aids are sometimes found to be inadequate.

5. *my graduate extension students do not use the counseling

services which are provided and others do not find such services avail-

able. Approximately two-thirds of the students have been admitted to

graduate standing, however.
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6. The permanently established extension centers serve over

half of the graduate students in extension and about a third of them

are registered in independently organised evening classes. These

independently organised evening classes are very important means of

providing instruction in isolated and less populated areas.

The game of the Graduate Extension Pro
-frartTrons, and Its Supervision as Reported,

Tbirectors of Eirension

1. Although graduate extension courses are offered in nearly

all of the organised subject fields, the largest programs in terms of

enrollment are in the fields of education, engineering, business adanini

stration, social work, and the social sciences. Specially organized

inservice programs are partially responsible for the high enrollments

in these fields.

2. Approximately 17 per cent of all extension students in the

thirteen extension divisions in this study are graduate students. This

percentage will increase, directors believe, when campus policies have

changed to permit an expanded graduate extension program which is

designed to serve more segments of the adult population. Some directors

believe that quite often campus students might well be scheduled in

certain extension classes to "round out their training.

3. Lack of available staff, lack of adequate facilities, and lack

of financial support from the institutional budget are considered

limiting factors by the directors. There is also a need of informing

the campus staff and administration concerning the purposes and functions

of extension.
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14. Extension instructors enjoy the same academic freedom

in extension instruction that they do in campus instruction. They

are not supervised by the administrative staff of the extension divi-

sion. Extension directors believe it is desirable that extension

instructora have campus attachments and loyalties.

5. It is important that extension directors cooperate at the

national level to bring about a better understanding of their mutual

problems so that the status of graduate study through extension may

be improved.
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF INSTITUTIONS REPLYING TO PRELIMINARY INQUIRY LETTERS
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LIST OF INSTITUTIONS SHOWING WHICH GRAWATE SCHOOL DEANS AND DIRECTORS

OF EXTENSION REPLIED TO PRELIMINARY INQUIRY LETTERS AND SHOWING WHETHER

GRADUATE CREDIT MAY BE EARNED THROUGH UNIVERSITY EXTENSION

Institution

Grad.Schl.
Deans

Replying

Ext.Div.
Directors
Replying

Offers
Grad.Ext.
Credit

University of Alabama yes yes yes
University of Arizona yes yes yes
University of Arkansas yes yes yes
University of California yes yes no
University of Southern California yes yes yes
University of Colorado yes yea yes
University of Connecticut yea yes yes
University of Delaware no yes yes
University of Florida yes yes yes
University System of Georgia yea yes no
Georgia Institute of Technology yea yes no
University of Hawaii Yes no no
University of Illinois yes yes yes
Southern Illinois University yes yes yes
University of Chicago no yes yes
Indiana University yes no yes
Purdue University yes yes yes

State University of Iowa yes yes yes
Iowa State College yes yes yes
University of Kansas no yes yes
Kansas State College yes no yes
University of Kentucky yes yes yes
University of Louisville yes yes yea
Louisana State University yes yes yea
University of Maine yes yes yes
University of Maryland yes yes yes
Johns Hopkins University no yes no
Harvard University yes no no
Massachusetts Division University

Extension* yes no
University of Massachusetts yes yes no
University of Michigan yea yes yes
Michigan College of Mining and

Technology yes yea no

* No graduate school involved.
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(confd)

Institution

Orad.Schl. BA. Div. Offers
Deans Directors Orad.Ext.

Replying Replying Credit

Michigan State College yes yes yes
University of Minnesota yes yes yes
University of Mississippi yes yes yes
Mississippi State College yes yes yes
University of Missouri yes no yes
Washington University yes yes no
Montana State University yes yes yes
University of Nebraska yes yes yes
University of Omaha yes yes no
University of New Hampshire yes yes yes
Rutgers University yes yes yes
University of New Mexico yes yes yes
New York University yes yes yes
Cornell University yes yes yes
Syracuse University yes yes yes
University of North Carolina yes yes yes
North Carolina State College of

Agriculture* yes no yes
University of North Dakota yes yes no
North Dakota Agriculture College no yes no
Ohio University yes yes no
Western Reserve University yes yes no
University of Oklahoma yes yes yes
Oklahoma A and M College yes yes yes
Oregon State System of Higher

Educatioh yes yes yes
University of Pennsylvania yea yes yes
Pennsylvania State College yen yes yes
University of Pittsburgh yes no yes
Temple University* yes no yes
University of Rhode Island yes yes yes
University of South Carolina yes yes yes
University of South Dakota yes yes yes
University of Tennessee yes yes yes
Southern Methodist University yes yes yes
University of Texas yes yes yes
Texas Technological College yes yes yes
University of Utah yes yes yes
Brigham Young University yes yes yes
Utah State Agriculture College yes yes yes

*Arrived too late to be included in the report.
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(could)

Institution

Oradachl. Ext.Div, Offers
Deans Directors Gradamt

Replying Replying Credit

University of Virginia Yen yes yes
University of Washington yes yes yes
State College of Washington yes yes yes
West Virginia University yes yes yes
University of Wisconsin yes yes Yes
University of Wyoming yea yes Yes
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AFTENDLI B

PM/MINOT mum LETTER WRITTEN TO DIRECTORS OF EXTENSION



October 10, 1952

To Directors of Extensions

221

The Oregon State Board of Higher Education, upon the recommendation of
Dr. J. F. Cramer, Dean, General Extension Division, has granted me a
four-months' sabbatical during which time I am to study The Status of
Graduate eVIE Through General Extension.

Preliminary to the actual work of the study, I need to receive assist-
ance from, you as a dean or director of extension education at your
institution. Will you be so kind as to respond to the following
requests?

1. Please forward to as by return mail, if possible, all official
publications, bulletins, announcements, etc., of your institution or
division which mention graduate work through extension. Any notations
you wish to make will be appreciated.

2. Please write as a candid letter concerning your point.of.view about
graduate work through extension. Be sure to answer the following
questions:

(a) Do you offer such work? Give your reasons whether yes or no.

(b) Do you believe graduate work should be offered through
extension? Please give your reasons if your answer is
different from (a) above.

(c) If you offer graduate work through extension, what kinds of
programs are organised? Which are most successful?

(d) What was your total enrollment in extension Glasswork for the
academic year 1951.19521 Undergraduate Graduate
Fall term, 19521 Undergraduate Graduate

Do you observe any trends? What are they?

I hope my request for help will not place an undue burden upon you and
that you will be able to give me an immediate reply. When I have
finished the study, I shall be happy to make the report available to
you. A self- addressed envelope is enclosed for your convenience.

vm;hb
enc.

Sincerely,

VIRON A. MOORE, ASSISTANT DEAN
GENERAL EXTENSION DIVISION
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APPENDIX C

PRELIMINARY INQUIRY LETTER WRITTEN TO DEANS OF GRADUATE SCHOOLS



October 13, 1952

To Deans of Graduate Schools:

223

The Oregon State Board of Higher Education, upon recommendation of
Dr. J. P. Cramer, Dean, General Extension Division, has granted me a
fouromonthat sabbatical during which time I will study The Status of
Graduate S lmg: Through General Extension.

Preliminary to the actual study itself, I am writing to you as a key
person in your institution for background information. As you know,
some institutions offer graduate work through extension and some do
not. Among those who do there is a great difference in point.ozaries
and in practice. Your candid replies to the following questions
will be of material assistance to me in planning the study.

1. Does your office authorise and approve graduate study through
extension?

2. If such work is approved, what are the governing rules and regale..
tions? (Include reference to staff, time and place, quantity and
quality of work, method of giving approval, and kinds of programs.)

3. Does your Graduate School accept any graduate credits earned
through extension? If so, on what basis and for what purpose?

4. What do you believe about the offering of graduate work through
correspondence study?

I trust I may have a very early reply to my inquiry so that I may
progress rapidly. When the study is completed, the results will be
made available to you

You will find a self. addressed stamped envelope enclosed for your
convenience.

Sincerely,

TIRON A. MOORE, ASSISTANT DEAN
GENERAL EXTENSION DIVISION

vm;hb
enc.
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APPENDIX D

LETTER TO DIRECTORS Cr EXTENSION ACCOMPANTING QUESTIONNAIRES

FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL FACULTY HOMERS, GRADUATE SCHOOL DEANS,

AND GRADUATE EXTENSION STUDENTS



November 10, 1952

To Directors of Extensions

225

Recently I wrote to about one hundred and fifty Extension Directors
and Deans of Graduate Schools, requesting certain information pm.
lnary to making a study of The Status of Graduate ETitrolitgh,

Extension, and the response was most gratITY777i; a result o
this preliminary inquiry, I have been able to discover a select
group of extension divisions offering considerable graduate level
work. Tours is one of them.

I have conferred with Dean J. F. Cramer, of our own Extension Divi-
sion, and he agrees I should solicit your cooperation in studying
further the graduate extension work at (name of institution).

It is my plan to study rather intensively the programs of about a
dosen divisions by working closely with the Director of Extension
in each case. With the help of your office, I hope to receive
replies from (1) 200 @ uate extension students taking courses
currently, (2) 25 grad s ool iacnity, members who are instruct-
ing or who have been instructing graduate extension courses, (3) one
from your Graduate School ADE, and (4) one from you as Extension
Director.

I desire very much to include (name of institution) in the study and
to save time I am forwarding under separate cover sufficient question-
naires to be distributed as indicated above. Ion will notice for
nearly all responses there is little else to do but check () ayes'
or "no "! To each questionnaire is attached a self-addressed stamped
envelope. About all your office needs to do is to distribute the
questionnaires and encourage all participants to check then at once
and place them in the return mail. While I could mail Dean
his directly, I thought perhaps you would prefer to hand it to him.
The one I am requesting you to fill out will be mailed at a later date.

A committee, appointed by the Association of Land-Grant Colleges and
Universities, is working on a similar study for its member institutions.
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Page 2
Directors of Extension
November 10, 1952

The findings of that committee and those of my study (which is not

limited to Land-Grant Colleges and Universities) should provide a

backlog of material of great value, especially to the membership

of the National University Extension Association.

Since I have been granted a sabbatical of four months to work on

this special project, my time is limited. I shall be most apprecia.

tive of any action you may take to speed up the process. The final

report will be made available to you, of course.

Sincerely,

VIRON A. MOORE, ASSISTANT DEAN
GENERAL EXTENSION DIVISION

vm; hb
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APPENDIX

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL FACULTY MEMBERS
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MON A. MOORE
Assistant Dean

General Extension Division
Oregon State System of Higher Education

Eugene, Oregon

qUESTIONNAIRE FOR GRADUATE SCHOOL FACULTY
INSTRUCTING GRAWITI COURSES SOUGH EXTENSION

The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine, in some measure,
the status of graduate study through extension classes. Other ina.
quiries are being sent to Graduate School Deans, Extension Directors,
and Graduate Students. Your serious and honest judgments are soli-
cited in your responses to the various parts of the inquiry.

There are great differences nationally in points-of-view and in
practices regarding the offering of graduate work through extension.
Your filling out this form will be a definite contribution. Arrange-
ments have already been made through your Extension Director to work
through his office. The final results will be made available to him
and to you if you so desire.

You will notice no reference is made to your name in the question-
naire. In most places, a check mark is all that is required. A
self-addressed stamped envelope is provided for your convenience.
Sincere appreciation is expressed for your cooperation in returning
it to me not later than November 25.

A. THE INSTRUCTOR
1. Sett (a) Male (b) Female
2. Age at nearest-Brandays

B. ACADEMIC STATUS
1. Do you hold a college degree? (a) Yes (b) No
2. Please check the highest degree held:

(a) Bachelor's degree (c) Doctor's degree
(b)---Master's degree List other degrees

held
3. Are you a regular member of the graduate school faculty of

your own institution? (a) Yes (b) No
4. Do you have academic rank in arrlitituirair (a) Yes

(b) No If ono", explain:

5. Please check the rank you hold;
(a) Instructor (d) Full Professor
(b)----- Assistant Professor (e) any other
0(-Associate Professor

6. Are you a non-staff specialist, especially approved for the
courses you instruct? (a) Yes (b) No .
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C. EXPERIENCE IN HIGHER EDUCATION
1. Total years of experience in all institutions of higher

learning:
2. Total years teaching has been part of your assignment:

3. Total years you have taught at least half-time:
I. Total years employed in present institution:

5. Total years in present position:
6. What is your present position?

D. ACADEMIC LOAD
1. Extension work is (a) part of the regular assignment (b) in

addition to the regular assignment
2. Amount of preparation time for graduate extension work com-

pared with preparation time for graduate campus work is
(a) same (b) more (c) less

3. In sizes-gRiblate extension clas;;;;" compared to graduate
campus classes, are (a) same (b) more (e) less .

4. The amount of time spent vithndividualuate extension
students compared with graduate campus students is
(a) same (b) more (c) less .

E. REASONS FOR INSTRUCTING GRADUATE COURSES THROUGH EXTENSION (If you
check more than one reason, check in 1, 2, 3 order according to
their importance.)
1. Expected of staff. 5. Need extra money.
2.---"Desire to become better 6.----To attract graduate students

known out in state. through extension to campus.

3. To enlarge institutional 7. Other:
influence.

4. Prefer to teach adults.

F. COMPENSATION
1. Does your present contract include an obligation to teach

graduate extension classes without additional salary payments?
(a) Yea (b) No .

2. May you accept extgrialary for teaching graduate extension
classes? (a) Yes (b) No .

3. Does pay rate foraligtractinduate extension classes com-
pare favorably with that of graduate campus classes?
(a) Yes (b) No . If "no ", please explain:

I. Does the rate of compensation affect your availability to
instruct graduate extension classes? (a) Yes (b) No
Please explain:
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O. QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION
1. In your opinion, is the quality of graduate extension in.

*traction as high generally as graduate campus instruction?
(a) Yes (b) Na . Please explain:

2. Is your own graduate extension instruction as high in quality
as graduate campus instruction? (a) Yee (b) No .

Please explain:

3. boos preparation for graduate extension instruction require
as much time as preparation for graduate campus instruction?
(a) Yes (b) No Please explain:

Does the amount of salary received for graduate extension have
anything to do with the quality of instruction? (a) Yes
(b) No Please explain:

5. boos the time of meeting affect the quality of instruction?
(a) Yes (b) No . Please explain:

6. otos p =ce meeting ect the qua y of inetruc on
(a) Yes (b) Nom_. Please explain:

7. Ives the distance you travel off campus affect the quality of
your instruction? (a) Yes (b) No . Please explains

8. How far are you now traveling (a) to your extension classes:
miles, (b) to do your regular daytime work on the

campus: miles.
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H. STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
1. In your opinion, how does the achievement of graduate extension

students compare with the achievement of the regular daytime
graduate students? (a) same (b) above (c) below .

2. Using an A, B, C, D, F grading scale, compare the grade 137ii.
bution for the same class the last time it was taught as a
daytime campus class. Please give both the number of each
grade earned and the per cent each represents of the total.

GRADES

A

EXTENSION CAMPUS
Number Per cent Number Per cent

B

3. How do graduate extension students compare with regular campus
graduate students in the following items? Please check in
the appropriate column for each.

IT ABOVE BELOW

Writtenyapers
d Informal class discussions
e omy ass o = o ass

t Amount of outside re
g Reading of class text

I. CLASS MEMBERSHIP
1. What is the approximate spread of ages in your graduate exten-

sion classes? (a) less than 10 years (b) 10 to 20 years
(c) more than 20 years_,_,_.

2. Is there a wider spread of abilities in your graduate exten-
sion classes than in your graduate campus classes? (a) Yes
(b) No

3. Is there a wider spread of test scores in your graduate exten-
sion classes than in your graduate campus classes? (a) Yeses
(b) No

In there a wider distribution of final grades earned in your
graduate extension classes than in your graduate campus
classes? (a) Yes (b) No .

5. What is the distribution of sex by percentage? (a) Male;
(b) Female____%.
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J. ORGANIZATION OF GRADUATE EXTENSION CLASSES
1. How many times does the average class meet per week?
2. How many minutes does the average class meet per weekf
3. How is the class session usually conducted?

(a) Straight lectures (c) Seminar plan
(b) Part lecture and part (d)--/Aboratory

class discussion (e)rEgil
4. Please check to/rom the list below the arrangement you believe

most appropriate to instruct at the graduate level in extension.
(If you check more than one, please write in 1, 2, 3, according
to their appropriatenesst)
(a) Daytime centers (e) Conferences
(b)----Dvening centers (t) Correspondence study
(c)_Independent evening classes (g)--Thesis writing
(d) Short courses (h)ttrirs

K. LIBRARY PROVISIONS FOR GRADUATE EXTENSION CLASSES
1. Is campus library reasonably available? (a) Yes (b) No .

2. Is an adequate local public library available? -11) Yes
(b) No

3. Does tHrictension Division provide a special class library?
(a) Yes (b) No

4. Does tfinaensiorinnision have a graduate center library?
(a) Yes (b) No .

5. Does thirnstructa.-ERne the class library? (a) Yes
(b) No

6. Must sTaaiht provide his own library? (a) Yes (b)No

7. Are the library facilities as adequate as for-1W daytime
campus students? (a) Yes (b) No

8. Are there any other provisions for illg-ary?

9. Do extension students use the library facilities as much as the
daytime campus students? (a) Yes (b) No . Please
explain answer:

L. PHYSICAL FACILITIES FOR GRADUATE EXTENSION CLASSES
(Please check appropriate answer.)

YES NO
1. Is the classroom
2. Is the classroom

3. Is the classroom

1. Is the classroom
5. Is the classroom

6. Are your present

you are now using adequate in size?

you are now using lighted adequately?

you are now using heated adequately?

you are now using located conveniently?
you are now using adequately equipped?

graduate extension classes on campus?

M. PLEASE USE THE REMAINING SPACE OR THE REVERSE SIDE FOR ANY CMMENTS
OR OBSERVATIONS YOU WISH TO MAKE ABOUT GRADUATE STUDY THROUGH
EXTENSION!
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APPENDIX F

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DEANS OF GRADUATE SCHOOLS
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V1RON A. MOORE
Assistant Dean

General Extension Division
Oregon Stets System of Higher Education

Eugene, Oregon

LSTVLENAIRE FOR DEANS OF GRADUATE DIVISIONS

The purpose of this questionnaire is to discover the role of the
Graduate Division regarding the offering of graduate work through ottani.
sion. For the purpose of this survey, graduate study is defined as
graduate level work offered through extension for which graduate credit
toward an advanced degree may be earned.

Other questionnaires are being completed by Exteneion Directors,
Graduate School Faculty, and Graduate Students. Since there are great
differences, nationally, in points-of-view and in practices concerni
the offering of graduate work through extension, the results of this
survey should prove very valuable to Graduate School Deans and Exton*.
sion Directors everywhere.

You will notice, in most instances, all you need to do is to make
ark. leting the questionnaire and returning it nota check v/m

later than November 25
Your cwillomp

be greatly appreciated. Final results will
be made available to you.

A. STAFF REQUIREMENTS
1. Who may instruct graduate extension courses?

Ca) Members of the regular daytime graduate school faculty

(b) Institutional faculty, but must be approved by the
"Graduate Office to instruct a given course.

(c) Approved faculty members of other institutions.
(d) Mon-institutional persons who are specialists in their

--fields, when approved.
(e) Full time Extension Di Vision personnel of graduate

school faculty standing.

f) CAIliere
3.11101061.10.0.~~~.0000110.011~100011000.0.~00101111101~MINWOMPar2, What academic rank mast an instructor have to instruct graduate

extension classes?
(a) Instructor.

(b)Assistant Professor.
(o) Associate Professor.
(0"--"FuIl Professor.

I
----''''''''""'""n"~014010111~10=MonalempOnon

3. What academic degree mast the instructor of graduate extension
possess?
(a) Bachelor's degree. (d) No degree. Please explains
(b)-mMaster's degree.
(c)----Doctor's degree.
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B. COURSE REQUIREMENTS

1. Are graduate extension courses identical in content to gradu-
ate campus courses? (a) Yes (b) Nom. Please explains

2. Must an instructor proposing to instruct a graduate course
through extension submit a syllabus or coarse outline?
(a) Yes (b) Nom. Please explains

Must instructors assign special course papers and course pro-
jects to graduate extension students? (a) Yes (b) No .

Please explains

4. Is the time requirement the same for graduate extension
classes as for graduate campus classes? (a) Yea (b) No .

Please explain:

5. Are there specific library requirements for graduate extension
courses? (a) Yes (b) Nom. Please explains

6. Are instructors required to provide time for staff-student
individual conferences? (a) Yes (b) No . Please
explains
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C. COURSE APPROVAL

1. Who has final authority in approving graduate extension work?
(a) Graduate school dean.
(b) Graduate council or committee.
(orPresident.
(d)--Rxtension dean or director.
(enbepartmental head or dean.
(f Departmental committee.
(g) Others

2. Who presents the request to the Graduate Office for
to offer graduate extension courses?
(a) Extension director or his representative.
(b) -Graduate school faculty member.
(o) Outside aponsor of course.
(d) Other:

D. STATUS OF CREDIT EARNED

salon

1. Is graduate credit earned through extension applicable toward
advanced degrees? (a) Yes (b) No .

2. If your answer is *yes*, list the degrees the credit may be
applied toward and the number of semester hours credit allow.
able:

Semester Hours
De Credit Com ment

(Example) Ed. D. 20 At least one semester required
in daytime program on campus.
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Will your institution accept graduate extension credit from
another institution within the state? (a) Yes (b) No__.
Please explain:

1. Will your institution accept graduate extension credit earned
out-of.state? (a) Yes_._ (b) NO Please explains

May any entire degree be earned through extension? (a) Yes
(b) No Please explain:

6. Do you have any schools or departments which do not accept any
graduate work through extension? (a) Yes (b) No If
so, list them and give their reasons

7. Do you distinguish between extension credit and campus credit
on 'Ns graduate student's permanent record? (a) Yee
(b) No Please explain:

8. Do you discount graduate credits earned through extension?
(a) Yes (b) No Please explains

9. Do you distinguish between "course" credit and *residence credit
in your graduate extension offerings? (a) Yes (b) No 6

Please explains



B. KINDS OF PRO9RAME
1. Check below the types of

graduate extension credits
(a) Daytime centers.
(b) Evening centers.
(c) Independent evening
(d)Short courses.

F. LIBRARY REQUIREMENTS
1. Must the instructor submit a bibliography to the Graduate Office

for approval? (a) Tes (b) NO Please explain:
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programs for which you approve

(e) Conferences.
(f) Correspondence study.

classes. (g) Thesis writing.
(h) Others

2. After an instructor is approved to teach a graduate extension
course, is it his responsibility to provide an adequate library?
(a) Yes (b) NO Please explain:

3. Do off-campus graduate extension centers provide their own
libraries? (a) Yes (b) No Please explain:

44 Are public libraries used in the case of isolated evening
classes? (a) Teo (b) No Please explain:

5. Are instructors expected to carry books to classes in cases
where local libraries are inadequate? (a) Tes (b) Nom.
Please explain:

6. Are graduate students ever expected to provide their own
libraries? (a) Yes (b) No . Please explains
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O. LABORATORY REQUIREMENTS
1. Do you approve any off.eampus graduate laboratory classes

through extension? (a) Yea.._._ (b) Nom_. Please explains

2. Do you find any types of situations where off-campus equipment
is superior to campus? (a) Ies (b) No . Please explains

3. Do you inspect the laboratory facilities of graduate extension
classes scheduled off-campus? (a) Yes (b) No . Please
explains

4. May an instructor ever 'alter" a course to "fit" the equipment
and supplies available? (a) Yes (b) No Please
explains

H. CORRESPONDENCE STUDY
1. Do you believe graduate students are more qualified to do corres-

pondence work than undergraduates? (a) Us CO Nom.
Please explains

2. Do you offer any graduate work through correspondence? (a)
Yes (b) No Please explains

3. Do you limit the number of graduate credits which may be earned
through correspondence? (a) Yes (b) No Please explains
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I. COUNSELING STUDENTS
1. Must students secure permission in advance before registering

in a graduate extension course? (a) Yes (b) Nom,.
Please explain:

2. Are students assigned counselors before beginning their graduate

work? (a) Yes (b) No Please explain:

3. Do students usually take some graduate extension work before

seeking counsel? (a) Yes (b) No Please explain:

L. May students do graduate extension work prior to being admitted

to graduate standing? (a) Yes (b) No . Please explain:

5. Are students permitted to write their theses through extension?

(a) Yes (b) N o . Explain:

6. Are theses ever supervised by other than campus faculty members?

(a) Yes` (b) NO . Please explain,

7. Are members of the Extension Division staff ever authorised to
represent the graduate office in counseling students? (a)

Yes (b) No Please explain:
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J. PLEASE WRITE A STATEMENT OF YOUR REASONS FOR OFFERING GRADUATE WORK
THROUGH EXTENSION.

K. PLEASE USE THE REMAINING SPACE FOR ANY OBSERVATIONS OR COMMENTS YOU
WISH TO MAKE CONCERNING GRADUATE WORK THROUGH EXTENSION.



APPENDIX 0

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STUDENTS REGISTERED IN GRADUATE EXTENSION CLASSES
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VIRON A. MOORE
Assistant Dean

General Extension Division
Oregon State System of Higher Education

Eugene, Oregon

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STUDENTS REGISTERED IN GRADUATE EXTENSION CLASSES
NIMIN000010000.4M110

The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine, in some measures
The Status of Graduate Study Throufth General Extension. Other inquiries
are Wii-sent to Graduate School Deans, Extension Directors, and Grad-
uate School Faculty Members. Tour serious and honest judgments are
solicited in your responses to the various parts of the inquiry.

Nationally, there are wide differences in points-of-view and in
practices concerning graduate work through extension classes. Whatever
results the author may obtain will be made available to the Graduate
School Dean and the Extension Director of your institution and probably
through them to you, if you so desire.

Tour cooperation in completing this form will be a definite contri-
bution to the study. You will notice that no reference is made to your
name here. In most cases, all you need to do is to check 6 the most
appropriate answer or answers in each category. A self-addressed stamped
envelope is provided for your convenience. Appreciation is expressed
for your cooperation in returning it to me not later than November:25.

A. THE STUDENT

1. Sax: (a) Male (b) Female

2, Marital status: (a) Single.
(bi--Married. (d) Divorced.
(c)(oSeparated. (e)----Widowed.

3. Number of children:

4. Your age at nearest birthday:

5. Are you employed? (a) Full time.
time.

6. What academic degrees do you now hold? (a) Bachelor's.
CO--Master's.
(0) Doctorls.

7. Are you working toward an advanced degree Tiar (a) les
(b) No (c) If so, which degree?



REASONS FOR TAXING GRADUATE WORK
sore than one reason, please write
importance.)

1. Work in daytime
2. No college nearby.
36"--tannot afford college.
4.--"Work applies toward promo. 8.

tion in gf present position.
5. To apply credit toward

advanced degree.
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EXTENSION. (If you check
2, 3, according to their

6. Personal enjqpment.
7.....Netter than campus da.

time imetrustion.
Not as good as daytime
campus instruction,
but but I can do.

Others

QUANTITY AND QUALITY OP wORX

1. Haw doss each of the following in your graduate extension
work compare with the graduate campus work you have taken?
(Please cheek in appropriate vase.)

rr

iffi tr
d Instructor's aialitr

f tooitazialparation

LIBRARY AND LABORATORY FACILITIES (Please check appropriate specs.)

1& NO

1. Dorm have access to an its ii
for the grubmititiork you are taking
thragih extension?
Doyen use a canvas
Do ou SA us
Do you vie a spec

the graduate class?
5. tore you required to provide your personal

library?
. Do you do as such library an k reference work as
you would in a comparable class on

7. De you ve as each use of maps, al and
other illustrative materials as on campus?

E. Do you have as each use of visual aids (movies,
film slides, and glass slides) as for the
same work on a campus?

you9. Do y have as much use of la oratory equipment
as on a *amine for the immo elegy?

10. Is the laboratory equipment provided as adequate
as that on a comma for the some kind pf class?
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E. TIME
NOW

1.

2.

AND PLACE OF MEETINGS OF GRADUATE EXTENSION
ATTENDING

How many times a week do you meet?

Do you meet on campus? (a) Yes___

CLASSES

(a) one (c) three
(d)-four(btwor

(b) No (c) if "nom,
please name meeting places

3. Is meeting place adequate? (Please check appropriate
answers.)

ITEM NO

Proper 4 heated
d Properly furnished

(desks, tables, chairs, etc.)

F. PLANNING YOUR PROGRAM

1. Is a counselor from the Graduate School available to help you
plan your graduate program? (a) lis (b) No .

2. Is an Extension Division representative available to help you
plan your graduate program? (a) les (b) No

3. Is the course you are now taking through extension a part of
your planned program? (a) Yes (b) No .

4. Will the course you are now taking be accepted for full value
toward an advanced degree? (a) les (b) No . If *nos,
please explains

5. How many semester hours of graduate work through extension may
you apply toward your advanced degree?

6. How many semester hours of graduate credit have you earned
through extension?

7. Have you already used the services of a counselor in planning
your graduate program? (a) 14s (b) No .

8. Have you applied for and been admitted to a graduate school?
(a) Xes (b) No



GRADUATE EXTENSION SERVICES

1. What kinds of extension services have you used or are you
using?

(a) Graduate center classes
(b)Non-center evening classes
(c).--"Campus evening classes
(d)Canferences

21i6

(0) Short courses
(f) .-ICorrespondence study
(g) Television
(h) Radio

2. If you have used more than one of the above extension services
for graduate study, which do you consider the most satis-
factory?

Explain:

3. Which of the above services do you consider the least satis-
factory? Explain:.

H. PLEASE USE THE REMAINING SPACE OR REVERSE SIDE OF SHEET FOR ANT
COMMENTS OR OBSERVATIONS YOU APISH TO MAKE ABOUT GRADUATE STUDY
THROUGH EXTENSION:
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APPENDIX H

LETTER TO DIRECTORS OF EXTENSION ACCC&PANIINO DIRECTOR'S QUESTIONNAIRE



December 22, 1952

To Directors of Extensions

2b8

I wish to thank you for your willingness and effort in getting my
questionnaires into the hands of graduate extension students, graduate
school faculty members, and Dean of your graduate school.
Replies are coming in every day.

Several of the Directors have asked me how they may secure the results
of my study which apply to their own Extension Divisions. Since my
study will not reveal the identity of each Division as far as tabu
lations and results are concerned, I will be most happy to return to
your office, when I have finished with them, all questionnaires
received from your students and staff members. The questionnaires
will become your property to use as you wish, and from them it seems
to me you should be able to make a small study of your own situation.

Below I am summarising the returns so far from your institutions

Graduate students
Graduate school faculty
Dean of the graduate school

Sent Returned

0111111110101, 011111111M

10 =10,0

I am enclosing with this letter the questionnaire for you to complete
as Director of Extension. The questionnaire has been delayed pur
posely until this time. I will be most appreciative if you can find
time in your crowded schedule to give it your earliest attention.

Sincerely,

VIRON A. MOORE, ASSISTANT DEAN
GENERAL EXTENSION DIVISION

vm; hb

One.
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APPENDIX I

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DIRECTORS OF EXTENSION
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VIRON A. MOORE
Assistant Dean

General Extension Division
Oregon State System of Higher Education

Eugene, Oregon

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DIRECTORS OF EXTENSION DIVISIONS

This questionnaire is part of a survey on The Status of Graduate
Study Thr Extension. It concerns chiefly ariontrols and problems
of o s and supervising the graduate extension program. For the
purposes of this survey, graduate study is defined as graduate level
work offered through extension for which graduate credit toward an
advanced degree may be earned.

Other questionnaires covering other segments of the study have
already been sent through you to Graduate Students, Graduate School
Faculty Members, and the Dean of your Graduate School.

While, in most instances you may respond objectively to the items,
there is opportunity in the latter part of the questionnaire to express
opinions and to make suggestions. It is hoped you will take advantage
of the opportunity.

Please accept my sincere appreciation for your prompt cooperation.

A. THE EXTENSION DIVISION (Please fill, in the answers in the spaces
which are provided.)
1. What kind, or kinds, of an institution or institutions do you

represent?
(a) State university
(b) state college
(s)----Landgrant college or university
drrivate university
(e) Private college
(fr.Other (please state)10

2. How many institutions of higher learning does your division
represent?

3. What is the total daytime campus enrollment of the institu.
tion or institutions your division serves?

4. How many academic members are there on the daytime campus
staffs?

5. How many staff members are on the graduate school faculty or
faculties of the institution or institutions your division
serves?

6. How many other extension divisions of other institutions
operate in your state?

7. What is the population of your state (1950 census)?
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R. To give an idea of the development of the graduate extension
program in your division, please fill in the student enroll-
ments (including correspondence study) as requested below*

Other Than Graduate Credit
Academic Tear Graduate

B. THE GRADUATE EXTENSION PROGRAM
1. Please check in 1, 2, 3 order the throe fields with greatest

enrollment in the academic year 195142.
(a) Education (f) Biological and physical
(brEngineering sciences

(o) --Business administration (g) Others
(d) Social work (h)Mthers
(e) Social sciences (JrOthers

2. What iecially organised graduate programs do you conduct?
(a) On-the-lob training of government employees.
(bron.the.job training of industrial employees.
(c)In.serylce courses and workshops for teachers.
(d Others

(e) Others
OrgMiational 'Patterns and Distribution of Graduate Extension
Services

Number of chamber of Enrollment
Organisational Patterns Centers Classes Fall 1952

A. Permanently este:611st.
ed off.campue graduate
center

b. Campuses of other col-
lege! and universities

c. Co-campus evening and
Saturday classes at
Parent institution

d. Off- campus independ
ently organised non
center evening and
Ss classes

0. Gradtt: programs
established at
industrial sites

f. Graduate programs
established at
rorot installations

g. remondence studi
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FACTORS LIMITING THE EXTENT OF THE GRADUATE EXTENSION PROGRAM
(Please checkt/zu or no far each of the items appearing below.)

oammjaVssmmmuoksmmmmcmsncv=u==irc4==cw=c======v

meeting places.
too great for instructors

torp to teach gar to extension classes%
donsarvative *Winds 'on Vie part WIWI

graduate school.
Conservative attitude on the part of the

oxtenaion
Stucienis are roluciant to enroll beeause
Oates of the credit is uncertain.

Hi.sh cost to the staientiinitainslilvienta.
Yrogras is ioo costiy to the extension

di

HODS OF APPROVING GRADUATE EXTENSION CLAMS (Please cheek
in the most appropriate space er spasms.)
1. The extension division has blanket approval from the grads.

ate school to proceed with the organisation of graduate
extension classes where they are needed.

2. The octennial division submits to the graduate school a re-
quest for approval of each graduate class as it is proposed.

The programs in permanent graduate centers are approved by
the graduate echool in advance, but individually organised
classes must be approved separate/4y.

The graduate school organises graduate extension classes
and then notifies the extension division of the arrangement.

Graduate extension classes are arranged between the extension'division and the department or school concerned and, after
arrangements are completed, the graduate office is notified.

Others
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E. SUPERVISION OF GRADUATE EXTENSION INSTRUCTION (Please check /
in the appropriate space or spaces.)
1. The instructor is not supervised.. He exercises full ace.

demi* liberty as to the course content and method of
instruction.

2. The instructor is expected to present a course outline to
proper extension and/or campus officials.

3. The instructor is expected to use a campus syllabus..

4. The instructor is directly supervised by extension and
campus representatives by class visitation.

5. Staff meetings are called frau time to time to discuss
mutual problems.

6. The instructor is expected to use an established grading
system.

7. The instructor may award grades without regard to an
established system.

F. STATUS OF GRADUATE EXTENSION CREDIT (Please cheek/in the most
appropriate spaces.)
1. All graduate extension credit is residence credit and may

be applied as such toward an advanced degree if approved
in the student's program.

2. Permanent center credit has residence status but other
extension course work does not.

Non-center extension work is considered course credits but
not residence credit.

4. Non - center extension work carries residence credit when
approved for the student in advance.

5. All graduate extension credit is strictly limited to a given
----number of semester hours regardless of the degree sought.

6. The amount of graduate extension credit which may apply
----toward an advanced degree varies with the individual stu-

dent's program and with the particular degree sought.

G. SUGGESTIONS AND STATEMENTS OF OPINIONS
1. Would you like a summary of the findings of this study? The

summary will not identify any particular institution.

(a) Yes (b) No
Signed:
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2. What changes or improvements do you seek or desire in
your graduate extension program?

To what extent do you believe full -time extension staff
=Ober' should be employed to instruct graduate classes?

h4 To vhat extent do you believe non -staff specialists should be
employed to instruct graduate classes?
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5. What opinion or evidence do you have regarding the inferiority
or superiority of graduate extension work as compared with
regular graduate work on a campus?

6. What suggestions do you have for the improvement of The
Status of Graduate Work Through Extension at the loarievel?

7. What suggestions do you have for the improvement of The
Status of Graduate Work Through Extension at the natrailWOO& 011MOM
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8. Other comments pertinent to the problems

9. What do you believe to be the outstanding positive
characteristic of your graduate extension program?


